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PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION

( 1904)

It may prevent misunderstanding , and possibly mis

representation , if the author states a few facts about

this volume of Bible Romances. It is mainly a reprint

of the edition for which he wrote a Preface in June,

1900. There has been a slight revision throughout,

and the occasional introduction of fresh matter ; but

the work has not been re-written , and no attempt has

been made to bring it right up to date in the matter

of illustrative information ; nor was that necessary in

a popular edition like the present. It should also be

observed that portions of the work were published in

penny and twopenny numbers prior even to 1884.

Hence it is obvious that the author is not catering for

a demand created by others , or seeking to exploit a

recent controversy . As far as the Bible is concerned ,

he was a pioneer and not a parasite of criticism . The

chapters on A Virgin Mother." and “ The Resurrec

tion ,” for instance, anticipated what has since been

presented to the public with an air of novelty .

G. W. F.
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The Creation Story

The Book of Genesis is generally thought, as Professor

Huxley said , to contain the beginning and end of sound

science. The mythology of the Jews is held to be a

divine revelation of the early history of man, and of the

cosmic changes preparatory to his creation . In every

Christian country the masses of the people are taught in

childhood that God created the universe in six days and

rested on the seventh . Yet every student knows this is

utterly false, every man of science regards it as absurd ,

and the more educated clergy, are beginning to explain

it away. But they must retain the Creation Story in

some sense or other , for two very strong reasons. First,

it stands at the very threshold of the Bible, and if it is a

mere fiction it inevitably throws discredit on all that

follows. Secondly , it is inseparably connected with the

Story of the Fall. Both live or perish together. And if

the Fall is to be regarded as a myth , what becomes of

Christianity ? The Christian scheme of salvation is un

intelligible without the antecedent doctrine of the Fall

of Man . Without the Fall, and the ensuing curse , the

Atonement is a baseless dogma, and the Incarnation , the

Crucifixion, and the Resurrection are gigantic mistakes.

The Creation Story , as we shall attempt to show , is

incoherent, self-contradictory , and absurd . It is also

discordant with the plainest truths of Science. Further ,

it was not revealed to the Jews, or originated by them .

Like themyth of the Flood, it was writ large in the stone

records of mighty empires long before it was worked into

the Jewish sariptures by an audacious priesthood, able

to pass off its own new teachings as the voice of

antiquity .
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That the Creation Story was unknown to the Jews be

fore the Captivity is proved as far as a negative is capable

of demonstrati
on

. It is never so much as mentioned , or

clearly alluded to , in the whole of the Jewish scriptures

outside the Book of Genesis, with the single exception of

the Fourth Commandm
ent. This first piece of revelation ,

this primary message of the Divine Father to his children ,

this record on which the whole institution of the Sabbath

is said to have been founded, was treated by Hebrew

writers, century after century, with an unbroken con

spiracy of silence . Such a silence is only to be ex

plained in one way. It was the silence of ignorance.

Let us now exaniine the Creation Story as we find it in

Genesis ;

let us view it in the light of science and common

sense ; let us compare it with the legends of other

religions.
“ In the beginning ,” we are told , " God created the

heaven and the earth .” When was." in the beginning " ?

Science knows nothing of a commencemen
t
. It teaches

the indestructibili
ty

of matter and the conservation of

energy. Forms of combination are ever changing , but

force and substance are apparently eternal.

Worlds on worlds are rolling ever,

From creation to decay,

Like the bubbles on a river,

Sparkling, bursting, borne away.'

What is the meaning of " create " ? Was it the pro

duction of what is called “ chaos, ' or the formation of

the chaos into a cosmos ? Christian writers like the late

Mr. Gladstone still speak of " chaos,” but of course it is

inconceivable. The properties of matter are not affected

by any changes ; they always remain essentially the

To the physicist there is the same " order " in a

cubic foot of steam as in a cubic inch of water, the same

" order " in a comet as in a planet.

What the Jews took “ create ” to mean is not obvious.

Beausobre refers to Isaiah, where the terms, bara , jatsar,

and asah are used indiscriminately . The learned Burton,

same.

1
Shelley's Hellas.

? Histoire des Manichéens, vol. ii., p . 206 .
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nothing." s

however, agrees with Mosheim , ' “ that the Jews in

ancient times , who reflected at all, never entertained any

other idea than that God created the world out of

The same view is held by Bishop Pearson .

" Antecedently to all things beside,” he says,
« there was

at first nothing but God , who produced most part of the

world merely out of nothing , and the rest out of that which

was formerly
made of nothing ." 4 This is also upheld in

the
Westminster

Confession
of Faith (chap . iv.), where it

is declared that it pleased the Trinity “ in the beginning

to create , or make out of nothing, the world and all things

therein . " Dr. Adam Clarke
advocates the same

doctrine

in his
Commentary. Those who wish to addle their

brains may pursue all the learned
nonsense on the origin

ofmatter , and its creation by the fiat of an infinite spirit,

which is to be found in the pages of
Cudworth , Mosheim ,

Burton, and other “ authorities."

According to Genesis the earth was made first. All the

rest of the universe was an accessory . The size of the

sun , the still greater size of suns beyond our system , and

the comparative
insignificance of our planet, are revela

tions of modern science . They were quite unknown to

the chosen people. Jehovah did not tell them the truth

on this subject.

" And the earth ,” we are told , was without form and

void ; and darkness was upon the face of the deep.” It is

impossible to conceive of anything without some form .

The Revised Version reads “ waste and void . " Evi

dently the Hebrew
cosmogonists held that water was the

primary element. The same idea was found among the

Quinchés in America . It appears in a
Carpathian song

translated by Ralston . We discover it also in the Rig

Veda of the Hindus. Berosius gives the same account of

the Babylonian
creation— " there was nothing but dark

ness, and an abyss of waters." The Chaldean creation

tablets , rendered by M. Oppert, relate that ~

1. Formerly , that which was up above was not called
heaven .

2. And that which is on earth below had no name.

• Dr. Edward Burton , Heresies of the Apostolic Age, p . 322 .

* Pearson's Exposition of the Creed , vol. i., p . 121.
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was

a

3. An infinite abyss was their generator.

4. A chaos, the sea, was the mother who gave birth to

this universe .'

With the Egyptians, as also with the Greeks, chaos was

a humid mass . The Phænicians thought the beginning

a wind of black air . " Water, air , and fire were

variously regarded as the origin of things. The Jews

chose water , long after it had been chosen by other

nations. It was one guess out of many, and no more

inspired than the rest.

“ And the spirit of God moved upon the face of the

waters.” The Revised Version gives the marginal read

ing of “ brooded.” Thus the passage was read by

Milton . “ The Hebrew word Ruah," says Priaulx,

which has been rendered ' spirit of God,' means

' breath ' or ' wind,' and some translations, instead of

making the spirit to move, make it to brood , upon the

waters as a hen upon her eggs, thus calling to mind the

mundane egg of so many cosmogonies." ?

Next comes the creation of light. It was produced

three days before the sun . This has been represented as

a certain “ luminosity ” infused through the air , and not

exactly the same thing as sunlight. But light is not a

thing ; it is a phenomenon caused by definite laws of

astronomy and optics. Certainly there is no light known

to us but sunlight that will fructify the earth . How did

this strange “ luminosity ” -or electric light, as another

Christian suggests— raise a crop of apples ? Yet we read

in Genesis that not only herbs, but fruit trees, flourished

before God made the sun . Why not frankly admit the

Creation Story to be a Hebrew myth , a work of

imagination , a production of fancy before the birth of

knowledge ? “ God said , Let there be light, and there

was light,” is not the language of science, but the

language of poetry . We find a similar expression in the

Vedas of India— " He thought, I will create worlds, and

they were there ! "

Having brought this unscientific " luminosity ” into

• Gerald Massey, Natural Genesis, p . 46 .

Priaulx, Questiones Mosaicæ , p . 8 .

6

? Ibid ., p . 9.
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existence, Jehovah " divided the light from the darkness. ”

How was this done ? And how did light and darkness

ever mix ? Darkness is a minus quantity ; it is simply

the absence of light, as cold is the absence of heat.

" God called the light Day, and the darkness he called

Night. And the evening and the morning were the first

day." The Revised Version reads, “ There was evening

and morning, one day.”

The sun is not yet created , and we have evening and

morning , night and day ! Every schoolboy knows the

absurdity of such infantile physics. Day and night de

pend on the earth's revolving on the imaginary line of

its axis, and presenting its ever -shifting
circumference

to the sun .
When the part of the earth's surface we

stand on faces the sun, its rays " break in the foam of

light” upon our
atmosphere. When that part turns

from the sun , we are in the shadow of the earth itself.

Night and day, therefore, depend on the earth's diurnal
revolution in its annual orbit round the sun . And the

earth's actual
movement is the result of two different

factors — the
centrifugal and the

centripetal forces ; the

one tending to hurl it into infinite space, the other draw

ing it towards the sun . The
equilibrium of these forces

is the earth's actual
movement. How absurd , then , to

suppose that night and day preceded the existence of the

sun ! It is putting the cart before the horse, the effect
before the cause.

God next made the
firmament,” dividing

' the

waters which were under the
firmament from the waters

which were above the
firmament.” This

firmament “ he

called Heaven,” and “ there was evening and there was

morning, a second day.”

Sir G. B. Airy, the
astronomer royal, said of the author

of Genesis : " His
astronomy is greatly in error .

He
speaks of the

formation of a solid structure or
firmament

(the Hebrew word , I believe ,
necessarily implies solidity

of structure, as does also the Greek word [LXX ]

stereoma, the Latin word
firmamentum , and the English

word firmament), called ' heaven ,' or
rather'sky,' which

supports the waters. The Arabs still call the sky an

' Sir G. B. Airy , Notes on the Earlier Hebrew Scriptures.
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so that
inverted bowl. ' Horne Tooke defines heaven as

which is heaved or thrown up." Like other ancient

peoples, the Jews thought the sky was solid . The sun ,

moon , and stars were fixed in it , and worked to and fro

like sliding panels.- Behind the firmament lived God and

his angels . It had windows, through which the “ waters

above the firmament ” descended . In the story of the

Flood we read that “ the windows of heaven were

opened .'

The third day of creation was a busy one. Dry land

was raised up from the seas. Then the world's flora was

created. The earth " brought forth grass, the herb yield

ing seed , and the fruit tree yielding fruit after his kind,

whose seed is in itself. ”

Professor Huxley does not endorse the science of this

day's creation . ' If I venture to speculate on thematter

at all,” he writes, “ I should say it is by no means certain

that the sea is older than dry land , inasmuch as a solid

terrestrial surface may very well have existed before the

earth was cool enough to allow of the existence of fluid

water. And in this case dry land may have existed be

fore the sea .” 10 Nor does he admit that grasses and fruit

trees existed at such a time. On the contrary, he says it

is “ the apparently plain teaching of botanical palæ

ontology that grasses and fruit trees originated long sub

sequently to animals.” 11 Throughout the Creation Story,

in fact, the order of Genesis is very different from the

order of Biology .

On the fourth day of creation the sun, the moon, and

“ the stars also " --mere trifles, lumped together at the

end of the inventory — were brought into existence . This

is absolutely farcical. Our earth is a child of the sun ;

and how could the offspring have existed before the

parent ? Mr. Gladstone sought to evade this difficulty

by supposing that the sun was included in " the heaven ”

in the first verse of Genesis , and that “ what is afterwards

conveyed is not the calling into existence of the sun and

moon, but the assignment to them of a certain place and

See Fitzgerald's Omar Khayyam , quatrain 72.

10 Nineteenth Century, Feb., 1886 , p . 197.

11 Nineteenth Century, Dec., 1885, p . 859.
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He

orbit respectively , with a light-giving power ." Here is

science for you ! It is enough to raise a smile on the face

of an owl.

Mr. Gladstone afterwards invented another explanation

of this “ mistake of Moses .” assumed ” that " the

photosphere or light envelope of the earth itself had

obstructed the vision of the sun ,” but this disappeared

( somehow ) on the fourth day, and “ the visibility of the

sun --was established ” _before there was an eye to see

it ! Such are the devices of Christian rhetoricians who

would press science into the service of Hebrew mythology.

According to Genesis, the sun , moon, and stars were

set." in heaven “ to give light upon the earth . ” With

as much reason it might be said thatmice were made to

eat cheese. The celestial systems do not exist for the

sake of the earth any more than an army exists for the

sake of a single soldier . He gets his share of rations, but

he is not the object of the combination .

Astronomy shows us the
insignificance of our planet .

It is but a drop in the ocean , a grain of sand on the sea

shore. We know of many planets revolving in regular

orbits round the sun, of which the earth is far from being

the largest. For them , as well, as for our globe, the sun

" rules the day.” And when we look beyond our solar

system into the mighty universe of other suns and

planets, we see that the cosmogony of Genesis is a dream

of childish ignorance.

When
Anaxagoras dared to suggest that the sun was

as large as the
Peloponnesus he startled his Greek con

temporaries. What must have been the notions of a

grossly
unscientific people like the Jews! For them it

was easy to regard the sun, moon , and stars as mere

satellites of the earth, set up in the sky as lanterns for

the human race .

Coming to the fifth day of Creation we find Jehovah

making fish and fowl. Among the fish , according to the
authorised version , were

great whales. ” But the whale
is not a fish though it lives in the sea .

It is a warmblooded mammal. Like the porpoise it is descended from

a terrestrial
quadruped. Nor is it a positive fact, as Mr.

» Nineteenth century, Nov., 1885, p . 691.
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Gladstone supposed , and as Genesis asserts , that the

" air population " preceded the " land population.” “ On

the contrary," Huxley says,
“ there are a good many

representatives of natural science who would be prepared

to say, on theoretical grounds alone, that it is incredible

that the ' air population ' should have appeared before the

' land population '—and that, if this assertion is to be

found in Genesis, it merely demonstrates the scientific

worthlessness of the story of which it forms a part. "

Fish and fowlare said to have been created on the same

day. Even if " day " means a geological epoch the state

ment is incorrect. The fossil remains of fish and fowl are

not found in the same eras. Marine organisms are earlier

than the carboniferous period , during which our coal de

posits were formed, but no remains of fowl are discovered

until we come to a later stratum . Now the carboniferous

period alone covers millions of years; so that instead of

fish and fowl being contemporaneous, we find them

geologically separated by inconceivable abysses of time.

The sixth day of creation was the busiest of all .

Jehovah made beasts, cattle, and creeping things. Now

creeping things ” enumerated in Leviticus

( v., 29-31) are lizards . But lizards and other reptiles

allied to them are found in the Permian strata, while the

first indubitable trace of birds is found in a later

formation . Genesis is therefore wrong in creating

“ fowl” on the fifth “ day ” and “ creeping things

the sixth .

After making the beasts , cattle, and creeping things,

we are told that." God said , Let us make man in our

image, after our likeness.” To whom did God say this ?

Some declare it is the royal style of address. Others find

in it the first suggestion of the Trinity . The truth is that

the word translated God is Elohim — literally Gods.

Originally the Jews were Polytheists . Genesis contains

two distinct Creation stories . One occupies the whole of

the first chapter and the first three verses of the second ,

at which point the other commences. They belong to

different periods and were rather clumsily worked to

gether. The older is the Elohistic, so called because the

Creator is designated by the plural term Elohim , which

in our version is translated God . The more modern is

among the si

cn
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the Jehovistic, in which Elohim is combined with the

singular term Jehovah , translated as the Lord God .

Both relate the creation of man , but they differ widely.

The former makes God create man in his own image ; the

latter does not allude to this important circumstance .

The former represents man as created male and female at

the outset; the latter represents the man as created first ,

and the female for a special reason afterwards. In the

former God enjoins the primal pair to “ be fruitful and

multiply and replenish the earth ” ; in the latter there is

no such injunction - on the contrary, the bringing forth

of children is imposed upon the woman as a curse , and

she has no offspring until after the expulsion from the

Garden of Eden . Nor does the Elohistic record so much

as mention this Paradise, in which the drama of the Fall

was enacted, but represents man as
immediately com

missioned to subdue and populate the world .

That the Jews thoughtman the bodily image of God is

hardly disputable. Their God was a magnified man . He

walks in Eden , makes clothes for Adam and Eve, smells

a sweet savour at Noah's sacrifice , shares
Abraham's

hospitality , wrestles with Jacob , spends forty days with

Moses on Sinai, and displays his " back parts.” Like the

deities of Homer and Hesiod, though less
frequently , he

mixes with his
worshippers. He is a spirit, but in early

times , as still among savages, spirit is but
etherealized

matter, never perhaps tangible, but sometimes visible to
mortal eyes.

In the Elohistic account of creation , in the first

chapter of Genesis, God creates man “ male and female ."

The Rev. Baring Gould , with other
commentators, reads

“ male- female created he them .” Many have held , in

cluding some Rabbis, that the first human being was

androgynous, and that the two sexes were
subsequently

divided . Some curious details on this point may be

found in the first chapter of Bible Heroes. 13

Man was told to eat fruit and vegetables. The beasts

and fowls were allowed the " green herb for meat. ” But

such a diet would not have suited the lion and tiger , nor

the eagle and vulture. They must have done more

18G . W. Foote, Bible Heroes, p . 4 .
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violence to, nature than Nebuchadnezzar when he lived

on grass .
Although not told to eat the lower animals, man was

given “ dominion over them . It was a dominion he had

to achieve, and it is not yet completed . Thousands of

the lords of creation in India fall a prey to tigers and

snakes. Mr. Gladstone talked of “ the fatherly and

tender care
of Providence in preparing the world for

man to dwell in . But so far as the earth is fit forman , it

is perfectly clear that man himself has done the work .

He felled the forests , drained the swamps, tamed the

buffaloes, broke the wild horse, domesticated the wolf,

and bred sheep from a savage stock . Earlier still he

dodged thę mammoth and circumvented the bear and

hyena. He was “ monarch of all he surveyed ” only

while he looked upon his squaw and his offspring , and the

rough walls of the natural cave or artificial hole where

his highness lay sheltered from his prowling subjects,

who were seeking to dine on his regal person . His

faculties were sharpened through a wild and terrible

struggle for existence, and finally he triumphed ; but

surely it is idle , in face of these facts , to talk of the

fatherly and tender care of Providence " in preparing

his dwelling-place .

After completing the work of Creation the Lord

“ rested .” According to Exodus xxxi. 17, he “ rested

and was refreshed," like a mower who takes a swig at

the cider-can . According to Dr. Geddes, and other

learned editors of an annotated Bible published in 1774,

the true meaning of the Hebrew original is,

seventh day he rested , and fetched breath ." 14 Which is

a pretty piece of anthropomorphism .

God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it. For

this reason , according to the fourth commandment, men

are to work six days and rest on the seventh . Orthodox

writers like Mr. Gladstone regard this as the first

institution of the Sabbath.15 The more sagacious Paley

saw .the unanswerable objections to this view . There is

not the slightest allusion to the Sabbath in the lives of

on the

/
14 Sir William Domville, The Sabbath , p . 54.

15 Good Words, May, 1890, p . 303.
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the patriarchs, nor during the captivity in Egypt, and had

it been known such a silence would be “ unaccount

able.” 16 Precisely the same argument, however, may be

turned against Paley's position that the Sabbath was,

instituted in the wilderness. It is never alluded to during

the rule of the Judges and the reign of the Kings before

the captivity in Babylon . Indeed the very language of

the fourth commandment is conclusive on this point.

The reference to the stranger within thy gates " proves

that the law was not given to desert nomads, but to a

people dwelling in fenced cities . Nor could the Sabbath

have arisen among nomads. Except when they shift

their tents , and travel to fresh pastures , they have only

to sit and watch their flocks. One day is exactly like

another , and a day of rest in such circumstances is un

intelligible. A periodic day of rest could only arise in an

industrial civilization where its necessity was obvious.

And that the day of rest , whatever it was, should be

associated with mythical events was inevitable , when

every part of life was under a religious sanction .

Intervals of rest and recreation were common . The

Egyptians had periodic holidays. On the festal days in

Greece the shops and courts were closed , and the slaves

rested froni their labours. In Rome every ninth day was

a holiday for all classes. The Persians had similar

holidays . Even in Mexico the Spaniards found certain

days set apart for idleness . In China the holidays are

the new and full moon . In India there are prescribed

days on which the
superstitious Hindu dare not even

clean his teeth . "

The seven-days week was well-known to the ancient

Egyptians, who called the days after the seven planets.

This practice spread from Egypt into the Roman Empire .

Among theGreeks the seventh day was sacred as early as

the times of Homer and Hesiod . It is also affirmed by

Davis that the Hindus had a week of seven days named

after the planets , and this is
corroborated by Colebrooke.

The sacredness of the number seven ; in so many parts

of the world , sprang out of natural reasons. : Moon

16 Paley's Moral Philosophy, bk . iv ., chap. vii.
Priauls, PP . 39, 40 .

17
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." Well,

seven .

worship precedes sun -worship because man's attention is

excited by the changeable rather than the regular. Now

it was discovered that the full lunation occupied twenty

eight days. That was called a month - or moonth , and

everyone knows that the lunar month comes before the

solar or calendar month . Indeed , to this very day, the

prisoners in English jails call a month " a moon .

the twenty-eight days being halved , the result was four

teen . That number was halved again , and the result was

But this number could not be halved or divided

in any way ; it was indivisible and mysterious, and there

fore sacred.18 Then there were the seven planets, from

which , in Egypt, Babylon , and elsewhere, the days were

named ; and this greatly heightened the sacredness of the

number . Behind this, even , there is something older and

more vital, reaching to the roots of culture. Among

savages the covering of the generative organs is often

neglected by the males, but scarcely ever by the females.

That covering was the beginning of decency, and it arose

from the fact of menstruation . Now the sexual perio

dicities throughout the whole animal world , including

the human race, run in seven or multiples of seven days.19

Let this truth be connected with the indivisible quarter

of the moon's total phases, and the number of the

planets, and you have an importance, a mystery, and

therefore a sacredness attaching to the number seven

which could hardly be attached to any other number.20

This is the reason why the number seven appears and re

20

18 Priaulx , p . 35 ; Godfrey Higgins, Horæ Sabbaticæ , p . 73 ;

Letourneau , La Sociologie , p . 592 .

19 See an important and most interesting footnote on this

subject in Darwin's Descent of Man , p . 164.

Gerald Massey, referring to “ the moon of the menses as

well as the mensis,” ; writes :: “ This mystical moon was

related to the menstruating ape ; hence, as Hor-Apollo says,

the cynocephali were brought up in the Egyptian temples in

order that the priests might ascertain the exact instant of

the conjunction of the sun and moon . Women were devoted

to the same purpose, and made use of as demonstrators by the

monthly prognosticators and others who are denounced as

servants of the excrementitious gods in the Hebrew Scrip

tures.” — Natural Genesis , vol. ii ., p . 307.
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appears in religious systems. It is found among savages,

and among the European votaries of oriental mysticism

who talk of the seven -fold nature of man. Thus religion

is like themythical snake of eternity. Extremes meet ;

the head and the tail are united .

The Jewish Sabbath , we now know , was derived from

Babylon . The fifth of the Creation Tablets, deciphered

by the late Mr. George Smith , of the British Museum ,

asserts that the Creator appointed the seventh day to be

kept sacred as the sabbath . According to Professor

Sayce these tablets are Assyrian copies of ancient

Babylonian originals, which cannot be assigned to a later

date than 1700 B.C. ; and are probably even older.” Else

where he writes of them as “ far exceeding in antiquity

the venerable histories of the Bible.” 21 Many centuries

before the book of Genesis was written , even before the

supposed date of Moses, the Babylonian cosmogony

existed with all the chief features of the Hebrew creation

story. There is the six -days' creation in the same order

as that of Genesis , and the temptation and the fall ofman .

And man himself is called Admi, the Assyrian form of

Adam . Here, then , is the origin of the Hebrew cos

mogony. The Jews learned it during their captivity in

Babylon . After the exile it was worked into their

Scriptures. It was palmed off, like the priestly law , as

the work of Moses ; but the very historical books of the

Jews, containing as they do no single allusion to the one

or the other , are an ample proof of the imposture.

Let us now recur to the six days of Creation . Were

this story true, and the Bible chronology accurate, it

would follow that the earth , as it now exists, is less than

six thousand years old . This, however, is clearly in

opposition to science. Our earth has revolved round the

sun for countless millions of years . Geology proves that

millions of years have elapsed since organic existence

first appeared on the earth's surface, and this world be

came the theatre of life and death . Darwin speaks of the

known history of the world as “ of a length quite in

comprehensible by us,” and even that he affirms will

hereafter be recognized as a mere fragment of time"

21 Preface to Smith's Chaldean Account of Genesis.
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compared with the vast periods which Biology requires .

After quoting Mr. Croll's estimate of sixty million years

since the Cambrian period , he remarks that " the previous

140 million years can hardly be considered as sufficient

for the development of the varied forms of life which

already existed during the Cambrian period.

If Adam was the first man the antiquity of the human

race, at least, is but six thousand years. The ages of the

antediluvian patriarchs' are recorded ;: then follow the

genealogies after the Flood, until we enter the historic

period, after which there is little room for dispute. From

the creation of Adam to the birth of Christ the Bible

allows about four thousand years. This date is printed

over the first of Matthew in some editions of the English

Bible . Science, however, proves that this is a mere frag

ment of the period during which man has inhabited the

earth . There was a civilization in Egypt, according to

Bunsen and other authorities, long before the alleged

creation of Adam .· Archæology shows us traces of man's

presence in Europe myriads of years before that. The

researches of Mr. Pengelly in Kent's Cavern , in Devon

shire, establish the fact that cave-men lived there two

hundred thousand years ago. It is indisputable that man

existed in the valley of the Somme in the tertiary period .

Professor Draper declares that “ it is difficult to assign a

shorter date for the last glaciation of Europe than a

quarter of a million of years , and human existence ante

dates that.” Dr. Wallace opines that the human species

may have existed in the Miocene period.23 Dr. Tylor

himself, the most cautious of anthropologists, while

deprecating guesses where there is no scale to reckon

time by," speaks of the quaternary period, when men

had acquired some of the rudiments of civilization, as

“ lying back out of the range of chronology." 24

Bibliolators seek to escape the difficulty by pretending

that the “ days ” of Genesis are periods ” of unknown

length . It is obvious, however, that the ancient Jews

regarded the “ day " as a period of twenty-four hours,

22

Darwin , Origin of Species, p . 286.

23 Dr. A. R. Wallace, Darwinisin , p . 457

24 Dr. E. B. 'Tylor, Anthropology, p . 33 .
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otherwise the fourth commandment loses all its applica

tion . If the word rendered day means period ” in

Genesis, it must mean period in Exodus. Are we there

fore to work six periods and rest on the seventh, and is

each to be the length of a geological epoch ? That would

be pleasant for those living in the seventh period, but

rather hard for those living in one of the six .

Commentators like Gill, Clarke, and Patrick , who lived '

before the theologians' were frightened by -science ,

honestly took the Bible to mean what it says. Gill.

reckons the “ evening " and the morning as twelve

hours each, and “ both together one natural day, consist

ing of twenty-four hours." 25 The Westminster Con

fession declares that God made all things “ in the space

of six days, and all very good.” Bishop Pearson dated

the creation " probably within one hundred and thirty

generations of men, most certainly within not more than

six , or at farthest seven , thousand years ago.' Dr.

Kalisch, one of the most learned and honest of commen

tators, reprehends the modern trifling with the " sacred"

text.

In order to gain scope for the geological periods, many

critics have proposed to interpret the term day as a

period , or an indefinite epoch . But this is inadmissible .

This metaphorical use of the word is rendered impossible

by the repeated phrase, " and evening was and morning

was,” both forniing one natural day . Nor can the cir

cumstance that on the fourth day only the sun

created to divide the day from the night, prove that the

word " day " denotes, in the preceding verse at least, an

unlimited time ; if it means day in one verse, it has the

same signification throughout the whole epoch.”

Dr. Kalisch adds that “ the device that the days denote

epochs is not only arbitrary but ineffective ; for the six

1 ) 26

was

28 Gill's Commentary, Genesis i. 5.

* Pearson's Exposition of the Creed , vol. i., p . 121 — By the

way, the worthy Bishop's most certainly was a pretty

piece of infallibility. In the first edition he wrote most

certainly within much less than six thousand years ." In

subsequent editions he added on a millennium , but he re

tained the most certainly all the same.

" Kalisch , Commentary on Genesis.
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epochs of the Mosaic creation correspond in no manner

with the gradual formation of cosmos. This was also

seen clearly enough by Professor Henry Drummond , who

knew better than to join Mr. Gladstone in “ reconciling "

Genesis with Science . 17 Mēn could find out,” he says,

“ the order in which the world was made. What they

could not find out was, that God made it. To this day

they have not found that out."' 28. This , he adds, is “ the

one high sense in which Genesis can be said to be

scientific . ” A " high sense indeed !

We now proceed to examine the Jehovistic account of

Creation in the second chapter of Genesis . The Lord

God formed man of the dust of the ground, the Hebrew

word for which is Adamah . The word Adam means “ te

red ,” and adamah may be referred to the red soil of

Palestine. Kalisch observes that man may have been

called Adam on account of the red colour of his skin .

But the real etymology may be different. According to

Gerald Massey the word Adam , with slight variations,

means Male or Father in several African languages. In

the old Akkadian speech, which preceded the Baby

lonian , and in which a great deal of the Assyrian and

Jewish cosmogony was first written , ad signifies a

father,"" and dan “ mnother. " Mr. Wake suggests,

therefore, that Adam was a compound formation , ex

pressing a dual idea, agreeably to the statement as to

the first man being “ male -female ," and to the Persian

tradition which made him androgynous. " When the

dual idea expressed in the name was forgotten, ” he adds,

“ Adam became the Great Father, the Great Mother re

ceiving the name of Eve (Hhavváb), i.e., living , or life,

although Adam in the generic sense of 'Mankind ' de

notes both male and female ." 29

The belief that man was formed of earth is almost

universal. The Chinese say he was moulded of yellow

earth . The Egyptians figured the Creator turning the

potter's wheel and making men of clay. This is a com

mon oriental simile , and was used by St. Paul in

explaining predestination.30

18 Nineteenth Century, Feb., 1886, p . 214.

30 C. S. Wake, Serpent Worship , p. 127. 80 Romans is .
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Jehovah breathed into Adam's nostrils “ the breath of

life," and he became " a living soul.” But this is a

fraudulent rendering. The “ breath of life " was the same

in
man as in the lower animals . De Wette translated this

passage man became a living being ,” and Michaelis “

living animal.” 31 According to Professor Max Muller,

“ it is clear that by spirit was meant at first nothing but

the air which is drawn in by our lungs; and given out

again as breath ."' 32 The true meaning of “ the breath of

life " is indicated in the Revised Version , both in Genesis

and Ecclesiastes (iii.), where the writer sneers at those

who speak of the breath or spirit of the man as going

upward to heaven at death , and the breath or spirit of

the beast as going downward to the earth . It is incon

testable that the Jewish scriptures, from Genesis to

Malachi, afford no single passage in which the doctrine

of the soul and a future life is clearly taught. This is

frankly allowed by writers like Bishop Courtney and

Archbishop Whately , and is expressly maintained in

Bishop Warburton's Divine Legation of Moses.

Adam was placed in the Garden of Eden. The position

of this establishment will never be ascertained . It lies in

the shadow -land of imagination . The Greeks placed

Parádise in the Islands of the Blessed, beyond the Pillars

of Hercules in the western main . The Swede, Rudbeck ,

asserted that Paradise was in Scandinavia ; some Russian

writers say it was in Siberia ; while German writers, like

Hasse and Schulz , place it on the coast of Prussia .

Eastern traditions fix on Ceylon . Ancient Christian

writers affirmed that Paradise was beyond the earth alto

gether , on the other side of the ocean , which they con

ceived to encircle it, and that Noah was conveyed to our

planet by the deluge. Kalisch gives a long list of ancient

and modern authorities " on the subject, who differ

widely as to the actual position of Eden . Their only

point of agreement is that it was somewhere. But this

is near enough in the geography of faith .

In the Jehovistic story Adam is a bachelor. He had no

wife, and Jehovah found it was “ not good for man to be

" Priaulx , p . 66 .

" Max Müller, Natural Religion , p . 128.
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woman .

alone." All the beasts of the field were passed before

him , and he gave them their names. This first Zoological

Dictionary is, unfortunately , lost . It would seem that

Adam was expected to find a suitable partner. But

nothing struck his fancy. Then the Lord put him into a

deep sleep , 'carved out one of his ribs, and made it into a

It was the first surgical operation under

chloroform .

If Adam was upright after it , he must have been lop

sided before ; if he was upright before it, he must have

been lopsided after . It has been maintained that God

provided him with another rib in the place of the one

extracted . But this is a mere conjecture. Besides , if the

Lord had a spare rib in stock , he might have made a

woman of it, without cutting poor Adam open .

A profane wit has pictured a curious scene in con

nection with this operation . Suppose the divine operator,

after removing Adam's rib , had found that he had for

gotten some part of his apparatus; suppose he had left

the rib on the grass while hewent to fetch it , and a dog.

had come by and gone off with the raw material of Mrs.

Eve ! But such speculations, as the clergy would tell us,

are beneath the dignity of this awful subject.

Woman was an afterthought. She was not included in

the original scheme, but was thrown in as a make

weight. What a compliment to the sex ! There was

more gallantry in Robert Burns, who said that Nature

“ First tried her 'prentice hand on man , And then she

made the lasses 0.”

Why did not God create two couples instead of one ?

Adam and Eve's sons must have had children by their

sisters. Surely an all-wise and all-good Creator would

have prevented the cradle of the race from being stained

with incest.

The Bible story of man's origin is mythical. Man is

not a special creation . He has been evolved from a lower
form of life . Darwinism holds the field . Even Dr.

Wallace, who held out long against its application to

man , admits that the evidence of our animal descent is

" overwhelming and conclusive.” 33 The Bishop of

ss Darwinism , p . 461.
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Carlisle advises the clergy to make terms with the con

queror. He see the danger of standing by the Adamite

theory. Five-sixths of the public are still taught it, and

believe it as an established truth . " I do not,” says

Huxley, " and I am not acquainted with any man of

science, or duly instructed person, who does.”! 34 Pro

fessor Mivart, having an infallible Church instead of an

infallible Bible , was ready to work Darwinism into the

texture of Catholic theology. Fifty years hence it will

be difficult to find an opponent of Evolution. Meanwhile

the Bibliolators will exhaust their own ingenuity , and

the resources of hypocrisy , in proving that the Hebrew

myth of Creation , thought false in itself, is mysteriously

inspired . They will discover hidden meanings in obvious

language, and “ torture one poor word ten thousand

ways." . But the men of science on the one side, and the

multitude of plain people on the other , will not be

deceived by mystical jargon . Overthrown by Science ,

the Creation story receives its coup de grace from

Comparative Religion. It is not only refuted but ex

plained. At this stage it disappears from our convictions,

it loses all practical interest, and becomes a mere point

in archæology.

Whether in relation to the origin of man or to the

origin of the universe , the Creation Story is of no

scientific value. This is plainly avowed by Oort and

Hooykas in their Bible for Young People.35 We have

also seen that Professor Drummond is only able to find

its scientific character in the fact that it tells us that the

world was made by God . But this, of course, is equally

affirmed by all the cosmogonies of the world , many of

which are immensely older than the first two chapters of

Genesis .

Mr. Gladstone, however, endeavoured to prove the

inspiration of the Creation Story, and we may devote a

little space to his arguments. But before dealing with

them it may be said that he cut the ground from under

his own feet. Helasserted that “ the object of the Mosaic

Critiques and Addresses, “ The Method and Results of

Ethnology.

35 Vol. i., p . 48.
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writer is broadly distinct; it is, surely , to convey moral

and spiritual training.' Further, he declared that " the

conveyance of scientific instruction as such , would not,

under the circumstances of the case, be a reasonable

object for the Mosaic writer to pursue.' Why then did he

plead for the scientific value of the Creation Story ? On

his own contention he was engaged in a work of super

erogation . If the Story be “ spiritual,” let it be so

defended ; if it be “ scientific, ” let it be justified at every

point by a comparison with the teachings of science.

But Mr. Gladstone did neither . He dodged like an old

parliamentary hand. By the grossest special-pleading

he gave Genesis a semi- scientific character , and when

the argument was plainly hopeless he eked it out with

spiritual” considerations.

Mr.Gladstone ignored all the discrepancies between the

order of the Creation Story and the order of Biology ,

which were pointed out by Professor Huxley in a previous

discussion ; and because the order of Genesis broadly

corresponds with that of Nature he maintained that the

narrative " proceeded , in a manner above the ordinary

manner, from the Author of the visible Creation .” 26

But this order is obvious to the most cursory observer.

No inspiration is needed to show a savage that land

preceded vegetation , that fish are lower than fowl, that

fowl are lower than quadrupeds, and quadrupeds lower

than men . The Persian order of Creation by Ormuzd

is , first, the heaven ; secondly, the water ; thirdly, the

earth ; fourthly, trees ; fifthly , animals ; and sixthly , man.37

The Chaldean order is the same as that in Genesis , with a

few special exceptions. The moon, for instance, is placed

in point of time before the sun . But this is an effect of

the power and antiquity of moon -worship. The Chaldean

account, in the main , is marvellously like that of the

Jews; and as the latter is clearly derived from the former,

its “ inspiration ” is a perfect absurdity .

A robust faith is a great possession . Mr. Gladstone

found even the nebular astronomy in Genesis. Where

the reader might guess for ever in vain . It is in the

36 Good Words, May, 1890, p . 303 .

87 Priaulx , p . 54.
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text that " the spirit of God moved upon the face of the

waters. ” Mr. Gladstone put on his spectacles , and

found in these words a splendid anticipation of Herschel

and Laplace. Of course it is difficult to find a fiery cloud

in waters. ” But, bless you , waters » does not mean

water. The Hebrew word does, and it never means any .

thing else . But the writer meant something different,

as Mr. Gladstone discovered by some process of

divination . The Mosaist wrote “ waters,” but that was

the only word to convey to his readers the idea of an

immense fluid . “ Waters " means fluids ; fluid means

“ fluctuating at large in space ; that means “ chaos "

that means nebular gas ; and “ there you are, don't you

know ."

Similarly , the “ six days " of Creation do not mean

days. Nor do they mean geological epochs or indefinite

spaces of time. Hugh Miller, Dr. M'Caul, and such

writers, were all mistaken . Mr. Gladstone appears to

have had some private talk with the author of Genesis ,

and plucked out the heart of his mystery. The “ days

mean CHAPTERS IN THE HISTORY OF CREATION . Thus it

was printed by Mr. Gladstone with the big type proper

.to a splendid discovery. The.Mosaist wrote like Gibbon

and subsequent historians. He sacrificed chronology to

effect . His chapters often overlap.” If he puts the

fowland the fish , for instance, in the same day , ” that is

putting them in the same chapter , and does notmean that

they were contemporaneous. Such is Mr. Gladstone's

argument, and it is worthy of the subject .

Let the reader lay his hand upon his heart, and

honestly give his opinion of such tactics. Let him ask

himself whether Truth needs to be defended by such

specious arts . Let him say whether a story , which does

not bear its warrant upon its face , is inspired by a God

of infinite goodness and wisdom .

Fools rush in , the poet says, where angels fear to tread.

Mr. Gladstone was not a fool, but, like other men, he

was capable of being foolish ; and he certainly was so

when he rushed forward to defend as impregnable

what bishops, and theological professors, and other

eminent divines recognize as a perfectly untenable

position . He made an exhibition of himself through
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sheer ignorance. His object was to vindicate the

scientific character of the Hebrew .Scriptures ; and he

started by admitting , aş apparently his chief qualification

for the task , that he knew nothing of Hebrew and nothing

of science .

Wemay be quite sure that Mr. Gladstone was the last

distinguished member of this tribe of defenders. Well

informed and wary apologists of the Christian faith

pursue very different lines of argument. They cleverly

start with the principle that the Bible was never intended

as a revelation of science, and that on this side of things

the various writers were left to the strength of their own

faculties and the knowledge of their own times . The

inspiration of the Scriptures , in short, is not scientific,

but moral and religious. Such is the argument of the so

called Higher Critics, who are now masters of the field ,

even within the Churches themselves. And by means of

it they are able to get rid of all the difficulties which Mr.

Gladstone so gaily encountered , and which brought him to

such grief in his debate with Professor Huxley . Men like

Canon Driver, the late Dean Farrar, Bishop Gore, Dr.

Sanday, Canon Cheyne, and the late Professor Bruce (of

the Free Church of Scotland) treat the Creation Story as

an apologue or allegory. What its value is , in that light ,

we need not stay to discuss. It is admitted that the

Creation Story is not scientifically and historically true.

The incidents it relates never happened . The world did

not spring into existence out of chaos ; the sun,moon , and

stars were not stuck up in the sky to light it ; the

various forms of life upon it were not specially created ;

and there never were such persons as Adam and Eve.

This is the teaching - or, at least, the admission - of all

the leading divines of all the Churches, and especially of

the Church of England . And the “ old old story.

which John Milton rescued just in the nick of time, and

lifted into the region of immortal poesy — is now left in

its naked childishness to the ignorant, the weak , and the

designing. For all scholars and thinkers it is as dead as

any other romance of the world's intellectual infancy..
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Eve and the Apple

en

CHRISTIANITY is based upon the story of the Fall. In

Adam all sinned, as in Christ all must be saved. To this

doctrine St. Paul gives his sanction , and they may be dis

regarded who, without any claim to inspiration ,

deavour to explain the narrative as an allegory. If Adam

did not really fall, he could not have been cursed for

falling, and his posterity could neither have partaken in a

sin which was never committed nor in a malediction

which was never pronounced. Original sin is a false

doctrine if our first parents did not transmit the germs of

iniquity. If Adam did not fall there was no need for

Christ to save us ; if he did not set God and man at

variance there was no necessity for an atonement; and

so the Christian scheme would be a fiasco from beginning

to end. No Garden of Eden , no Gethsemane ! No Fall,

no Redemption ! No Adam , no Christ !

Mother Eve's curiosity was the cause of the first sin in

this world . The whole human race was made liable to

damnation through her partiality for fruit. Millions of

souls now writhe in hell because she took a bite of an

apple. How do we know it was an apple ? The Bible does

not say it was, or was not. We are left to our own

opinions, and the apple is the general favourite . Milton

calls it an apple , and so does Byron , and they represent

the godly and satanic schools of poetry . Milton repeats

the " apple " in Paradise Regained. The forbidden fruit

is also called an apple by the following writers :'Hugh

Latimer (First Sermon on the Card ), Shakespeare (Sonnet

xciii.), Middleton (The Roaring Girl, act iii ., scene 2 ),

Bunyan (Pilgrim's Progress, part ii., in Prudence's song),

Defoe (History of the Devil), Thackeray (The Four

Georges, p. 35), Tennyson (Becket, act iii., scene i,

* Paradise Lost, bk . X.

* Don Juan , canto x ., st. I.

• Bk . II .
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Margaret's speech ). These are very eminent writers , pious

and profane ; and as they all agree on the point, wemay

regard the question as settled . Anyone who wishes to

argue that the forbidden fruit was not an apple, but

something else (say the priapic nut that took the fancy

of General Gordon ), must please apply elsewhere. Our

mind is made up on the pippin .

This forbidden apple, which “ brought death into the

world and all our woe,” grew on the Tree of Knowledge,

which God planted in the midst of the Garden of Eden ,

sternly ordering Adam and Eve not to eat of it on pain of

death . They might eat the fruit of every other tree but

this one.
See,” said Jehovah , “ what lovely pippins !

Scarlet and dark gold on the sunny side, and on the shady

side as soft and mellow as the amber tints of an autumn

sunset . But don't touch them . They are my special

preserve. If I find a single one missing , you'll wish you

were never born ."

Now the Lord must have been very simple to protect his

pippins in this way . It was the height of absurdity, to

tell a woman shemight do everything but one thing, with

out expecting her to do it. Naturally she thought of

nothing else . Had the Lord said nothing about the

apples , or told her she must eat them , they might have

been hanging on the tree to this very day.

But not only did the Lord allow Eve's curiosity to

prompt her to " sin ," he permitted the serpent

subtle than any beast of the eld " to egg her on . This

wily creature is supposed to have been animated, on this

occasion , by the Devil, although the text does not allude

to such a circumstance. If it was the Devil, masquerading

as a snake, what chance had the poor woman against his

seductive wiles ?

One day Adam went fishing or something, and Eve

went off to look at the pippins. At the foot of the tree, or

somewhere handy, she saw " the old serpent,” who saluted

her with great civility . “ Good day, ma'am ,” said he ;

and instead of running away from the talking snake, the

lady joined in the conversation, and business began. Old

Nick observed that the pippins looked lovely . She

assented , but said she was afraid to touch them . “ If I

do," she said , " I shall die .” “ Who told you so ? " asked

more
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66
Satan . · Why, HE, ” replied Mrs. Eve. “ What He? "

' 'Oh, the gentleman who made us." Die !
» laughed

Old Nick , “ tut, tut, ma'am , look at me; I've eaten

bushels.” Thereupon he plucked off one with his tail

and held it out to her. The temptation was irresistible .

Poor Eve took it, put her front teeth into it, found it

nice, went off to find Adam , and they sat down together

to apple luncheon .

Immediately she took the fruit, according to Milton,

who is a kind of supplementary Bible to English Pro

testants,

Earth felt the wound, and nature from her seat,

Sighing through all her works, gave signs of woe

That all was lost .

What a rumpus about a trifle ! It reminds us of the Jew

who had a sneaking love for pork . Oneday he went into

a restaurant and ordered sausages . As he was taking the

first mouthfulthere was a loud clap of thunder. This was

followed by another clap as he tried again , and then came

a third . At last he threw down the knife and fork and

made for the door, exclaiming, “ What a frightful fuss

about a little bit of pork .”

Food reformers will have more sympathy with Eve than

she found at the hands of Jehovah . She anticipated the

modern view of the dietetic value of apples. Boys, at any

rate , will bless theMother of All. A world without apples,

to a boy, is simply “ beastly ."

Eve's transgression, according to the learned Lightfoot,

a great seventeenth century divine, occurred " about high

noon, the time of eating . Perhaps he was there with a

Benson's chronometer . The same authority informs us

that Adam and Eve " did lie comfortless, till towards the

cool of the day, or three o'clock afternoon.” In that case

it must have been in the spring of the year, for in the

summer this is about the hottest part of the day.

According to Milton they were anything but comfort

less .” The forbidden fruit inflamed their passions, and

the poet gives a glowing description of their

play .” It is very beautiful, but very luscious. Oppressed

dewy sleep ” they sink into slumber ; and when

amorous

with us
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they awake, the intoxication being followed by satiety and

shame, they upbraid each other , and indulge in all the

acrimony of a domestic quarrel.

Milton also tells us what arts were used by Eve to over

come Adam's virtue. This is a point on which the Bible

is silent. Perhaps the poor man thought it best to share -

her fortunes . We can understand his objection to be left

alone with his menagerie .

What the Bible does not tell us, nor Milton either, is

why the Devil tempted Eve instead of Adam . Peter calls

the woman the " weaker vessel ” —an astonishing state

ment for a married man. It is the opinion of a lady friend

of ours that the Devil stormed the citadel first, knowing he

could carry a poor outpost like Adam afterwards. Our

own opinion is that the Devil knew his business. He

acted like the parsons, who get hold of the women , and

know the men will follow .

After ting the forbidden fruit Adam and Eve dis

covered that they were naked. So they “ sewed fig -leaves

together, and made themselves aprons." We are not told

who gave them lessons in sewing, or where they found

the needles. Dr. Thomas Burnet, whose mind was much

exercised on this point, inquired , “ Whence had they a

needle , whence a thread , on the first day of their

creation ? " He could not answer the question nor can we.

Maybe some of the female angels had attended a garden

party in Eden , and carelessly left their needles and

thread behind them . Perhaps the story is a reminiscence

of primeval times. It is easy to see that the leaves of

trees may have been the earliest covering of the sexual

organs. The leaves of the Indian fig are still used for

that purpose by the more barbarous races of Asia ; the

Chinese books say that such aprons were man's first

covering ; and the Spaniards found them worn by several

of the American tribes .

A little later , God himself , who is everywhere, came

into the Garden of Eden , for the purpose of taking a walk

“ in the cool of the day.” Apparently he was holding a

soliloquy, for Adam and Eve “ heard his voice.” Colenso,

however , renders this part of the narrative differently

from the Authorized Version— " And they had heard the

sound of Jehovah Elohim walking in the garden in the
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breeze of the day. ” Delitzsch thinks they heard the

sound of his footsteps, for God used to visit them in the

form of a man . That Jehovah had feet we know ,' and

did he not show Moses his “ bạck parts ? " 5

Although God is everywhere, Adam and Eve “ hid

themselves from the presence of the Lord amongst the

trees of the garden .” But they were soon dragged forth

to the light, and Adam , who seems to have been a silly

fellow , explained that he had hidden himself because he

was naked , as though the Lord had not seen him in that

state before . “ Naked ! ” cried Jehovah , fixing his terrible

eye on the fig leaves, “ who told you that ? Have you

been tastingmy pippins ? “ Oh Lord ! yes,” said Adam ,

“ but it wasn't iny fault, she mademe do it .”

What a hero was this " grand old gardener " -as

Tennyson called him ! Who does not share the sentiment

of the Australian poet ?

Fit sire was he of a selfish race

Who first to temptation yielded ,

Then to mend his case tried to heap disgrace

On the woman he should have shielded .

Say ! comrade mine, the forbidden fruit

We'd have plucked , that I well believe,

But I trust we'd rather have suffered , mute,

Than have laid the blame upon Eve.

Jehovah turned fiercely upon the woman , asking her what

she had done. Eve stanimered her poor excuses. She

admitted she took the first bite, but said a gentleman

snake had tempted her. Had she been one of our smart

modern ladies, say a fashionable American belle , she

would have bridled up and let out in this style

“ Yes, I did eat the pippin , and I gave Adam a piece .

Why did you dangle it in front of me all day long ? I've

simply had that pippin on the brain . Besides , I'm tired of

this ' innocence.' It isn't even decent. Adam would look

better in trousers. I'm sure I don't want to see his legs

all day . As for me, I don't know which way to look .

8
Exodus, iv ., 9 , 10 .

Exodus, xxxiii., 22, 23.

Adam Lindsay Gordon, The Old Leaven .

6
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I'm going shopping this afternoon . You ought to be

ashamed of yourself to treat a lady in this way. I'm sure

you're old enough to know better. ”

With a flushed face , all cream and roses, and a Lady

Teazle shake of the head , the woman would have been

irresistible. Jehovah would have pulled out his cheque

book , and begged a kiss. For Eve ' was very lovely ,

according to all the painters . It is related by some of the

Rabbis that God was in love with his own handiwork , and

regretted that he had promised her to Adam .

But the affair turned out otherwise. The Lord utterly

lost his temper, and swore thirteen to the dozen . He

cursed the serpent, cursed the man , cursed the woman ,

and cursed the very ground under their feet . It was a

good , all-round level swear. No wonder Diderot said that

the God of the Christians is a father who cares a lot for

his apples and very'little for his children.'

The serpent's curse does not concern us here. ' The

woman's curse was that she should bring forth children

in pain and sorrow , and that the man should rule over

her. But woman must always have suffered to some

extent during conception and delivery, and therefore

Delitzsch infers that the curse produced a change in her

physiological structure. It must also be observed that

Jehovah's curse operates with great partiality. Savage

women experience little pain or discomfort in parturition.

They are often seen , an hour or two after confinement,

going about as though nothing had happened. The pain

seems to increase 'as society becomes more artificial and

the nerves are nore highly-strung. But all this , of course ,

is to be explained on natural grounds. It has nothing to

do with the apples of Eden or the curse of Jehovah . Nor

is the subordination of woman to be accounted for in that

way. With a few exceptions, such as the case of bees,

the predominance of the male is the general law of the

animal world .

Adam was doomed to till the ground, and earn his

bread by the sweat of his brow . This was no very terrible

curse. Doing nothing is the hardest work in the world — if

you keep at it.

' Addition aux Pensées Philosophiques, xvi.
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Orthodox Christianity teaches that the whole human

race fell in Adam and Eve. They ate the apples, and we

suffer the stomach-ache. Is this just ? Would it find a

place in human jurisprudence ? Do we imprison the

children of a man who commits a theft ? Do we hang the

children of a man who commits a murder ? Is it not in

famous to visit the sins of the fathers upon the children ?

Not only sin , but death , was the result of eating that

pippin . Milton sings :

Of man's first disobedience , and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world .

St. Paul also says that “ by one man sin came into the

world , and death by sin .” 8

This theory supposes that before the Fall the world was

the scene of perfect peace. Birds lived on seeds and

eschewed worms. Tigers grazed like oxen . The lion lay

down with the lamb — and the lamb was outside.

Most of the carnivorous animals could not subsist on a

vegetable diet ; they must therefore have lived on flesh

before the Fall, which involves death , or their natures

must have undergone a radical change. The first sup

position contradicts Scripture; the second contradicts
Science.

Geology shows us that in the very earliest times

animals - died from the same causes that kill them now .

Many were overwhelmed by floods and volcanoes, or

engulfed by earthquakes ;many died of old age or disease,

for their bones are found distorted and carious, and their

limbs twisted with pain ; while the greater number were

devoured in the struggle for existence. Death ruled

universally before the human race made its appearance on

the earth .

Adam was told that “ in the day " he ate of the for

bidden fruit he should “ surely die.” But he did not die.

He lived to the remarkable age of nine hundred and thirty.

We shall never live so long if we swear off apples

altogether.

• Romans v ., 12.

B2
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Somewriters contend that man becamemortal — that is ,

liable to death - after eating the pippin . But this is in

consistent with the text of Genesis. There is not the

slightest hint that man was created immortal. On the

contrary, he is driven forth from Eden lest he should

take also of the tree of life , and eat, and live for ever .”

Nor is it easy to find that Adam really fell. God him

self says that the man , ” having touched the forbidden

fruit, is " become as one of us.” That could scarcely be

a fall which brought him nearer to God . The Ophites, a

Gnostic sect, regarded the eating of the forbidden fruit as

an elevation . Jehovah , in their opinion , was jealous of

man , and wished to prevent the progress of knowledge :

but the serpent, the agent of superior wisdom , taught

man the course he should pursue. Only in a religious

sense , indeed, could it be pretended that man fell by eating

the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. It was impossible for

the priests to deny that it makes men wise ; their only

resource was to declare that carnal wisdom is at enmity

with God .

Before Adam and Eve went, the Lord took pity on their

nakedness . The fig -leaves were a draughty suit, so he

" made coats of skins, and clothed them . " He was the

first tailor ; he was also the first butcher , and the first

tanner . Fancy Jehovah sitting down, cross- legged , stitch

ing the leather with needle and pack -thread ! What must

it have been to be there !

Here again , in the form of mythology, we have a

reminiscence of primitive times . No doubt the skins of

imals were the earliest durable dresses. According to

Sanchoniatho , clothes were the invention of Usous, who

made them of the skins of wild beasts caught in the chase.

The Chinese say that men covered themselves with grass

till Tchin -fang taught them to use skins. The aborigines

of New South Wales, the lowest of savages, were found

dressed in opossum or kangaroo skins, very neatly sewed

together with the sinews of the otter.

To prevent Adam and Eve from returning the Lord

placed at the east of the Garden of Eden cherubims, and

a flaming sword which turned every way, to keep the way

• Didron , Christian Iconography, vol. i., p . 190.
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of the tree of life.” It would have been more sensible if

the Devil had been kept out in the first place. Jehovalı

acted like the man who locked the stable door when the

horse had run away .

Asthe cherubic guard seemsnever to have been relieved,

profane wits have speculated whether the Flood drowned

them , and quenched the flaming sword with a great hiss.

It is indeed curious to find these creatures in Genesis.

Rabbi Simeon Ben Lachish admits that their name is

Chaldean , and came to the Jews from Babylon .

Perhaps the reader would like to know what became of

the Tree of Knowledge. A legend of the Middle Ages

relates that Eve broke off a branch , when she plucked the

forbidden fruit , and carried it with her from Paradise.

Planted outside by her hand, it grew to a great tree, under

which Abel was killed ; afterwards it was used in building

the holy of holies in Solomon's temple ; and finally it

yielded the beams of which the Cross wasmade. Another

legend relates that God rooted it out, and Aung it over the

wall of Paradise . A thousand years afterwards it was

found by Abraham in a good state of preservation . He

planted it in his garden , and while doing so he was in

formed by a voice from heaven that this was the tree on

whose wood the Redeemer should be crucified .

Poor Eve has had her praisers and her detractors.

According to a Jewish legend she was the second wife of

Adam . His first wife was called Lilith . She was a

witch-woman , and, being supplanted by Eve, she trans

formed herself into a serpent, and destroyed her rival's

happiness . There are some interesting notes on Lilith in

Baring Gould.10 A rational theory of the matter may be

found in Gerald Massey.11 Both the legend and the

theory are to Eve's credit. Lilith became the paramour

of Satan , and had his assistance in her seductive enter

prise in Eden ; a subject which is treated in a fine poem

(Eden Bower) by Dante Gabriel Rossetti.

On the other hand, there is a dirty Jewish legend,

mentioned by Bayle,12 which represents Eve as being

10

Legends of Old Testament Characters .

11 Natural Genesis, vol. ii., pp . 122, 123.

19 Dictionary, Adam .
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seduced by a lascivious monkey . Christian legends have

been equally insulting . An early sect declared that Eve

had Cain and . Abel, not by her husband , but by a

monstrous intercourse with the Devil.18 It is fair to add,

however, that the Greek Church pays honour to Eve as a

saint, the nineteenth of November being the day of her

commemoration .

Something similar to the Bible story of the Fall is

found in the Chaldean cosinogony . But a close parallel

exists in the mythology of Persia . ' It is rendered as

follows by Kalisch :

The first couple , the parents of the human race,

Meshia and Meshiane, lived originally in purity and

innocence . Perpetual happiness was promised them by

Ormuzd, the creator of every good gift, if they persevered

in their virtue. But an evil demon (Dev ) was sent to

them by Ahriman , the representative of everything

noxious and sinful. He appeared unexpectedly in the

form of a serpent, and gave them the fruit of a wonderful

tree , Hom , which imparted immortality and had the power

of restoring the dead to life . Thus evil inclinations

entered their hearts ; all their moral excellence was

destroyed. Ahriman himself appeared under the form of

the same reptile, and completed the work of seduction .

They acknowledge him instead of Ormuzd as the creator

of everything good ; and the consequence was they for

feited for ever the eternal happiness for which they were

destined."

>

This legend is far older than the Book of Genesis, and as

the Jewish historical books know nothing of the Fall, it

is highly probable that the story was borrowed from the

religion of Persia during the Captivity.

Legends of a golden age and the corruption of primitive

innocence are common throughout the world . According

to a Kamite legend , Isis and Osiris lived together in

Nysa or Paradise. They were perfectly happy until

Osiris was seized with the desire to drink the water of

immortality. He went in search of it and fell. The

Chinese describe the first man as the true son of Tien ,

13 Calmet's Dictionary, Eve ..

11 Kalisch, Commentary on Genesis.
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walking the fields in naked innocence. But gluttony, or

lust, or the thirst after knowledge, led to his fall. In the

golden age of the Greeks, according to Hesiod, the first

man was wifeless and ignorant, but innocent and happy,

until Prometheus taught him the use of fire, when Jupiter ,

in revenge, ordered Vulcan to form a woman of clay, and

gave her, with her beauty and wickedness, to theman as

a curse. According to the Lamaic faith, the earth pro

duced a honey-sweet substance ; some glutton ate of it, and

the rest ofmankind followed his evil example ; thus they

fell, and lost their stature and longevity . The Brahminic

and Buddhist scriptures furnish similar stories. Even

among the Iroquois, of North America, it was believed

that the greatmother lost paradise through being tempted

with bear's grease.

In all these stories there is an attempt to explain

sensuality , the excess of which was so injurious to the

individual and pernicious to society. Cherchez la femme

is still a proverb among civilized people. It has always

suited man to lay the sin of his own passions on woman .

It is the old , old story . Woe to the weak ! Adam voices

the egotism of the male " The woman whom thou gavest

to be with me, she gave me of the tree , and I did eat.”
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Cain and Abel

was

God completed the immense labours described in the first

chapter ofGenesis by creating man " in his own image, '

after which he serenely contemplated “ everything that

he had made, and , behold , it was very good.” Yet the

first woman deceived her husband , the first man

duped , and their first son was a murderer. God could not

have looked very far ahead when he pronounced every

thing “ very good.” It is clear that the original pair of

human beings were very badly made. As the Lord was

obliged to take a rest on the seventh day , it is not un

reasonable to suppose that he was pretty tired on the

sixth, and scamped the work . All the sin and suffering

in this world is the consequence of man having been the

fag-end of creation. If the Lord had rested on the sixth

day and created man on the seventh, how different things

might have been ! The Devil would probably have done

no business in this world , and the population of hell

would be no more now than it was six thousand years ago.

After leaving the Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve,

having no fear of Malthus in their hearts, began to

multiply and replenish the earth .” When their first

child was born , Eve said , “ I have gotten a man from the

Lord, ” poor Adam's share in the youngster's adventbeing

quietly ignored . She christened him Cain , a namewhich

comes from a Hebrew root signifying to acquire . Cain

was regarded as an acquisition , and his mother was very

proud of him ; but the time came when she wished he had

never been born .

According to Calmet ? the first son of Adam and Eve

was born in the year one, and their second son in the

year two. Some, however, have thought they were twins ;

others, that the first-born preceded the second by fifteen

1

Dictionary, Abel.
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or even thirty years. The second son was called Abel.

Josephus explains this name as meaning grief, but

Hebrew scholars,at present explain it asmeaning nothing

ness, vanity, frailty. The etymology of Abel's name

shows conclusively that the story is a myth . Why should

Eve give her second boy so sinister a name ? How could

she have so clearly anticipated his sad fate ? Cain's

name has, too, another significance besides, that of

acquisition ,” for, as Kalisch points out, it also belongs

to the Hebrew verb to strike, and “ signifies either the

man of violence and the sire of murderers, or the ancestor

of the inventors of iron instruments and of weapons of

destruction. " 2

Cain and Abel had to get their own living. Being born

after the Fall, they were of course debarred from the

felicities of Eden , and were compelled to earn their bread

by the sweat of their brows, in accordance with God's

wide-reaching curse. Both , so to speak , were forced to

deal in provisions. Abel went in for meat, and Cain for

vegetables. This was an admirable division of labour,

and they ought to have got on very well together ; one

finding beefand mutton for dinner, and the other potatoes

and greens. They might even have paid each other hand

some compliments across the table . Abel might have

My dear Cain , these vegetables are first-rate,”

and Cain might have replied, “ My dear Abel, I never

tasted a better cut. ”

Delitzsch, whose criticisms are huge jokes, frowns on

this picture of fraternal peace. He opines that Cain and

Abel were vegetarians, and never enjoyed a beef-steak or

a mutton -chop. Abel kept only small domestic cattle ,

such as sheep and goats, whose woolly skin might he

used to cover “ their sinful nakedness.” The utmost

Delitzsch allows is that they perhaps drank milk , which ,

although animal nutriment, is not obtained through the

destruction of animal life . But as Colenso observes,

animals were slain for sacrifices, and they may have been

killed also for eating . Besides, even a vegetable diet

involves infinite destruction of minute animal life. On

the whole we prefer to disregard Delitzsch in this matter,

said ,

2

Commentary on Genesis.
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" Cain

and to stand by our pleasant picture of the two first

brothers at dinner.

Their admirable arrangement, however , brought mis

chief in the end. It was right enough so far as they were

concerned , but it worked badly in relation to Jehovah .

They liked a ' mixed diet, but the Lord was purely

carnivorous and liked all meat. He devoured Abel's

provisions with great relish , but turned up his nose at

Cain's vegetables . The mealiest potatoes, the tenderest

green peas, had no charm for him ; and even the leeks, the

garlic , the onions, and the cucumbers, which were after

wards so beloved by his Jewish favourites, were quite

unattractive . In the language of Scripture,

brought of the fruit of the ground an offering unto the

Lord. And Abel, he also brought of the firstlings of his

flock and of the fat thereof. And the Lord had respect

unto Abel and to his offering : But unto Cain and to his

offering he had no respect.” Elsewhere in the Bible we

read that “ God is no respecter of persons,” but Scripture

is full of contradictions, and such things present no

difficulty to the spirit of faith , which “ believeth all

things."

Why was Cain's offering slighted ? The Bible does not

tell us, but many reasons have been advanced by com

mentators . The Talmud supposes that Cain did not offer

his best produce , but only the inferior kinds, thus giving

God what he did not require himself, and treating the

holy rite of sacrifice as a means of working off his refuse

vegetables. Kalisch waives this theory, and thinks it

probable that Cain's sin was primarily not against God ,

but against man .

The supposition is obvious that envy and jealousy had

long filled the heart of Cain , when he contrasted his

laborious and toilsome life with the pleasant and easy

existence of his brother Abel. With in'cessant exertion

tormented with anxiety, and helplessly dependent on the

uncertainty of the skies, he forced a scanty subsistence

out of the womb of the repugnant soil ; whilst his brother

enjoyed a life of security and abundance, in the midst

of rich valleys, beautiful hills, and charming rural scenes.

And while he envied Abel's prosperity, he despised his

idleness, which was indebted for the necessaries of life

to the liberality of nature, rather than to personal
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exertions. This hatred and jealousy took root in Cain's

heart. He beheld the happiness of his brother with the

feelings of an enemy. The joy at the success of his own

labours was embittered by the aspect of his brother's

greater affluence. How could God look with delight upon

an offering which the offerer himself did not regard with

unalloyed satisfaction ? How could he encourage by his

applause a man whose heart was poisoned by the mean

and miserable passion of envy ?

.

But all this is gratuitous and far-fetched . Cain was not

afflicted with so laborious an occupation . Adam supported

himself and Eve, and all Cain had to do was to provide

himself, and perhaps Abel, with vegetables. Nor could

Abel's occupation have been light, for flocks and herds

require a good deal of attendance , and in those early

days they needed vigilant protection against the ravages

of wild beasts. Abel's task must therefore have been

quite as heavy as Cain's . Our own opinion is that the

Lord showed his usual caprice, hating whom he would

and loving whom he would . Jehovah acted like the

savage hero of Mr. Browning's Caliban on Setebos, who

sprawls on the shore watching a line of crabs make for

the sea, and squashes the twentieth for mere variety and

sport. If Jehovah is requested to explain his loves and

hates, he answers with Shylock , “ It is my whim ." It

was his whim to love Jacob and hate Esau , and it was no

doubt his whim to accept Abel's offering and reject

Cain's .

Mythologically the acceptance of Abel's offering and

the rejection of Cain's are easily intelligible. The

principle of sacrifice was deeply imbedded in Judaism .

Without shedding of blood there could be no remission of

sin . Under the Levitical Law the duties of the priest

hood chiefly consisted in burning the sin offerings of the

people. It is not difficult, therefore , to understand how

the Jewish scribes who wrote or revised the Pentateuch

after the Babylonish captivity , should give this colouring

to the narrative of Genesis ; nor is it hard to conceive

that for centuries before that date the popular tradition

had already, under priestly direction , taken such a colour ,

so as to give the oldest and deepest sanction to the

doçtſinę of animal sacrifice,
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Itmust also be noticed that Abel, who found favour with

God, was “ a keeper of sheep,” while Cain , whose offer

ing was contemned , was a tiller of the ground .” This

accords with the strongest traditional instincts of the

Jews. The Persian religion decidedly favours agriculture,

which it regards as a kind of divine service. Brahminism

and Buddhism countenance it still more decidedly , and

even go to the length of absolutely prohibiting the

slaughter of animals . The Jews, on the other hand,

esteemed the pastoral life as the noblest, and the Hebrew

historian very naturally represented it as protected and

consecrated by the blessing of Jehovah , while agriculture

was declared to have been imposed on man as a punish

ment. The nomadic origin of the Jews accounts for their

as antipathy to that pursuit, which survived and manifested

itself long after they settled in Palestine, devoted them

selves to the cultivation of the soil, and enacted agrarian

laws. They always esteemed agriculturists as inferior to

shepherds ; men of superior attainments in their histories

and legends rose from pastoral life ; and everrykings kept

their flocks. David , the man after God's own heart, and

the national hero of the Jews, was a shepherd. The Lord

came to him while he was keeping his father's sheep .

Moses was keeping his father-in -law's sheep when God

appeared to him in the burning bush at Mount Horeb ;

Jacob kept his uncle Laban's sheep when he fled from

Esau ; and Abraham , the father of the faithful, was rich

in flocks and herds.

We are not told by what specialmarks Cain discovered

that his sacrifice was rejected . Michaelis : supposes that

he found it out by the failure of his next harvest. For

our part, we leave the reader to form his own conjecture .

To
recur to our story. Abel probably enjoyed the

conspicuous mark of divine favours conferred on him .

was very wroth , and his countenance fell.” Whereupon

the Lord somewhat facetiously asked him what was the

matter. “ Why,” said he, “ art thou wroth ? and why is

thy countenance fallen ? If thou doest well, shalt thou not

be accepted ? and if thou doest not well, sin lieth at thy
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door.” This was all very well, but, as a matter of fact ,

Cain's offering had already been rejected, and, according

to the Bible , he had done nothing to deserve such harsh

treatment.

The Lord's final words on this occasion read thus in our

English Bible : “ And unto thee shall be his desire, and

thou shalt rule over him . " These words are construed

as applying to Cain's mastery over Abel, as the elder

brother ; but they seem quite unmeaning in that con

nection ; for Abel left no offspring, and the prophecy, if

such it were, was never fulfilled . Kalisch throws light

on this obscure passage. The Lord , he says, was re

ferring not to Abel but to Cain's secret sin , and the

passage should read : “ And to thee is its desire, but

thou shalt rule over it . "

Cain then “ talked with Abel his brother. " Gesenius

supposes that he communicated to him the words of God ,

and treats this as the first step towards a
reconciliation .

However that may be, we hear nothing more of it, for the

very next words relate the murder of the younger

brother by the elder . “ And it came to pass, when they

were in the field , that Cain rose up against Abel his

brother, and slew him .”

This abrupt narrative certainly requires explanation.

Kalisch seems to think that Cain went about his work ,

after the interview with God , in a better frame of mind ;

but while he toiled hard " in the field ” he became in

censed at the sight of Abel loafing under a fine umbrage

ous tree and calmly watching his flock . Forgetting the

divine admonitions , and listening only to the voice of

passion , hemadly killed his only brother , and made him

self the first murderer. The Talmud gives several

legends about the hatred between the two brothers. One

imputes the difference to Cain's avarice, another to his

ambition, another to his innate sinfulness , and another

to his envy and jealousy on account of Abel's wife. · The

last of all seems the truest; namely , that they differed

" in their views regarding Providence , the moral gover11

ment of the world , and the efficacy of virtuous deeds for

happiness ." This idea informs Byron's tragedy on the

subject. In Cain the younger brother's offering is burnt

up with supernatural fire , while the elder's altar remains
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unkindled ; whereupon Cain inveighs against God's'

partiality , and denounces the bloody sacrifice which finds

greater favour than his own peaceful tribute of fruit and

flowers . He then advances to scatter the relics of Abel's

offering from the altar, but is thwarted by his brother

who resists the sacrilege. Abel is felled in the struggle ,

and Cain , who had no intention of killing him , finds him

self an actual murderer before his brother's corpse.

According to the Bible, the first quarrel in the world,

like nine-tenths of those that have occurred since, was

about religion. Cain thought God should be worshipped

in one way, Abel thought he should be worshipped in

another ; and they settled the question , after the manner

of religious disputants in all ages, by the stronger knock

ing the weaker on the head . In , religion there is 110

certitude on this side of the grave ; if we are

destined to know the truth on that subject wemust die to

find it out. Wemay therefore argue fruitlessly until the

day of judgment. The only effectual way of settling a

religious problem is to settle your opponents.

After the murder the Lord paid Cain another visit, and

asked him where Abel was. Cain replied that he was not

his brother's keeper and did not know . He does not

appear to have thought God a particularly well-informed

person . . Then the Lord said that Abel's blood cried unto

him from the ground .

ever

And now art thou cursed from the earth , which hath

opened her mouth to receive thy brother's blood from thy

hand ; when thou tillest the ground, it shall not hence

forth yield unto thee her strength ; a fugitive and a

vagabond shalt thou be on the earth . And Cain said

unto the Lord,mypunishment is greater than I can bear.

Behold , thou hast driven ,me out this day from the face

of the earth ; and from thy face shall I be hid , and I

shall be a fugitive and a vagabond in the earth ; and it

shall come to pass that every one that findeth me shall

slay me. And the Lord said unto him , Therefore who

soever slayeth Cain , vengeance shall be taken on him

sevenfold . And the Lord set a mark on Cain , lest any

finding him should kill him . And Cain went out from

the presence of the Lord , and dwelt in the land of Nod,

on the east of Eden ,
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Now let us examine this story . Why was Cain so

solicitous about his safety ? Why did he fear that every

body would try to kill him ? He had slain his brother,

and his father and mother were the only people in the

world besides himself and perhaps his sisters. Kalisch

suggests that he apprehended the future vengeance of

mankind when the world grew more populous. But how ,

in that case, could a distinctive mark be any protection ?

It would publish his identity to all beholders. Besides ,

one would suppose that Cain , the first man ever born into

the world , would always be well-known without carrying

about a brand like a special wine or a patent edible . And

what was the mark ? Kalisch thinks it was only a

villainous expression . Others think it was the Mongolian

type impressed upon the features of Cain , who became the

founder of that great division of the human race . ' A

negro preacher started a different theory. When the

Lord called out in a loud voice, “ Cain , where is thy

brother Abel,” Cain , who was a black man, like Adam ,

turned pale with fear, and never regained his colour. All

his children were pale, too ; and that, said the preacher ,

accounts for de white trash you see ebery war in these

days."

How did Cain manage to go " out from the presence of

the Lord ,” who is everywhere ? Satan does the same

thing in the Book of Job, and Jonah tries to do it later

on . Jehovah was clearly a local as well as a visible God ,

and not the infinite spirit of the universe.

Where was the land of Nod situated ? East of Eden ,

says the Bible. But nobody knows where Eden was. As

we pointed out in “ The Creation Story ,” scores of

different positions have been assigned to it. The only

point of agreement among the commentators is that it

was somewhere. All that can safely be affirmed , then,

is that Nod was east of Somewhere. The name itself is

very appropriate. No doubt the Lord was not quite awake

in that locality , and hence we may explain how Cain

managed to go out from his presence.

In this strange land of Nod , Cain “ knew his wife ."

Who was she ? Probably his own sister, but the Bible

does not tell us anything about her. Josephus is also

silent on this point, with his usual discretion ; but he
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informs us that the Lord cast Cain out of that land

“ together with his wife .” *4 It is therefore reasonable to

infer that he regarded Cain and his wife as brother and

sister , like Deucalion and Pyrrha . The first son of Cain

and his nameless wife was called Enoch ., Cain then

“ builded a city, and called the name of the city, after

the name of his son , Enoch ." But this is directly

opposed to the curse, a fugitive and a vagabond shalt

thou be in the earth .” Delitzsch notices this , and, as

usual, seeks to explain it away. Cain , he says, “ in this

way set himself against the divine curse in order to feel

it inwardly so much the more, as outwardly he seems to

have overcome it.” To which we reply - first, that there

is no evidence that Cain felt the curse more inwardly

after he built the city ; and secondly , the idea of a man

successfully setting himself against an omuipotent curse

is a trifle too absurd for credence or criticism .

Now Adam and Eve, when Cain fled after the murder

of Abel, were left childless , or at least without a son. But

it was necessary that they should have another , in order

that God's chosen people, the Jews, might be derived

from a purer stock than Cain's. Accordingly we read

that Adam , in his hundred and thirtieth year, ' begat a

son in his own likeness, after his image, and called his

name Seth.” Why was not Cain begotten in the same

way ? Had he been so, the cradle of the world might not

have been defiled with the blood of fratricide. Seth being

“ the image " of Adam , and Adam “ the image " ofGod ,

Seth and the Almighty were of course very much alike.

He was pious, and from him were descended the pious

patriarchs, including Noah, from whom was descended

Abraham the founder of the Jewish race . There is thus

not the slightest doubt that every Jew in Houndsditch,

nose and all, is the express image of Jehovah .

The Bible tells us little about Cain after the Lord

cursed him . According to Josephus he was a great

leader of men into wicked courses. " He also corrupted

their sweet simplicity by the abominable discovery

weights and measures.”

From Seth to Noah there are ten Patriarchs before the

* Antiquities, bk . i., chap. ii.
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flood . This is clearly mythological. The Hindus be

lieved in ten great saints, the offspring of Manu, and in

ten different personifications of Vishnu . The Egyptians

had ten mighty heroes, the Chaldeans ten kings before

the Flood, the Assyrians ten kings from Ham to Ninyas,

and as many from Japhet to Aram ; and Plato enumerates

ten sons of Neptune, as the rulers of his imaginary Island

of Atlantis, submerged by the Deluge.

Cain's descendants were of course drowned by the

Flood, but they did a great deal more for the world than

the descendants of pious Seth, who seems to have done

little else than trust in God . The Cainites laid the basis

of civilization . One of them , Jabal, founded cattle-keep

ing; his brother, Jubal, invented musical instruments;

and their half-brother, Tubal-cain , first practised

smithery. Seth's descendants had nothing but piety .

Even their morals were no better than those of the

Cainites ; for at the Flood only eight of them were found

worthy of preservation , and they were a poor lot. Noah

got beastly drunk after the waters subsided , and one of

his three sons brought a curse on all his offspring . What

then must we think of the rest ?

-Tuch excellently explains the mythological significance

of the story of Cain and Abel and Seth :

There lie
in this myth the perfectly

correctreminiscences, that in the East ancient nations lived ,

under whom in very early times culture and civilization

extended , but at the same time the assertion , that these

could not prejudice the renown of the Western -Asiatics,

since the prerogatives , which their descent from the

first-born would secure to them , were done away through

God's Curse , which lighted on their ancestor Cain . Thus

the East is cut off from the following history , and the

thread fastened on , which carries us on in Genesis, right

across through the nations to the only chosen people of

Israel.

The entire history of the world before the Flood is dis

missed in five chapters, and that from the Flood to
Abraham in two more. After that the mighty antique

civilizations are never noticed except so far as they affect

the history of the Jews. The ages of the Patriarchs also
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dwindle down from nine centuries in the beginning to

almost the normal longevity in the semi-historical period .

One of the Patriarchs descended from Seth , namely

Enoch , which singularly enough is also the name of

Cain's eldest son, never died . We read that “ he was not,

for God to him .” It is out time that the Lord took

the whole lot out of his Word, and gave us a little ancient

history instead. We want a revised Bible in the fullest

sense of the word. The old book needs to be completely

rewritten . How thankful we should all be if the Lord

inspired another “ Moses ” to rectify the errors and sup

plement the deficiencies of the first, and to give us

scientific truth instead of fancifulmyths about the early

history of our race ! But the Lord never inspires anyone

to do a useful piece of work , and our Darwins will there

fore have to go on with their slow and laborious task of

making out a history ofmankind from the multitudinous

and scattered traces that still survive the decay of time.
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Noah's Flood

you read

THERE is a curious thing in Smith's standard Dictionary

of the Bible . On turning to “ Deluge ” in the Index you

read “ See Flood ," and on turning to “ Flood ”

“ See Noah .” This is said to be owing to the fact that

the subject was felt to be an awkward one, and was

therefore left to the last possible minute . The editor's

courage failed him at " Deluge,” it failed him again at

Flood,” but at " Noah ” he was obliged to screw his

courage to the sticking point.

The Flood drowned the earth , and the parsons wish

something would drown the Flood. They blush or turn

pale when it is mentioned . They implore the sceptic to

Come in any other form but that. "

According to the orthodox chronology, about 1656 years

after God created the first two human beings, and pro

nounced them very " good,” like the rest of his handi

work , the world had become populous and extremely

wicked . We are told that every thought and imagination

of man's heart was evil continually .

The immediate cause of all this wickedness seems to

have been the mixed marriages that took place between

the sons of God ” and the “ daughters of men.” These

sons of God are said to have been the “ Sethites, ” and

the daughters of men the “ Cainites.” But this does not

account for the peculiar offspring they engendered. The

same objection lies against the theory that the ante

diluvian chiefs and nobles took handsome wives from

among the inferior women . It is impossible to doubt

that the " sons of God '

were angelic beings, as indeed
they are expressly declared to have been in the Book of

Enoch, a Jewish work which is referred to in the New

Testament, and which · contributed largely to the

imagery of the Apocalypse. Among all infant peoples

the idea of sexual intercourse between celestialand human

beings is perfectly familiar . Kalisch is of opinion that

the gentlemen of the upper circles , in Genesis, who had
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the good taste to see the daughters of men
" that they

were fair,” were not of Hebrew , but of “ general eastern

origin . According to later Jewish tradition they

descended , two hundred in number, on Mount Hermon ,

chose the handsomest women , and gave them a taste for

ornaments of vanity and luxury .

The result of such unions was a race of giants, er

Nephilim , as is honestly admitted in the Revised Version .

They were the Jewish counterpart of the Titans of the

Greek mythology. Giants indeed play a part in all early

cosmogonies, and probably represent the great dark clouds

that war against the sun . We find them in Greece, India ,

China, Mexico, and elsewhere. They gave the supreme

gods a great deal of trouble, and imagination ran riot in

determining their stature. The Jewish giants were 3,000

cubits (4,500 feet) high ; they “ first consumed all the

produce of the earth, and then they devoured all the

animals, and afterwards began to turn against themen .

But the cries ofmankind rose to heaven , and someof the

Nephilim were disposed of, the rest being reserved for

slaughter in the Flood . The breed appears, however, to

have survived that catastrophe, although its height

diminished like the age of the patriarchs. The Hebrew

spies reported having seen men “ of great stature ” in

the Promised Land, in comparison with whom the

children of Israel were as grasshoppers.'

grapes of that district were so big that it took two Jews

to carry a single " cluster.” We are told that the “ bed

stead ” of Og King of Bashan , the last of the “ reninant

of the giants," was between thirteen and fifteen feet long

and six or seven feet broad,5 the material being iron to

support such a ponderous sleeper. Giants or no giants ,

the world was in a sad mess. All the good men had gone

wrong , and God repented that he had made them . He

appears to have been utterly baffled by his own creatures.

But he who made them could have reformed them . He

might have called a few priests “ home," and sent a few

schoolmasters in their placeș. Something might have

been attempted. Surely the being who said “ Let there

" 4 The very

1
2Kalisch , Genesis. p . 171.

* Kalisch . Numbers xiii,

Priaulx, pp . 177, 178.

5 Deut, iji, II,
4
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be light ! and there was light," could as easily have said

Let all men be good , or decent ! " and they would have

been so . But God's ways are not as our ways. He

resolved to drown his children like a litter of kittens. Yet

on second thoughts he decided to spare Noah and his

three sons, Shem , Ham , and Japheth , with their wives

( eight persons in all), and samples of every species of

animal.

Noah received an astounding order to build a three

decker as big as the Great Eastern , or rather bigger. Its

dimensions were to be, in English measure, 550 feet long,

93 feet wide, and 55 feet deep. The order was out of

Noah's line, but the old fellow (he was then five hundred )

did his best, and in a century or so he got the job

finished. His ship was a huge coffer , without sails, oars,

or rudder . The Lord piloted the craft, and Noah looked

after the live stock . All the animal samples embarked ,

the eight men and women followed suit, then the Flood

came, the menagerie floated away, and all other living

things on the face of the earth were destroyed .

Now this is a very strange story. It looksmore like a

chapter of the Arabian Nights or the Adventures of Baron

Munchausen than a portion of the Word of God . Piety

recommends us to swallow it, but carnal reason suggests

a host of questions.

1. How did Noah contrive to bring these beasts , birds,

and insects all together in one spot ? The task seems

superhuman . Some species could be found only in very

remote places— the kangaroo only in Australia , the sloth

only in South America , the polar bear only in the Arctic

regions. How could Noah, in those days of difficult

locomotion , have journeyed in search of these across

broad rivers, and over continents and oceans? Did he

bring them singly to his dwelling-place in Asia, or did

he travel hither and thither with his menagerie , and

finish the collection before returning home? Even when

Hugh Miller wrote there were 1,658 known species of

mammalia , 6,266 of birds, 642 of reptiles, and 550,000 of

insects. How could one man , or a hundred men , have

collected specimens of all of them in those days, and in

6

Colenso's Pentateuch (People's Edition ), p . 371.
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such a brief space of time? The beasts, clean and un

clean , male and female, might be got together by means

of terrible exertion , but to assemble the birds and reptiles

and insects` must have transcended human capacity .

Some of the last class would of course not require much

seeking ; they visit us whether we desire their company

or not ; the difficulty would not be how to get them into

the ark , but how on earth to keep them out. Fancy

Noah occupied in a wild -goose chase , or selecting

specimens from a wasps' or hornets' nest, or giving

assiduous chase to a vigilant and elusive bluebottle fly !

Some commentators have maintained that the animals

were not collected by Noah , but came to him of their own

accord . But this is a still more astonishing theory .

There is no very great wonder in the Lord's telling a

couple of every species to travel to Central Asia, for he

" spake unto " the whale that swallowed Jonah, and he

might equally have spoken to kangaroos, geese, owls, and

mosquitoes. Some animals, however, are very slow

travellers. There is the sloth , for instance ,which journeys

a mile in three months, when in a desperate hurry . Now

the hundred and twenty years during which Noah was

building the ark would not have sufficed for the sloth's

excursion ; indeed , it is calculated that if the sloth reached

the ark before Noah pulled in the plank, it must have

started several centuries before the creation .

There is likewise the difficulty of transit. How could

the bulky animals have crossed great mountain ranges ?

How could any of them have traversed the ocean ? Did

the American animals walk into Canada , cross the frozen

straits of Kamsh-katka, and descend through Siberia ,

Western China, and Tartary ? They might thus have

escaped the sea voyage, though God only knows how they

could accomodate themselves to such severe changes of

food and climate. This cannot apply, however, to the

Australian animals . How did the kangaroo cross the

South Pacific ? Did Providence construct a temporary

bridge ? Were a couple of garoos provided with wings

for the occasion ? Were they conveyed in balloons ? Or

were they carried on the shoulders of angels ?

But suppose Noah ' to have succeeded in his arduous

enterprise, the question still remains, how did he keep his
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wonderful zoological collection alive ? Some of them

could only live in certain latitudes ; the inhabitants of

cold climates would melt away amidst the torrid heat of

Central Asia . Then , again , there are some insects that

live only a few hours, and some that live a few days at

the utmost; what means were adopted for preserving

these ? Some animals , too, do not pair , but run in herds ;

many species of fish swim in shoals ; sometimes males and

sometimes females predominate, as in the case of deer,

where one male heads and appropriates a whole herd of

females, or in the case of bees, where many males are

devoted to the queen of the hive. These could not have

gone in pairs , or lived in pairs ; their instincts pointed to

another method of grouping. How did Noah provide for

their due preservation ? When these questions are

answered others speedily arise ; in fact, there is no end

to the difficulties of this marvellous story .

It is recorded that a Dutchman, after listening to a

Hebrew speaker who maintained that Noah and his

family were Jews, declined to believe the story . He could

understand that lions, elephants, horses, and sheep went

into the ark in pairs ; but he could never believe that there

were eight Jews with only two fleas between them .

2. Whence and how did Noah procure the food for his

huge menagerie ? That he was obliged to do so, and that

the animals were not miraculously preserved without

food , we are certain ; for he was expressly commanded by

God to gather food for himself and for them . " Take thou

unto thee ,” it was said to him , “ of all food that is eaten ,

and thou shalt gather it to thee ; and it shall be for food

for thee and for them . " What provision was made for the

carnivorous animals , for lions , tigers, vultures, kites, and

hawks ? Some of these would require not simply meat,

but fresh meat, which could not be provided for them ,

unless superfluous animals were taken into the ark to be

killed , or Noah had learned the art of 'potting flesh.

Otters would require fish , chameleons flies, woodpeckers

grubs, night-hawks moths, and humming-birds the honey

of flowers. What vast quantities of water also would be

consumed ! Indeed , the task of collecting food to last all

the inmates of the ark , including the eight human

beings, for more than a year, must have been greater
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even than that of bringing them together in the first place

from every zone. The labours of Hereules were mere

trifles compared with those of Noah .

It has been held by at least one theologian that the

animals required no food in the ark, or at any rate very

little. According to this gentleman they lived in the

ark , for twelve nionths, in a state of torpor. But Colenso

very justly replies that if they could thus be preserved,

they might aswell have been kept in that condition under

water, without the trouble of taking thum on board.

3. How were all the animals, with their food , got into

the ark ? The dimensions as given in the Bible would be

insufficient to accommodate a tithe of them ; the ark could

not have contained them all, if they were packed together

like herrings and sardines. Even if they were so packed ,

space would still be required for their food. And for what

a vast quantity ! An animal even with man's moderate

appetite would consume in the course of twelve months

solid matter to the extent of four or five times its own

weight, and some animals are of course far more voracious.

This difficulty as to stowing the animals and their food

into the ark is quite insuperable; it is not to be obviated

by any employment ofmiraculous intervention . Not even

omnipotence can make a clock strike less than one, and

God himself must fail to make two things occupy the

same space at the same time.

4. How were the inmates of this floating menagerie ,

supposing them got in , supplied with fresh air ? Accord

ing to the Bible narrative the ark was furnished with but .

one window of a cubit square, and one door which was

shut by God himself, and, it may be presumed , quite

securely fastened . Talk about the Black -hole of Calcutta ,

why it was nothing to this ! What a scramble there must

have been for that solitary window and a mouthful of

fresh air ! Lions, tigers, jackals , hyænas, boa -constrictors,

kangaroos, eagles, owls , bees, wasps, bluebottles, with

Noah , Shem , Ham , Japheth , and their wives, all twisted

together . But the contention for the precious vital air

must, however violent, have soon subsided ; fifteen

minutes would have settled them all . Yeț curiously

enough the choking animals suffered no appreciable

injury ; by some occult means they were all preserved
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from harm ; which furnishes another illustration of the

mysterious ways of God. *

What powerful perfumes, too, must have arisen from

all those animals ! So powerful indeed that even the

rancid flavour of foxes and skunks must have been un

distinguishable from the blended scents of all their fellow

passengers . Those who have visited a travelling

menagerie, or stood in the monkey-house of the Zoo

logical Gardens, doubtless retain a lively recollection of

olfactory disgust, even although the most scrupulous

cleanliness is observed ; but their experience of such

smells would have been totally eclipsed if they could but

for a moment have stood within Noah's ark amidst all its

heterogeneous denizens. However the patriarch and his

sons managed to cleanse this worse than Augean stable

passes all understanding . And then what trampings they

must have had up and down those flights of stairs com

municating with the three storeys of the ark , in order to

cast all the filth out of that one window . No wonder their

children afterwards began to build a tower of Babel to

reach unto heaven ; it was quite natural that they should

desire plenty of steps to mount, so as to gratify fully the

itch of climbing they had inherited from their parents .

5. Where did all the water come from ? According to

the Bible story the waters prevailed upon the earth a

hundred and fifty days, and covered all the high hills and

mountains under the whole heaven . Now Mount Ararat

itself, on which the ark eventually rested , is seventeen

thousand feet high ; the utmost peaks of Himalaya are

nearly twice as high as that ; and to cover the whole earth

to such a tremendous, height would require an immense

quantity of water - in fact, about, eight times as much

water as is contained in all the rivers, lakes, seas, and

oceans of our globe. Whence did all this water come?

The Scripture explanation is sadly insufficient: the

fountains of the great deep were broken up, and the

windows of heaven were opened, and the rain was upon

the earth for forty days and forty nights . The writer

evidently thought there were great fountains at the b & ttom

of the sea , capable of supplying water in 'unlimited

quantities from some central reservoir ; but science knows

nothing whatever about them - này, science tells us that
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the internal reservoir , if there be one, must contain not

water, but liquid fire. If this great reservoir poured its

contents into the sea, the result would be similar to that

frightfulcatastrophe imagined by the Yankee who wished

to see Niagara Falls pour into Mount Vesuvius.

The supply from that quarter thus failing, we are forced

back upon the rain which descended from the windows of

heaven, wherever they may be. It rained forty days and

forty nights. Forty days and forty nights ! Why, forty

million days and nights of rain would not have sufficed .

The writer was evidently in total ignorance of the laws

of hydrology. Tlie rain which falls from the clouds

originally comes from the waters of the earth , being

absorbed into the atmosphere by the process of evapor

ation . The utmost quantity of water that can thus be held

in suspense throughout the entire atmosphere is very

small ; in fact, if precipitated , it would only cover the

ground to the depth of about five inches. After the first

precipitation of rain , the process of evaporation would

have to be repeated ; that is, for every additional descent

of rain a proportionate quantity of water would have to

be extracted from the rivers, lakes , and seas below .

Surely every sane man must perceive that this pretty

juggle could not add one single drop to the previously

existing amount of water, any more than a man could

make himself rich by taking money out of one pocket and

putting it into another .

The fabled man who is reported to have occupied him

self with dipping up water from one side of a boat and

emptying it over on the other, hoping thereby to bale the

ocean dry, must have been the real author of this story

of Noah and his wonderful ark .

6. What became of all the fish ? In such a deluge the

rivers and seas must have mingled their waters, and

this , in conjunction with the terrific outpour from the

windows of heaven , must havemade the water brackish ,

too salt for fresh -water fish , and too fresh for salt -water

-fish . Consequently the aquatic animals must all have

perished , unless, indeed, they were miraculously pre

served — a contingency which anyone is free to conjecture,

but no one is at liberty to assert , for the inspired writer

never even hints such a possibility. Now there is no
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evidence whatever that Noah took any fish with him into

the ark ; under natural circumstances they must have

perished outside ; yet the seas and rivers still teem witli

life. When did the new creation of fish take place ?

7. What became of all the vegetation ? Every particle

of it must have rotted during such a long submergence.

But even if mysteriously preserved from natural decay, it

must still have become compressed into a mere pulp by

the terrific weight of the superincumbent water . Colenso

estinates that the pressure of a coluinn of water 17,000

feet high would be 474 tons upon each square foot of

surface — a pressure which nothing could have resisted .

Yet, wonderful to relate , just prior to the resting of the

ark on Mount Ararat, the dove sent out therefrom re

turned with an olive leaf in her mouth just plucked off. A

fitting climax to this marvellous story ! For the olive

is a tender growth , and is for that reason the emblem of

peace . “ After the devastation of a country by hostile

invasion and consequent neglect of its culture,” says

Wilkinson, " no plantation requires a longer period to

restore it to its previous flourishing condition than the

olive grove."

8. Where did the water go when the flood subsided ?

This is a question which is never discussed, though it is

the most puzzling of all. The water could not have dis

appeared through evaporation, for the amount which was

drawn up into the atmosphere by the heat of the sun

would fall again in the form of rain . With respect to

" the windows of heaven, " it may be remarked that the

water could not have ascended through them as easily

as it descended . There is no natural way in which that

vast quantity of water could have been disposed of.

Science is dumb on the subject, and common sense cannot

yield a conjecture . Wemust therefore appeal to imagin

ation ; and as there are no facts to guide us, every man

will form an independent theory. One will fancy celestial

pumps ; another long hydrants reaching from earth to

heaven ; while a third may surmise that the water was

drained off into Hades, and used to cool that over-heated

establishment.

» ) 7

? Wilkinson's Egyptians, vol. i., p . 415 .
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The difficulty of disposing of the water , after the Flood ,

would never occur to such people as the ancient Jews.

Water cameand water went ; those were facts of ordinary

experience ; and they multiplied the quantity without the

least embarrassment. They were too pious to push their

inquiries further. According to a Hindu story the earth

rests on the back of an elephant, and the elephant on the

back of a tortoise. Anyone who wishes to know what the

tortoise rests on is a prying sceptic, and a very dangerous

character.

9. If the ark rested on Mount Ararat, the easiest summit

of which is more than three miles high , how did the

animalsmanage to descend to the plains ? How they must

have shivered, three thousand feet above the region of

eternal snow ! The polar bear might have stood it, but

the lion and the tiger must have been frost-bitten . The

unwonted moisture at such an elevation would have

frozen , and left the rocks as slippery as ice. How on

earth , then , did an unwieldy creature like the elephant

reach terra firma ? Perhaps he had grown so fat, through

living on miraculous food, that he rolled down like a

ball, with no other injury than a few scratches. Perhaps

he had grown so thin through living on expectations,

that he floated down like a descending feather. Maybe

there was a balloon service , and the menagerie was

lowered in that way.

10. How did the animals disperse to their various

habitations ? How did the kangaroo find his way to

Australia , the sloth to South America , the grisly bear to

the Rocky Mountains ? And how did they live on the

road ? All the vegetation had been destroyed by the

deluge. Not even a nibble was left for the sheep .

Let us now glance at the moral aspects of this story .

It will be borne in mind that the lower animals were all

slaughtered , with the exception of the specimens in the

ark , although they could have had no share in man's

transgression . This is to be accounted for , if the story

be regarded as a legend, by the Jewish notion that the

animals are man's servants, sharing his good or ill

fortune. Again and again we read that the Jews killed

not only the men, women, and children in Palestine, but

also the cattle, leaving alive " nothing that breathed .”
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Even when one of their own nation (the soldier Achan

who appropriated some spoil of war) was sentenced to

death , his " oxen , and his sheep , and his asses

stoned and burnt with him , as well as his sons and

daughters. It is easy to understand, therefore, why the

Jews should represent the animals as sharing man's fate

in the deluge. But it is difficult to understand the justice

of God . There must have been a terrible amount of

suffering (supposing the story to be true) as the poor

creatures fled from the rising flood. It is idle to minimize

their agony, or to deny that it was totally unmerited.

The agony of the human victims must have been the

greater as they were more capable of suffering . Picture

the terrible scene as the waters rise higher and higher,

and the ravening waves speed after their living prey.

Selfish beings, moved by the blind instinct of self

preservation , seek their own safety in climbing the hills

with feverish haste. But love is stronger than death , and

the youth supports the maiden , the husband aids the wife ,

the devoted mother clasps her babe to her bosom , and

when the waves surge around her body she holds it up

her arms with a wild hope for its preservation . The

doomed ones pity each other, but God has no pity for the

pitiful.

At length all is: over . The highest hills are covered .

No more cries reach the cruel heavens. The last strong

climber has fallen into the yeasty waves , the last stout

swimmer has sunk in despair. Night descends upon the

universal sea .
The stars gleam forth in untroubled

beauty, the moon sheds her soft light on the waste of

waters , and lo ! there floats a young mother, with long

swaying hair, and arms locked tightly round her first

born , who lies lifeless on her cold dead breast.

This was done by the God who said “ Thou shalt not

kill.” This monstrous brutality was wrought by the

Father of all.

After twelve months the Flood subsides, the water dis

appears , the land may once more be trodden . But what a

sickening scene! The trees are gone and the very grass.

There is not a sign of life . All is death and putrefaction .

in

• Joshua vii.
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The earth is covered with bones and slime. The world is

a charnel-house .

Who dares to justify such awful cruelty ? Who will

worship such a God ? Who would not fling a curse at

the monstrous butcher ?

So great are the scientific and moral difficulties of Noah's

Flood that Christian writers like Dr. Pye Smith , Dr.

Barry, and Hugh Miller argued that the author describes

a partial and not a universal deluge ; not a flood which

submerged the whole earth , but one that merely covered

a particular part of the Central Asian plains. But the

difficulties of this theory are as great as those of the

theory it seeks to supplant.

In the first place, the language of the Bible is

sufficiently explicit . " And all flesh died that moved

upon the earth ” _ “ all in whose nostrils was the breath

of life " _ " and Noah only remained alive and they that

were with him in the ark " _ " and all the high hills ,

that were under the whole heaven , were covered .” Now

if these words do not mean a universal flood , the Bible

should be closed altogether as a cunning puzzle, only

intended to perplex and mislead its readers. Kalisch

justly observes that “ it is impossible to read the

narrative without being irresistibly impressed that the

whole earth was destined for destruction .......the univer

sality does not lie in the words merely, but in the tenor of

the whole narrative." 9

The fact is, the Flood is following the usual law of

Bible stories. 'Until science disproves them , the Bible

means what it says ; after that, it means whatever the

commentators can torture the text into suggesting .

Vossius and Stillingfieet were among the earliest writers

who saw the difficulties of a universal flood , and treated

it as partial. The less knowing ones continued to read

the Bible as plain honest men . Dr. Adam Clarke advised

those who " object to the universality of the flood ” to

read the answers to all their cavils in Ray's Physico

Theological Discourses. 10 Dr. Gill said , “ All the high

hills that were under the whole heaven were covered :

Kalisch , Genesis.

10 A. Clarke, Commentary, Gen. vii., 20 .
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whence it appears that there were hills before the flood ,

and that these were not caused by it, and that the deluge

was universal.” 11 Dr. Thomas Scott said of Genesis vii.,

17-19, “ This decidedly proves the deluge to have been

strictly universal.” 12 Matthew Henry said , " To make

sure work , and that none might escape, the tops of the

highest mountains were overflowed fifteen cubits, that is

seven yards and a half. ” 13 This is supported by Dr.

Kalisch , whose Hebrew scholarship is unimpeachable.

“ The waters," he writes, were fifteen cubits above

the peaks of the mountains, and not merely above the

surface of the earth , as is frequently supposed.' Even

the learned Dr. Schaff, who is anxious to harmonize the

Bible with science, declares : “ It must be confessed that

it is difficult to reconcile the language of the account of

the deluge with the supposition that it was only

partial.” 15

Some defenders of a partial flood , like Sir William

Dawson , maintain that it was one of the convulsions

which have occurred in geological history. But no such

convulsion can be placed within the Bible chronology.

No dexterity is able to extract more than four or five

thousand years from the Scripture since the time of Noah.

According to the calculations of Sir Charles Lyell,"'

says Hugh Miller himself , no devastating flood could

have passed over the forest zone of Ætna during the last

twelve thousand years — for such is the antiquity which

he assigns to its older lateral cones, that retain in their

integrity their original shape ; and the volcanic cones of

Auvergne, which enclose in their ashes the remains of

extinct animals , and present an outline as perfect as those

of Ætna, are older still.” 16 Referring to these cones of

Auvergne, which consist of loose volcanic ashes (with a

crater at the summit), Sir Charles Lyell remarks : “ Had

the waters once risen , even for a day, so high as to reach

the level of the base of one of these cones - had there been

a single flood fifty or sixty feet in height since the last

11 Dr. Gill, Comnientary. 12 Dr. Scott, Commentary .

18 Matthew Henry, Commentary. 14 Kalisch , Genesis .

15 Schaff's Religious Encyclopædia , “ Noah ."

Hugh Miller, Testimony of the Rocks, p . 341.

16
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eruption occurred — a great part of the volcanoes must in

evitably have been swept away.
This is decisive

against a universal flood within the last twelve thousand

years, and no less decisive against Sir William Dawson's

theory of a convulsion such as we read of in geological

antiquity . It should also be observed that no convulsion

is suggested in the text. The earth is covered with water,

simply to drown the life upon it ; when the flood subsides

the earth reappears as before, the olive puts forth its

leaves, the fields are green, and everything wears its

wonted appearance.

Another conjecture of distressed theologians is that the

area of a partial flood was miraculously depressed ,

mountains and all ; and miraculously pushed up again ,

just in time to catch the ark on the top of Mount Ararat.

But this is a wild stretch of fancy ; nor does it mend

matters. “ I am afraid to think ," said Professor Huxley,

“ of what would have become of a vessel so little sea

worthy as the ark , and of its very numerous passengers,

under the peculiar obstacles to quiet flotation which such

rapid movements of depression and upheaval would have

generated.” 18

Professor Huxley has disposed in the most effectual

manner of the theory of a partial flood. If the deluge

took place on the plains ofMesopotamia , if water enough

was poured upon them to a depth of only several fathoms,

until every prominence was covered and the ark was

floated , how on earth did the water remain piled up for

many months ? “ The Mesopotamian plain , ” said .Huxley,

“ slopes gently from an elevation of 500 to 600 feet at its

northern end to the sea at its southern end, with hardly

so much as a notable ridge to break its uniform flatness

for 300 to 400 miles.” 19 This was one of the worst spots

in the world for such a deluge. Water cannot be kept

standing on a slope. The mighty volume must have

swept down the plain , carrying everything before it .

Noah's deeply laden , sailless, oarless , and rudderless

craft, if by good fortune it escaped capsizing in whirl

17
Lyell, Antiquity of Man , p . 192.

18 Nineteenth Century, July, 1890 , p . 17 .

19 Nineteenth Century, July, 1890, p. 15.
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pools , or having its bottom knocked into holes by snags

(like those which prove fatal even to well-built steamers

on the Mississippi in our day), would have speedily found

itself a good way down the Persian Gulf, and not long

after in the Indian Ocean , somewhere between Arabia

and Hindostan. Even if, eventually, the ark might have

gone ashore, with other jetsam and flotsam , on the coast

of Arabia , or of Hindostan , or of the Maldives, or of

Madagascar, its return to the “ mountains of Ararat "

would have been a miracle more stupendous than all the

rest .20

Thus the last state of the Bibliolators is worse than the

first . " All that they have done,” as Huxley said , “ is

to transfer the contradictions to established truth from

the region of science proper to that of common information

and common sense." The assertion that a vast body of

water stood still for months on a sloping plain , and then

sank at the rate of a few feet or inches a day, simply

outrages the most ordinary and familiar teachings of

every man's daily experience.”

Even this puts the case too favourably , for the Biblical

writer, who speaks of " all the high hills under the whole

heaven ” being covered , must have known of the High

lands of Palestine and of Sinai ; nor could he have been

ignorant, at least by report, of the snowy peaks on the

eastern side of the Mesopotamian plain ; and if all these

were covered the deluge must have been of a still more

extraordinary character.

Professor Huxley fully agreed with Professor Deistel

" that the motive, or generating incident, of the whole

story is to be sought in the occasionally excessive and

desolating floods of the Euphrates and Tigris.” A strik

ing account of such a flood is quoted by Colenso from Von

Bohlen . In April, 1839, the Tigris and Euphrates over

flowed at the same time; the water was high upon the

ramparts of Bagdad, and six feet above the level of the

city ; as far as the eye could reach nothing was to be seen

but the highest towers of the mosques or the tops of the

date-groves; thousands of square miles were inundated ,

many Arab encampments were drowned , and the

20
Nineteenth Century , July , 1890 , p . 16 .
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Euphrates steamer made long excursions across the

flood.21 Now the inundations of such a locality - from

which , by the way, the founders of Israel came- would

naturally affect the popular imagination , and give rise to

legendary tales . But this is not a complete explanation .

Professor Huxley is nearer the mark when he says that

“ the story of the Flood in Genesis is merely a Bowdler

ized version of one of the oldest pieces of fictitious

literature extant. ” Centuries before the time of Abrahain

there was a very advanced civilization in Lower Meso

potamia , and the libraries of these people contain

versions of a long epic poem , one of the twelve books

of which tells a story of a deluge which, in a number of

its leading features, corresponds with the story attributed

to Berosus,22 no less than with the story given in Genesis ,

with curious exactness ."

The Assyrian account of the Deluge occurs in the

eleventh tablet of the Izdubar series, deciphered by the

late Mr. George Smith. Hea, the great god , resolves to

destroy the sinner and life.” He orders Surippakite the

son of Ubaratutu to make a ship of a given pattern , and

to take into it his household and beasts of the field . The

ship is made watertight, like Noah's, with bitumen ; it

has also a door, which is shut. The flood comes , plains

and mountains are covered , and the bright earth is turned

to a waste . All life is destroyed from the face of the

earth . The corpses float like reeds. At length the ship

rests on the mountain of Nizir . Six days pass , and on

the seventh a dove is sent forth , which returns, being

unable to find a resting place. A swallow does the same

thing . A raven goes forth and does not return . Then

the animals in the ship disperse to the four winds. The

man builds an altar, and offers a burnt offering , and the

22
21 Colenso, p . 384.

Berosus was a Chaldean priest, said to have been born in

the same year with Alexander the Great. He is reputed to

have left a work on Babylonian Annals , wherein is stated

what we now know to be true, that the records of Babylon

were carefully preserved, and contained written histories of

the heavens, the sea, the first creatures, and the acts of the

kings. The Berosian Annals »
are remarkably confirmed

by the Chaldean tablets.

(
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gods like sumbi (the devouring Zebub fly ) gather over the

sacrifice, exactly as Jehovah " smelled a sweet savour

over the altar of Noah .

Mr. George Smith could not resist the conclusion that

the Jewish story of the Flood was derived from the

Babylonian .

Eden , according even to the Jews, was by the Euphrates

and Tigris ; the cities of Babylon, Larancha, and Sippara

were supposed by the Babylonians to have been founded

before the Flood . Surippak was the city of the ark , the

mountains east of the Tigris were the resting place of the

ark , Babylon was the site of the Tower, and Ur of the

Chaldees the birth-place of Abraham . These facts, and

the further statement that Abraham , the father and first

leader of the Hebrew race, migrated from Ur to Harran

in Syria , and from thence to Palestine, are all so much

evidence in favour of the hypothesis that Chaldea was the

original honie of these stories.28

Mr. Smith observes , however , that the striking differences

in some parts of the legends compel us to wait for further

information before deciding “ how or when ” the Jews

borrowed from Babylon. But the borrowing itself, in this

as in many other respects , is well established . Noah is

never mentioned in the Jewish historical books. The

presumption, therefore , is that the legends of Genesis

were borrowed during the Captivity . Nor is it surprising

that the Jewish writers edited them for their own people .

They concocted a more simple and dignified version,

which only means, as Massey observes, that “ in the

Hebrew writings the myth is made to look more like

history . Celsus knew what he was about when he

twitted the Christians of the second century with their

“ ridiculous ark that held everything inside of it," and

told them that the deluge was a part of his own mytho

logy which had been literalized and amplified by them ."

Lenormant is of opinion that the Chaldean and Jewish

accounts of the Delugeare derived from a common source ;

in other words, that there existed a primitive Semitic

» 24

* Smith's Chaldean Account ofGenesis, edited by Professor

Sayce , pp . 311, 312 .

34 Natural Genesis, vol. ii., p . 174.

C2
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legend , from which the written have been

developed.25 This is very conjectural; but it certainly

lends no colour to the preposterous theory that the Baby

lonians borrowed their history of the Flood from the

Jews. The Chaldean tablets are older than the very

existence of the Jewish people, nor is it credible that a

great nation like Babylon could condescend to adopt tlie

legends of its slaves. Every man's common sense tells

him that the slave is more likely to imitate the master.

Flood legends are , indeed , almost universal. They were

doubtless prompted by the disastrous character of in

undations when there was no science to enable men to

foresee or provide against them ; they were naturally

associated with barbaric conceptions of the divine punish

ment of wicked and impious men ; and the sparing of a

remnant in every case was a concession . to fact and

common sense, for it was obvious that the human race

had in some way survived the catastrophe. The Greek

legend of a flood which drowned all life but the family of

Deucalion, and the animals that joined him , may be

found in Ovid and Lucian . . A summary of the Hindu

legend is given by Sir William Jones.26 The Persian

legend is in the Zendavesta . In this the rescue of Yima

is not by a ship , and the details are more clearly

mythological. The Chinese legend represents the water

as covering themountains, and the people as smitten with

terror and destruction .

It is foolishly asserted by blind Bibliolators that all

these legends are echoes of that of the Jews, although

some of them , such as the Chaldean , can be shown to he

older. But what of America ? Did the people of that

unknown continent borrow from the Jews ? Yet flood

traditions
found

among the Peruvians, the

Tlascalans, the Mexicans, and the North American

Indians.27
A myth of the Deluge was found even in the

Marquesan islands in the South Pacific, the very number

were

25
Contemporary Review , November , 1879.

" The Deluge
and its Traditions in Ancient Times.”

26 Asiatic Researches, vol. ii ., pp . 116 , 117.

27 Priaulx , pp. 198 , 199; Réville , Les Religions du Mexique,

etc., p . 198 .
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of the persons saved being the same as that in the Bible

story,28 and the cattle being likewise collected in pairs .

Massey contends that all such legends were originally

nature-myths, which is probably half of the truth. He

also maintains that all of them are of African birth . What

he says on this point is striking and ingenious, but

whether true or not it would be rash to decide.

Recurring to the Bible story , which is a portion of

universal myth and legend , we find further traces of its

unhistorical character. Why, for instance, did Noah send

forth a dove to see whether the waters had abated ? If the

ark were on the top of Mount Ararat he had only to put

his head out of the window to see for himself . The fact

is, the dove is a mythic bird, and appears in the story

for that reason . We are also told that God placed his

rainbow in the sky as a perpetual sign of his promise

that the earth should nevermore be destroyed by a flood .

But the rainbow is not a thing. It is a phenomenon of

refraction , and must always liave been visible while there

was rain and sunshine. This fact, however , was not

known to the ancient Jews ; and, not understanding the

rainbow ; they gave it a supernatural origin .

Another point must be mentioned . A careful reader

of the Flood will notice its frequent repetitions. Nearly

every important incident is told twice . The explanation

of this curious fact is very simple . Two different

versions, the Jehovistic and Elohistic,29 havebeen clumsily

patched together. This clears up the discrepancy as to

the number of animals that entered the ark . The Elohist

(vi., 18-20) gives two of every sort," while the Jehovist

(vii ., 1-3) gives two of the unclean beasts and seven of the

clean beasts and fowls.

Before the Flood the ages ' of the patriarchs are

monstrous . Adam and Methuselah nearly reached a

thousand years. But after the Flood the ages .dwindle

rapidly . The bow had to be shortened on entering the

semi-historic period . Nor were the Jews singular in this

respect. According to the Hindu Scriptures, common

men in the early times lived to the age of 80,000 years ,

more or less. One king reigned 26,000 years, and another

28 Massey, vol. ii., p . 200 . 29 See our first chapter.
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66,000 years. Both those unfortunate gentlemen were cut

off in their prime. The highest record was that of a

monarch who was 2,000,000 years old when he came to

the throne, who reigned 6,300,000 years, and then , resign

ing his empire, lingered on for 100,000 years more. How

wretchedly prosaic the Jewish story would have been to

the Hindus !

Despite the longevity of the pre-Abrahamic patriarchs,

the population of the world increased marvellously after

the Flood . In four centuries the descendants of Noah's

three sons had multiplied into four great kingdoms,

besides a multitude of smaller nations. But what

instructed man believes in the possibility of such

multiplication ?

Two of these four kingdoms, Shinar (Babylon ) and

Egypt, reached a high degree of civilization before the

days of Abraham . The temples, tombs, pyramids,

manners, customs, and arts of Egypt betoken a full-grown

nation . The sculptures of the Fourth Dynasty, which

must be assigned to the date of 3,500 B.C., are almost as

perfect as those two thousand years later . Professor

Rawlinson sought to obviate this difficulty by appealing

to the Septuagint instead of the Hebrew text, by which

he obtained the remote antiquity of 3,159 B.C. instead of

2,348 B.c. for the Deluge. But this chronology does not

reach within four hundred years of the civilization denoted

by the Fourth Dynasty sculptures, and there must have

been millenniums of silent progress in Egypt before that

period .

On the ancient monuments of Egypt the negro head ,

face, hair, form and colour, are the same as we now

observe. Consequently the orthodox believer must hold

that strongly marked varieties ofmen were bred in a few

centuries, at the utmost , from three brothers , sons of the

same father , and presumably of the same mother. Yet

the very persons who have stood up for the inconceivable

evolution of strongly diverse races of men from one and

the same family , in three or four centuries , have been

the most fanatical opponents of the credible evolution

taught by Darwin . Archdeacon Pratt went to the absurd

length of supposing that the three sons of Noah “ had in

them elements differing as widely as the Asiatic, the
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African , and the European differ from each other.” 50

It was a wonder he did not affirm that they were severally

white, yellow , and black .

Noah lived fifty-eight years after the birth of Abraham .

Shem lived a hundred and ten years after the birth of

Isaac, and fifty years after the birth of Jacob . How was

it that neither Abraham , Isaac, nor Jacob knew either of

them ? They were the most interesting and important

men alive at the time. They had seen the world before

the Flood . One of them had seen people who knew Adam .

They had lived through the confusion of tongues at Babel,

and were well acquainted with the whole history of the

world . Yet they are never once mentioned in Scripture

during all the centuries they survived their exit from the

ark. Why is this ? Noah before his death was the most

venerable man existing . He was five hundred years

older than any other man. Hemust have been an object

of universal regard. Yet we have no record of the second

half of his career ; no account is given of his burial; no

monument was erected to his memory. Who will explain

this astounding neglect? Surely the Bible is a strange

book , and they are strange people who believe it.

80
Scripture and Science, p . 55 .
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The Tower of Babel

It is frequently asserted that the Bible was never meant

to teach us science, but to instruct us in religion and

morality ; and therefore we must not look to it for a

faithful account of what happened in the external world ,

but only for a record of the inner experiences of mankind .

Astronomy will inform us how the heavenly bodies came

into existence, and by what laws their motions are

governed ; geology will acquaint us with the way in which

the earth's crust was formed, and the length of time

occupied by the various stages of the process ; while

biology will tell us all about the origin and development

of living things. God has given us reason , so that we

may gather knowledge and establish sciences ; and thus

explain the past, illustrate the present, and provide for

the future. And as reason is sufficient for all this , there

is no need of a divine revelation in such matters. But as

reason is insufficient to teach us the will of God and the

laws of morality , a divine revelation of these is necessary,

and the Bible contains it.

his argument is plausible, but it cannot be sustained .

The Bible is not silent with respect to astronomy, geology ,

and biology. It makes frequent and precise statements

concerning them , and in nearly every instance it contra

dicts scientific truth .

The eleventh chapter of Genesis gives an explanation of

the diversity of language on the earth . It does this in the

truest spirit of romance. Philologists must regard the

story of the Tower of Babel and the confusion of tongues

as a capital phantasy.

One fact alone is enough to put the philology ofGenesis

out of court. The native languages of America are all

closely related to each other , but they have no affinity

with
ny language of the Old World. It is therefore clear

that they could not have been imported into the New

World by emigrants from the plains of Central Asia .

Professor Max Müller says it is “ difficult to understand ”
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how " scholars could have been bold enough to trace the

whole American 'race to immigrations from Asia or even

from Europe," and declares that “ any attempts to

recognize in the inhábitants of America descendants of

Jews, Phænicians, Chinese , or Celts are for the present

simply hopeless , and are in fact outside the pale of real

science.” 1 The Genesaic theory of the dispersion of men

and languages, at least as regards one half the world , is

thus clearly false at the very outset.

Let us come to the Bible story . Some time after the

Flood, and before the birth of Abraham , we are told that

“ the whole earth was of one language and one speech , ”

one of lip, and one of language,” according to

Colenso's translation . This primitive tongue is variously

conceived . Enthusiastic Welshmen have affirmed it was

Welsh . Goropius Becanus tried to prove it was High

Dutch . This opinion was ridiculed by Ben Jonson in the

following passage of The Alchemist :

or

Mammon . — I'll show you a book where Moses and his

sister,

And Solomon have written of the art ;

Ay, and a treatise penned by Adam

Surly.-- How ?

Mammon .– Of the philosopher's stone, and in High

Dutch .

Surly . — Did Adam write, sir, in High Dutch ?

Manmon . - He did ;

Which proves it was the primitive tongue.'

Butler also, alluding to Eve, makes the erudite and crack

brained Hudibras wonder

Whether the Devil tempted her

By a High Dutch interpreter.

But if we are to trust the Bible , the primitive speech was

Hebrew . No doubt was entertained of this by St. Jerome

and St. Augustine. God spoke Hebrew in Eden , when he

-

2
* Max Muller , Natural Religion, pp. 346 , 347 .

Grey's notes to Butler's Hudibras, pt. I., canto i., 1. 178-9 .

Jonson's Alchemist, act ii ., scene i.

3
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conversed with Adam and Eve . Probably it is spoken in

heaven to this day. For all we know it is spoken in hell

too , since the Devil and his angels lived in heaven before

they were turned into hell, and presumably they took

their native language with them . Hebrew was spoken by

Adam when he named his wife ; by Eve when she gave

names to her sons, Cain and Seth ; by Lamech , shortly

before the Flood , when he explained the name of Noah .

Indeed , as Colenso observes, it “ is obvious that the names

of the whole series of Patriarchs from Adam to Noah , and

from Noah onwards, are in almost every instance pure

Hebrew names . Delitzsch , however, thinks it more

probable — God alone knows why — that the Syriac or

Nabatæn tongue, preserved after the dispersion at Baby

lon, was the original one ; and that the names of Adam

and the other Patriarchs have been altered , but not so as

to lose any of their original meaning ; in other words,

that they have been translated , by God's grace, with

perfect accuracy from the primeval speech . But Colenso

remarks that the documents do not allude to a translation ,

which we have no right to assume : and that “ if the

authority of Scripture is sufficient to prove the fact of a

primeval language, it must also prove that this language

was Hebrew . "

Yet the Bible is wrong, for Hebrew is only a Semitic

dialect, like the Arabic and the Aramaic. Max Muller

is a greater authority cn language than the writers of

Genesis, and he considers it “ quite impossible to imagine

that a Semitic language could ever have sprung from ani

Aryan , or an Aryan from a Semitic ." A common origin

for both in far distant times is perhaps not impossible ,

but “ the evidence both for and against by necessity so

intangible and evanescent that it does not come within the

sphere of practical linguistics ." 4

According to the Bible, the descendants of.Noah, all

speaking one language, journeyed eastward and dwelt

on a plain in the land of Shinar, which is another name

for Babylon . After dwelling there no one knows how

long, they said one to another, Go to , let us make

brick , and burn them thoroughly . And they had brick

* Natural Religion , p. 310 .
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)for stone, and slime had they for mortar." Slime is , of

course , nonsense . The margin of the Revised Version

gives “ bitumen. " But the whole passage is ridiculous.

Men were long in learning to make bricks, which were

sun-dried before they were burnt. The idea of primitive

men suddenly saying “ let us make bricks ” is a wild

absurdity .

Having made a lot of bricks they wished to do some

thing with them . So they said , “ Go to ; let us build a

city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven ; and

let us make a name, lest webe scattered abroad upon the

face of the whole earth ! ” This is a further absurdity .

How could making a name, for the information of no one

but themselves, prevent their dispersion ? And how

could they resolve to build a city, ” when they had never

seen one ? Cities are not built in this manner . Rome

was not built in a day ," as the proverb says. Great towns

are the growth of centuries.

What progress these wonderfulbuilders made with their

city we are left to conjecture. Their reason for build

ing the tower is plainly inadequate. According to

Josephus their motive was at least intelligible . He tells

us that Nimrod excited them to
independence, declaring

that " he would be revenged on God, if he should have a

mind to drown the world again ; for that he would build

a tower too high for the waters to be able to reach , and

that he would avenge himself on God for destroying their

forefathers. ' From this it appears that they mistrusted

God's promise never to destroy the earth again with a

flood ; and the tower was to be as high as heaven , so that

if another deluge came they might ascend the stairs, and

perhaps swarm out on the floor of heaven itself.

The
Mohammedans believe the tower was carried to the

height of five thousand cubits , or nearly a mile and a

half. The romancing Rabbis make it seventy miles high.s

So easy is it to construct' castles in the air ! Our opinion

is that the Towel of Babel was far shorter than the Eiffel

16

5

6
Tylor's

Anthropology, p . 234 .

Josephus, Antiquities, bk . i., ch . iv .

Sale's Koran , vol. i., p . 78, footnote .

Calmet, Babel.

8
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Tower , and its confusion of tongues as nothing to what

has been heard at the modern structure .

What notion had those primitive builders of the height

of heaven ? According to Colenso they were erecting

" a tower with its head in heaven ." Did they really

think they would reach it ? Probably they did , for the

ancient Jews thought the blue vaults of heaven a solid

thing, in which the sun ,moon , and stars were stuck , and

no higher than the sailing clouds.

Modern men , with a tincture of science, may smile at

the dream of these tower-builders. To reach the moon .

alone, which is the nearest of the heavenly bodies, and a

mere flea's-hop from us in comparison with the remotest

fixed stars, would require a tower with a base as broad as

the earth's circumference, and fifty times the quantity of

matter contained in the whole globe.º

The simple ignorance of the old builders, or the Jewish

gentlemen who wrote the story, is quite intelligible ; but

who will explain the ignorance of God ? Their project

alarmed him . He actually came down to see the city

and the tower which the children of men builded . "

Heaven was too distant for him to see from with accuracy ,

and telescopes were not then invented .

A close inspection led him to believe that his ambitious

children would succeed in their enterprise. What was to

be done? If they once got into heaven it might be

difficult to turn them out again . It took several days '

hạrd fighting to expel Satan and his rebellious angels on

a previous occasion , and these invaders might be still

more obstinate . In this dangerous extremity the celestial

powers held a council of war.

And the Lord said , Behold the people is one, and they

have all one language ; and this they begin to do ; and

now nothing will be restrained from them , which they

have imagined to do . Go to , let us go down, and there

confound their language, that they may not understand

one another's speech.10

Now why did the Lord take all this trouble ? Had he

forgotten the law of gravitation ? Was the architect of

Calmet, Euglish editor's note. 10 Genesis, xi. 6 , 7 .
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the universe ignorant of the principles of building ? Was

he unaware that a structure with a given base can only

be carried to a certain height ? He had only to let the

people go on building and wait until the tower tumbled

about their ears. Why then did he betray such anxiety ?

The answer is that this " Lord ” was simply " Jehovah "

of the Jews, a tribal god, who knew precisely as much as

his worshippers.

Jehovah carried out his resolution , and confounded

their language.” Perhaps the stroke was executed in the

night, and when they rose in the morning oneman talked

Sanscrit , another Chinese, another American , another

Dutch , another Double Dutch , and so on to the end of the

chapter. No one could understand his neighbour, or

even himself. Everyone wondered what the devil he was

talking about. And when they got to work the brick

layer shouted “ bricks ! ” and the hodman brought up

mortar. 11

According to the Bible this is the true philology. No

language on earth is five thousand years old , and every

one was miraculously born at Babel. But is there a single

philologist outside a lunatic asylum who really believes

this ?

How was the language of these people “ confounded ” ?

Did the Lord destroy their verbal memory ? Did he

paralyse a part of their brains ? Did he affect the organs

of articulation , so that the sounds of the primeval

language could not be reproduced ? Will sometheologian

kindly explain the mystery ?'

Language is not a gift but a growth. Different tribes

and nations have different experiences, different wants,

and different surroundings, and the result is a difference

in their languages, as well as in their religious ideas,

political organizations, and social customs.

11 An orthodox reader may regard this as extravagance .

But let him read the following from Old Bishop Hall : “ One

calls for brick , the other looks him in the face, and wonders

what he commands, and how and why he speaks such words

as were never heard , and instead thereof brings him mortar. ”

(Contemplations, bk . ii., c . iii.) The notion struck us before

reading the Bishop , and the similarity shows how pious and

profane wits may “ jump."
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Owing to the confusion of tongues at Babel the people

“ left off to build the city ” and were " scattered abroad

on the face of all the earth ." But why should they

disperse ? Their common weakness should have kept them

together. Society is founded upon our wants . Had they

kept company for a short time they would have under

stood each other again . A few common words would

have come into general use, and the building of the tower

would have been resumed .

This view was put forward in a Latin pamphlet by

Archbishop Whately, a portion of which is translated by

Colenso .

It is believed that a great multitude of men, through a

wonderful change, forgot their ancestral tongue, and

spoke suddenly a new language. This would be a great

miracle, and yet would not conduce to the end proposed .

For, unless they are supposed to have been struck out of

their senses by the prodigy, they would have been able

to continue their work after a very short inconvenience .

Any architect, set over workmen of different tongues,

would, in a short time, be able to impart his orders by

means of signs : and in the space of a few days they

would have learned enough of his words, to be able to go

on together, their labours being joined , with continually

diminishing difficulty . Besides, when the project of

building was dismissed, why was it necessary that they

should be all scattered very widely through all regions ?

How many countries also are inhabited by races speaking

different tongues, e.g., Wales Scotland, Ireland , and

many parts of the East Indies ? 12

The Mohammedan account of the matter is less absurd

than the Jewish . It avoids the confusion of tongues, and

makes God frustrate the attempts of the builders to reach

heaven , by overthrowing the tower with a violent

tempest and earthquake.13

Milton also dexterously evades the chief difficulty of

the Jewish legend, besides supplying some interesting

details from his own prolific imagination . He separates

the mythical Nimrod and his subjects from the rest of

12
Colenso , Pentateuch , p . 279 .

18 Sale's Koran , vol. ii., p . 78, footnote .
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mankind, and represents them as the people who settled

the plain in the land of Shinar.” Only to them did

the confusion of tongues apply , the other inhabitants of

the earth retaining the primeval language in all its

original purity. This detachment of the race, says

Michael, in his panoramic description of future times,

Marching from Eden towards the west, shall find

The plain , whereon a black bituminous gurge

Boils out from underground, the mouth of Hell ;

Of brick , and of that stuff they cast to build

A city and a tower , whose top may reach to Heaven .

If the Tower of Babel, as Milton suggests, was built over

the mouth of Hell, it would be wise to explore its site

and make proper excavations, in order to settle the

geography and physical character of the bottomless pit.

The churches are sadly in want of a little information

about Hell, and here is an opportunity for them to

acquire it. Of course the explorers should be selected

for their piety , as they will need to be fire-proof like

Shadrach , Meshack , and Abednego.

Because the Lord “ did there confound their language

the place was called Babel.” So the Bible declares, and

so thoughtMilton . But this etymology is false, although

it is also favoured by Josephus, who says that “ the

Hebrews mean by the word Babel, Confusion . " 14 Dr.

Smith admits that “ the native etymology is Bab-Il, the

gate of the God il,' or perhaps, more simply , ' the gate of

God .
Colenso says the word has no connection with

the Hebrew balal, “ confound. ” Thus it is evident that

Jewish as well as other myths were sometimes wholly or

partially founded on a false etymology.

The story of the Tower of Babel was borrowed by the

Jehovist author of this part of Genesis from the old

tradition of the famous unfinished Temple of Belus, which

was one of the wonders of antiquity , and is thus described

by Kalisch :

The huge heap, in which bricks, stone, marble, and

basalt are irregularly mixed, covers a surface of 49,000

) ) ) 15

14 Antiquities, bk . i., ch . iv .

“ Babel.”
$mith's

Dictionary of the Bible ,

15
22
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feet ; while the chief niound is nearly 300 feet high , and

from 200 to 400 feet in width , commanding an extensive

view over a country of utter desolation . The tower con

sisted of seven distinct stages or square platforms; built

of kiln -burnt bricks, each about twenty feet high ,

gradually diminishing in diameter. The upper part of

the brick -work has a vitrefied appearance ; for it is

supposed that the Babylonians, in order to render their

edifices more durable, submitted them to the heat of the

furnace ; and large fragments of such vitrefied and

calcined materials are also intermixed with the rubbish

at the base . This circumstance may have given rise to

or at least countenanced the legend of the destruction

of the Tower by heavenly fire, still extensively adopted

among the Arabians. The terraces were devoted to the

planets, and were differently coloured in accordance with

the notions of Sabæan astrology — the lowest, Saturn's,

black ; the second , Jupiter's , orange ; the third, Mars's,

red ; the fourth , the Sun's, yellow ; the fifth, Venus's,

white ; the sixth, Mercury's, blue ; the seventh , the

Moon's , green.10

The structure is said to have been begun by Merodach

adanakhi 1,100 years before Christ. It was finished five

centuries afterwards by Nebuchadnezzar, who left a part

of its history on two cylinders, which have been exca

vated on the spot, and deciphered by Rawlinson , who

assigns 2,300 B.C. as the date of the first building, though,

as Colenso observes, his reasoning is very loose. This

date, however, is antecedent to the supposed time of the

building of Babel, and according to his own chronology

the latter may have been a tradition of the former. Be

sides, the ruins of Birs Nimroud are extant, while there

is no vestige of the ruins of Babel. According to the

chronology of Kalisch , the Babylonian tower was built

long after the supposed time of Moses, and if he wrote

the Pentateuch our position is untenable . But Max

Muller allows that no scholar would suppose that Moses

wrote the Pentateuch ; the Books of Moses, he says, were

16 Kalisch , Genesis. Gerald Massey regards the Tower as

a planetary ladder , symboling the climbing of the heavens

enacted in the Mithraic and other systems. – Natural Genesis,

vol. ii., p . 88.
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to the more orthodox Jews the books telling of Moses, not

the books written by Moses.17 And this is now the teach

ing of all the Higher Critics ' even within the Churches

themselves.

Original in nothing, the Jews borrowed and adapted

the story of the Tower of Babel from the Chaldeans.

Berosus the Chaldean priest, who has already been men

tioned, relates that the first inhabitants of the earth ,

glorying in their size and strength, despised the gods,

and undertook to raise a tower whose top should reach

the sky ; but when it approached the heavens the winds

assisted the gods and overthrew the structure , and the

gods introduced a diversity of tongues among men, who

had previously all spoken the same language.18

Similar myths have been found elsewhere . Most of

the ancient nations,” says · Kalisch , possessed myths

concerning impious giants, who attempted to storm

heaven , either to share it with the immortal gods or to

expelthem from it. In some of these fables the confusion

of tougues is represented as the punishment inflicted by

the deities for such wickedness.” 19

The more orthodox Delitzsch allows that even the

Mexicans

have a legend of a tower-building, as well as of a flood.

Xelhua, one of the seven giants rescued in the flood ,

built the great pyramid of Cholula , in order to reach

heaven , until the gods, angry at his audacity, threw fire

upon the building , and broke it down, whereupon every

separate family received a language of its own.20

Delitzsch is of opinion that the Mexican legend has been

coloured by the narrators, chiefly Dominicans and Jesuits ;

but he does not deny its indigenous origin , or the fact

that the Mexican terrace-pyramid has a great resemblance

to the Temple of Belus. The Mexicans were worshippers

of the celestialbodies, and it need not surprise us to find

among them resemblances to the cultus of other nations

who adored “ the host of heaven .” Even the pyramid

temple of Atebum , copied by Ellis in his Polynesian

17 Natural Religion , p . 556 .

19 Kalisch , Genesis .

18 Priauls , p . 259.

Quoted in Colenso, p . 405.
20
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Researches, consists of seven tiers or stages ; and the

seven rooms of the Great Pyramid in Egypt are symbols

of the same planet worship .21

There is one lesson of this story of Babel which must

not be overlooked. It is the greatness of gods and the

littleness of men in the eyes of infant Humanity.

Jehovah -Elohim expels Adam from Eden lest he should

eat of the fruit of the tree of life and become “ as one of

us.” And now , so soon after the awful catastrophe of the

deluge, he prevents men from remaining united, prosper

ous, and progressive by confounding their language and

scattering them abroad upon the face of the earth . This

deity is a jealous god ; jealous of his own creatures, as

well as jealous of rival deities. Man's duty is to obey .

He must walk with fear and trembling , and never lift

his head in the pride of intellect. Adam fell by eating

the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge, and ignorance has

ever since been the mother of devotion . Wherever religion

has held an undisputed sway the priests lave monopolized

knowledge as their perquisite ; they have cultivated as

much as was necessary to preserve and control a society

of spiritual and social slaves, and branded all further

curiosity as blasphemy against God .

21 Massey, vol. ii., pp . 224, 225.
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Lot's Wife

Lot and his family were a queer lot. Their history is

one of the strangest in the whole Bible. They dwelt

amongst a people whose debauchery became a byword ,

and in a city which gave a name to the vilest of un

natural crimes . Lot, his wife , and their two unmarried

daughters were the only persons preserved from the

terrible fate which Jehovah , in one of his periodic fits of

anger , inflicted upon the famous Cities of the Plain . They

witnessed a signal instance of his ancient method of deal

ing with his disobedient children . They saw the destruc

tion of Sodom and Gomorrah by “ brimstone and fire

from the Lord out of heaven ” ; and these four persons,

just half the number that survived the Flood a few

centuries before , were the only ones that escaped . Yet

Lot's wife was turned into a pillar of salt for looking

back as she fled from the doomed city, and the old man

himself soon after got drunk and committed incest with

his daughters. From this crime sprang Moab and

Ammon, the founders of two nations who became for

many centuries the most implacable enemies of God's

chosen people. And in this fact we have probably the

origin of the beastly fable. The Jews hated these hostile

nations, and fastened upon them this ghastly libel of an

incestuous origin .

Why did the Lord spare these four persons ? Why did

he not profit by the lesson of the Flood ? The eight

persons rescued from drowning in that great catastrophe

were infected with original sin , and the world peopled

from their stock was even worse than it had been before .

It would clearly have been better to make a clean sweep

and start absolutely afresh . The eight rescued persons

were apparently as bad as those who were drowned. And

it was the same with the four persons spared at the

destruction of Sodom . The, people of that city could
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hardly have been much worse than Lot and his children .

Hence the Lord appears to have been as stupid in his

mercy as he was brutal in his wrath .

Lot was Abraham's nephew , and evidently came of a

bad stock . The uncle's career has been sketched in our

Bible Heroes. At present we content ourselves with

observing that no good could reasonably be expected from

such a family. Lot's father was Haran, a son of Terah,

and brotlier to Abrahain . He “ died before his father

Terah in the land of his nativity, in Ur of the Chaldees.”

A city was called by his name in the land of Canaan, and

Terah and the family dwelt there after they left Ur, until

the patriarch died and Abraham was called out from his

kindred to found a new house. The “ father of the faith

ful” took his orphaned nephew with him , and Lot

accompanied his uncle on the journey to Egypt, where

Abraham passed his wife off as his sister, and showed his

natural bent by lying right and left.

Soon afterwards we learn that Abraham and Lot had

grown very rich , the former “ in cattle, in silver , and in

gold ," and the latter in " flocks and herds, and tents. "

Indeed “ their substance was so great that they could not

dwell together, and there was strife between the herd

men of Abraham's cattle , and the herdmen of Lot's

cattle .” Whereupon Abraham said , “ Don't let us

quarrel within the family , but let us part. You can go

where you like. If you go to the right I'll go to the left ,

and if you go to the left I'll go to the right.”

It was necessary to separate Lot from the fortunes of

Abrabam , in order that God's dealings with the latter

might be uninterrupted and his family kept distinct; and

so the Hebrew chronicler very naturally separates them

here , in a manner which reflects great credit on Abraham ,

and exhibits him in a most amiable light.

Cunning Lot took full advantage of the offer. He

" lifted up his eyes , and beheld all the plain of Jordan ,

that it was well watered everywhere, even as the garden

of the Lord .” So they parted, and Lot " pitched his tent

towards Sodom ,” whose inhabitants, our story says,

were wicked and sinners before the Lord exceedingly."

Commentators explain that Lot's approach to such a

detestable sink of iniquity indicated the native corruption
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of his heart, or at least a sad lack of horror at the sins

which made the place stink in the nostrils of God .

In the next chapter we find Lot living in Sodom , and

getting into trouble there. Amraphel king of Shinar,

Arioch king of Ellassar , Chedorlaomer king of Elam , and

Tidal “ king of nations," made war with Bera king of

Sodom , Birsha king of Gomorrah , Shinab . king of

Admah , Shemeber king of Zeboiim , and the king of

Bela which is Zoar.” A great battle was fought in the

vale of Siddim , which is alleged to be now covered by the

Dead Sea. The four kings were victorious over the five,

the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah filed, and the victors

spoiled their cities , taking with them many captives ,

among whom was “ Lot, Abraham's brother's son . "

How Abraham went out with a handful ofmen , defeated

the triumphant forces of the allied kings, and rescued

his nephew , is a pretty little story which has been dis

cussed in our life of that patriarch . All the other

captives were rescued also , and Lot, returning with his

friends, continued to dwell in Sodom as before .

Wehear nomore of him for a considerable time. During

the interval Abraham has a child by Hagar ; Ishmael, with

the rest of the patriarch's household , is circumcised ;

and finally the Lord visits Abraham again to tell him

that, notwithstanding their advanced ages, he and Sarah

shall yet have a son . What happened during the inter

view properly belongs to the life of Abraham , butwe shall

here consider as much of it as relates to the fortunes of

Lot.

The Lord complained that the sin of Sodom and
Gomorrah was

very grievous," and said that the great

cry of it had reached him in heaven . Being much con

cerned about their " goings on ,” he had resolved to drop

down and see for himself if they were really as bad as he

suspected. “ If not, ” said he, “ I will know . " Thus in

the Old Testament, God, who knows everything, is

frequently seeking information .

Abraham surmised that the Lord meant to play old

Harry, with the Sodomites, and was anxious about Lot,

who dwelt with them . He therefore asked the Lord to

spare the city if he found fifty righteous men there, and

the Lord agreed . Abraham then beat the number down
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" we'll say

to forty -five, then to thirty , then to twenty, and finally

to ten . Anything to oblige,” said Jahveh ,

ten altogether . Good afternoon Abraham , good after

noon. "

Abraham watched the retreating figure ruefully , feeling

convinced that he had got the worst of the bargain , and

that Sodom was doomed .

Jehovah did not go to Sodom himself, but sent two

angels to inspect it. They reached its gate in the even

ing, and found Lot sitting there. He advanced to them ,

greeted them with a profound bow , addressed them as

my lords,” and asked them to stay over night at his

house, where he would wash their feet , give them some

thing to eat, and find them a bed. They declined his

frank hospitality, and said they meant to pass the night

in the streets . Kalisch thinks “ it was their intention to

try his character, and to give him an opportunity of

showing whether his generosity was merely a momentary

emotion , or had become a settled feature in his character.“

He also dismisses the idea that they wished to remain in

the streets or to study the “ moral state of the Sodom

as they required no such knowledge, for “ they

were not only the angels of God, but God himself acted

in them . ” But it should be borne in mind that God told

Abraham he was going on purpose to see whether they

had done altogether according to the cry of it ” ; and

that, as the angels could not know more than God, it

was after all necessary that they should make inquiries .

Lot, however, “ pressed upon them greatly,” and at last

they entered his house. He then “ made them a feast, ”.

which seems to have consisted of nothing but unleavened

bread. Perhaps the angels, who had dined heavily with

Abraham on veal, butter , and milk , were afraid of bad

dreams, and only wanted a light supper before going to

roost .

They were not destined , however, to enjoy a good

night's sleep . Before they “ lay down ,” the men of

Sodom compassed the house round, both old and

young , all the people from every quarter . And they

called unto Lot, and sai unto him , Where are the men

which came in unto thee this night ? Bring them out

unto us that wemay know them ."

ites ”
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We are reluctant to criticize this dirty story. If the

Bible were not held up as a divine work we should never

condescend to notice its beastly tales of fornication ,

adultery, sodomy, and incest.

Why did all the men of Sodom , both old and young ,

flock to Lot's house ? Is it likely that every male in the

city, past the age of puberty, should burn with unnatural

lust at one and the same time? Did they suppose that

all of them could abuse the two strangers ? Surely the

story is as silly as it is disgusting.

For a parallel to Lot's answer to the demand of his

neighbours we must go to the nineteenth chapter of

Judges, where the men of Gibeah clamour for the Levite

as the men of Sodom clamour for the two angels, and

where his host offers them his own daughter as well as

the Levite's concubine . A woman's honour was a very

trivial thing to God's chosen people . In itself it counted

next to nothing. The man's right of possession gave it

all its importance and worth .

Lot went out and shut the door after him . Then he

rebuked his neighbours for desiring to do so wickedly,!'

and immediately made them an offer which he seems to

have thought perfectly fair and square. “ Behold now ,'

he said , “ I have two daughters which have not known

man ; let me, I pray you, bring them out unto you , and

do ye to them as is good in your eyes : only unto these

men do nothing ; for therefore came they under the shadow

ofmy roof.”

The laws of hospitality are sacred , and Lot did well to

maintain them ; but he should not have sacrificed to them

a law that was more sacred . Instead of strenuously

opposing the committal of one crime, he proposed another

that was worse ..

The Sodomites scorned his offer. They had a relish for

a different pleasure. So they reviled Lot for setting him

self up as a judge amongst them , called him “ fellow ,"

threatened to dealworse with him than with the strangers,

and actually pressed so sore upon him that they

near to break the door . "

The angels then informed Lot of their intention to

destroy the city, and ordered him to depart at once with

all his family .

came
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virgius."

Lot first spoke to his “ sons-in -law , which married his

daughters. ” But the young ladies were previously

described as Are we to suppose, then , that

unnatural vice was so rampant in Sodom that both their

husbands had never consummated the marriage ? Or.

should we conclude with Whiston that the young men

were betrothed to Lot's daughters, though not yet

married to them " ? i Anyhow they refused to accompany

their actual or prospective father-in -law , and early in the“

morning " the angels hastened Lot,” who still lingered .

His wife, his daughters, and himself were almost dragged

out of the city , and told to flee for their lives to the

mountains. But not relishing the idea of becoming an

old man of the hills, he asked leave to escape to the town

of Zoar, because it was near and a little one." His

request was granted. Zoar was spared for his sake, and

he reached it when “ the sun was risen . "

Then the Lord “ rained upon Sodom and upon Gomorrah

brimstone and fire out of heaven ” -although one would

have expected such articles to come from hell— " and be

overthrew those cities, and all the plain , and all the

inhabitants of the cities, and that which grew upon the

ground.” Words could not be plainer, yet Michaelis

supposed that Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed by

the sudden giving way of the crust of earth on which they

were built , and which separated them from a subter

raneous lake of liquid sulphur. ” There is nothing

abstractly incredible in such a supposition after Darwin's

account of the volcanic and bituminous country about

Concepcion . Nevertheless it is inadmissible in this case.

The destruction of these cities was not a natural event,

but a divine judgment, the very process being fully

described ; and to ignore the letter of the narrative is

simply to leave religion for science .

According to Mohammedan traditions the inhabitants

of Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed by brickbats .

It is stated in the Koran that God “ rained upon them

stones of baked clay, one following another , and being

marked .” This is explained by the learned Sale . The

| Footnote to Josephus, Antiquities, bk . i., chap. xi.

2 Michaelis , Commentary.
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brickbats were baked in hell, and each bore the name of

the person it was to kill.3 Even the Sodomites who were

taking a walk in the country were knocked on the head .

One gentleman , who fled to a temple built by Abraham ,

stayed there forty days in security , but on popping his

head out he was struck down by his proper brickbat,

which had been patiently waiting for his appearance.*

In the South of Palestine there is an extraordinary lake

of mysterious origin . It is about thirty -nine miles long,

and from eight to twelve miles broad . It is fed by the

River Jordan , and drained by the evaporation due to a

fierce and terrible sun . Its water is clear and inodorows,

but nauseous like a solution of alum ; it causes painful

itching and even ulceration on the lips , and if brought

near a wound or any diseased part, produces a most

excruciating sensation . It contains hydrochloric and

sulphuric acid , and one-fourth of its weight is salt. No

fishes live in it ; and according to tradition , hich , how

ever, is not true, birds that happen to fly over its surface

die . Near it is said to grow the Apple of Sodom , beautiful

in appearance, but containing only ashes. This lake is

appropriately called the Dead Sea.

The natives say that at low water they glimpse frag

ments of buildings and pillars rising out of the bottom of

the lake. But this is only a fancy. Yet beneath the

waters of the Dead Sea are thought to lie the Cities of the

Plain . The northern part of the lake is very deep, the

southern part very shallow . The bottom consists of two

separate plains, one elevated , the other depressed. The

latter is by some held to be the original bottom of the

lake, and the former to have been caused by the

destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah . But this also is

only a fancy . The bitumen , which is found in such large

quantities in and near the lake, is a symptom and rem

nant of the volcanic nature of the region . Several lines

of earthquake are traced from it in a north -eastern

direction ; and it is conjectured that the three lakes,

Merom , Tiberias, and Asphaltites, together with the river

Jordan, are the remaining traces of the huge gulf once

Koran , vol. ii., p . 29.

Calmet, Lot.
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filled by the Dead Sea before the land was lifted by a

geological catastrophe. Volcanic action has caused all

the remarkable phenomena of the district, which were of

immemorial antiquity thousands of years ago ; and the

story of the Cities of the plain is only one of the legends

which ancient peoples associated with every striking

aspect of nature.

But let us return to Lot and his family. He and his

daughters reached Zoar in safety , though his wife was

less fortunate . She “ looked back ” as she fled from her

home, and for this very naturalmovement she was turned

a pillar of salt.” Perhaps a ticket was dropped on

her breast- " Four pounds a penny.”

Here again the language of Scripture is unmistakable.

Yet the commentators have tried to explain it away by

artful renderings. Some assert that the poor woman was

suffocated by the fire and smoke, and continued in the

same place, as stiff and immovable as a rock of salt ;

others, that a monument of rock salt was erected over her

grave ; others that she was stifled , and became a monu

ment of salt — that is, a durable and saving monument

to posterity ; and others that she fell down dead and be

came stiff and dry, like an embalmed and salted mummy.5

Dean Milman evades the whole problem with airy

levity, by vaulting over the impediment to common sense.

Lot, warned of the impending ruin , fled with his

daughters. His wife, in contempt of repeated warnings,

lingered behind, was suffocated with the sulphureous

vapours, and her body encrusted with the saline particles

which filled the atmosphere. Later tradition , founded on

a literal interpretation of the Mosaic account, pointed to a

heap or column of salt, which bore perhaps some resem

blance to a human form , and was believed, even by the

historian Josephus, who had seen it , to be the pillar into

which she was transformed .

This is clever but unscrupulous. Milman tells us in a

footnote that his view is taken from “ two learned dis

• Calmet, Lot's Wife.

Milman , History of the Jews.
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sertations of Le Clerc. ” But what he had to do was to

consult the Bible first, and ascertain the meaning of the

text. We shall presently see that his reference to

Josephus is as honest as his explanation of Scripture .

Why should a believer scruple to accept the story of

Lot's wife ? A miracle more or less is a trifling matter.

There was no hesitancy in the days of real belief in the

supernatural. The Greeks had a somewhat similar tale,

though far more beautiful, of Niobe who was turned to

stone at the sight of her twelve children slain by Apollo ,

and in Homer's age her statue was still to be seen .

There, high on Siplus's shady brow ,

She stands, her own sad monument of woe ;

The rock for ever lasts, the tears for ever flow ."

Just in the same way was Lot's wife still visible in the

time of Josephus, who simply writes that “ she was

changed into a pillar of salt, for I have seen it, and it

remains at this day ." 8 Whiston took these words in their

natural sense, and in a footnote to his translation he

wished the Christian princes would cease fighting each

other , and fit out expeditions to the East for the purpose

of discovering such relics and proofs of Biblical history .

Irenæus, a Christian father of the second century, was

quite assured of the continued existence of this lady of

salt. He says it “ endures for ever. " And as Niobe's

" tears for ever flow " hementions a parallel circumstance

with respect to Mrs. Lot. TheGreek legend was beautiful,

but this is disgusting. According to Irenæus º the salt

lady menstruated with regularity , and the same statement

is made in a poem entitled Sodoma ascribed to Tertullian .

Nothing was too gross for the taste or the credulity of

these Fathers of the Church of Christ.

Lot's wife being dead and salted , and his sons- in - law

destroyed by a hot sulphur bath , wemay now pursue the

history of himself and his daughters . Fearing to dwell in

7

8
Pope's Iliad , bk . xxiv., 777-779.

Antiquities, bk . i., chap . xi.

Irenæus, Against Heresies , “ Ante-Nicene Library,” vol

iii., pp . 3, 4 .

9
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Zoar, they left it and “ dwelt in a cave.” The damsels ,

who had heard their father offer them to the promiscuous

embrace of a lustful crowd, could not be expected to be

very scrupulous in their conduct. They were alone, with

no husbands to make them mothers, and childlessness was

a calamity and a reproach. They therefore put their

heads together and devised a nasty scheme. Two nights

successively they made their father blind drunk ,and while

in that state he was incited to commit incest with them .

This is very beastly in a reading-book for children. It

is also very absurd . The porter in “ Macbeth ” would

have laughed at the story of an old man , in a state of

utter inebriation , deflowering two virgins and getting

them both with child .

These improper females were not in the least ashamed

of their filthy deed ; they actually boasted of their

bastards, and the sacred historian utters 10 word of con

demnation . Nor does Josephus, who omits the circum

stanice of Lot's drunkenness, although he follows the Bible

in representing the two girls as copulating with their

father in the belief that he was the only man left alive on

the face of the earth. Whiston himself, the English trans

lator of Josephus, was “ not satisfied ” that they acted

wrongly “ in a case which appeared to them of unavoid

able necessity.” But whatever may be the casuistry

of the question, the story contains not the slightest moral

lesson , and it is a gratuitous outrage on decency to put

such a narrative into the hands of boys and girls .

Mohainmedan traditions make Mrs. Lot as bad as her

daughters . They declare that she was unfaithful to her

husband, and in confederacy with the Sodomites , to whom

she gave notice when any strangers came to lodge with

her husband .

Fortunately there is no need to carry our inquiries or

surmises any further into the history or the fiction of this

precious family. But we may be allowed to express our

wonder that such nauseous stuff as we have already

examined should have been inserted in the Word of God.

Fathers and mothers with any sense of decency, or care

" ) 10

10

Antiquities, bk . i., chap . xii, footnote .

11 Sale's Koran , vol. ii., p . 448, footnote.
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for the purity of their children, must look with appre

hension to the result of such lessons on their tender and

susceptible minds.

Lot was the father of his own grandchildren ; his

daughters were the mothers of their own brothers ; and his

other children were destroyed by heavenly brimstone and

fire . Were they not, as we said at the outset, a queer

lot ? But the queerest lot was Lot's wife. Whatever may

be said of the rest of the fainily, no onė can say that she

was not worth her salt, for the Lord thought she was

worth enough to make a pillar. Let us hope that the

old lady will someday be discovered , and that her pillar

of salt may yet, to the confusion of sceptics, stand as a

veritable pillar in the house of God, and there defy the

attacks of all the infidel Samsons , world without end .

Amen .
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The Ten Plagues

If a man who had never read the Bible before wished !o

amuse himself during a spare hour among its pages , we

should recommend him to try the first fourteen chapters

of Exodus. A inore entertaining narrative was never

penned . Even the fascinating Arabian Nights affords

nothing better , provided we read it with the eye of common

sense, and without that prejudice which so often blin:ls

us to the absurdities of “ God's Word . ”

Two hundred and fifty years after the arrival of Israel

in Egypt, God's chosen people had fallen into slavery .

Yet they were exceedingly prolific, so that “ the land was

filled with them . " Their growing numbers, indeed ,

alarmed Pharaoh , who spake unto the Hebrew mid

wives " and told them to kill all the male children at birth

and leave only the daughters alive. This injunction the

midwives very properly disobeyed ; otherwise the Jewish

race would have been extinguished , and Judaism and

Christianity would never have been heard of.

But the comical fact as to these midwives is that there

were only two of them , their names being Shipprah and

Puah . What busy pair they must have been ! What

patterns of ubiquitous industry ! When the Jews quitted

Egypt they mustered six hundred thousand men, besides

women and children . Now , supposing all these were

collected together in one city, it would be nearly as large

as Paris. How could two midwives possibly attend to all

the confinements among such a population ? And how

much more difficult would their task be if the population

were scattered over a wide area, as was undoubtedly the

case with the Jews !

One of the male children born under the iron rule of

Pharaoh wasMoses, the son of Amram and Jochebed . He

was adopted and brought up by Pharaoh's daughter ; he

became skilled in all the learning of the Egyptians ; but
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privily slaying an Egyptian who had maltreated a

Hebrew , he was obliged to flee to the land of Midian ,

where he married Zipporah , a daughter of Jethro the

priest. At this timeMoseswas nearly eighty. Nowadays

a man of that age sees only the grave before him , and has

pretty nearly closed his account with this world . But in

those days it was different. At the age of eighty Moses

was just beginning his career .

One day, as Moses was watching his father -in -law's

sheep , he saw a bush burning without consuming, and

apparently Jehovah was inside it, for a voice cried out

that the ground was holy, and told Moses to take off his

shoes . They were soon off, and Moses hid his face

(perhaps with the shoes), for “ he was afraid to look upon

God ."

The Lord announced that he had taken pity on his

suffering people in Egypt, and Moses was ordered to go to

Pharaoh and demand their liberation , that they might

emigrate to a better land . But Moses was warned that

Pharaoh would be an obstinate customer ; indeed , the

Lord intended to harden Pharaoh's heart, in order to

create an excuse for plaguing the poor Egyptians.

Moses was not unwilling to engage in this enterprise,

but, like a prudent Jew , he required certain assurances of

He therefore first raised an objection as to his

own insignificance " Who am I, that I should go unto

Pharaoh ? " To which God replied , “ Certainly I will be

with thee ; and this shall be a token unto thee, that I have

sent thee : When thou hast brought forth the people out

of Egypt, ye shall serve God upon this mountain. "

Moses, however , required a much less remote token than

this ; so he again objected that nobody would believe him .

Thereupon the Lord bade him cast his rod upon the

ground, and lo ! it became a serpent. Moses very naturally

skedaddled, until the Lord told him to turn round and

take it by the tail. He did so, and it became again a rod

in his hand . Then the Lord bade him put his hand in his

bosom , and on taking it out he found it was leprous as

Again he put it in his bosom , and when be

plucked it out once more it was sound and well. “ There,”

said the Lord , “ those signs will do in Egypt. When you

show them nobody will doubt you."

. success.

snow . ”
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Prompted by the Lord, Aaron went out into the wilder

ness to meet Moses, and they soon appeared together

before “ all the elders of the children of Israel,” who

readily believed in their mission when they heard Aaron's

account of the Lord's conversation with Moses, and saw

the wonderful signs. Afterwards the two brothers visited

Pharaoh , but God had hardened his heart ; so he denied

all knowledge of the Lord, and refused to let Israel go .

On the contrary, he commanded the taskmasters to be

even more rigorous with them , and, instead of giving

them straw to make bricks, he made them gather straw

for themselves ; and when they complained , he replied

that they were an idle lot, and only wanted to go out and

sacrifice to the Lord in order to avoid work . Whereupon

they remonstrated with Moses for his interference, and he

in turn remonstrated with God in very plain and dis

respectful language. “ Nonsense,” said the Lord ,

you shall see what I will do to Pharaoh . ”

Pharaoh was visited again by the two brothers, who

then commenced to work the oracle. Aaron cast down his

rod, and it became a serpent. But the magicians of

Egypt, who were present by the invitation of the king ,

were in nowise astonished. Every man of them threw

down his rod , which also became a serpent. That was

indeed an age of miracles !, The magicians of Egypt

wrought this wonder without any help from the Lord, and

solely ” with their enchantments.” Presently , however,

Aaron's serpent — which thus proved itself a truly Jewish

one - created a diversion by swallowing up all the others.

And unless it shrank back into its normal size, after such

a heavy meal, it must have been a very corpulent rod in

the hands of Aaron afterwards .

Pharaoh's heart remained obdurate , notwithstanding

this sign , and he still refused to let the people go. And

then the plagues commenced .

The first was a plague of blood . Aaron stretched forth

his rod , and all the waters of Egypt — the streams, the

rivers, the ponds, and the pools — became blood. Even the

water in vessels of stone and wood was ensanguined.

The fish all died, and the river stank , and “ there was

blood through all the land of Egypt.”

This was a good start, but the magicians of Egypt beat
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it hollow . After Aaroh had turned all the water of Egypt

into blood , they turned all the rest into blood . No wonder

that Pharaoh's heart remained hardened ! He quietly

walked into his house and let the subject drop .

This first plague, though characteristic of Jehovah , was

loathsome to the Egyptians. “ To shed , or even to be

hold blood,” says Milman , was repugnant to all their

feelings and prejudices." 1 According to Josephus, those

who ventured to drink of the bloody water suffered

great pains and bitter torment,” yet it wasmiraculously

" sweet and fit for drinking to the Hebrews.'

Seven days later Moses went again to Pharaoh and said ,

" Thus saith the Lord , let my people go.” And Pharaoh

said , I won't . ” - Won't you ? replied Moses,

shall see. ' Forthwith brother Aaron brandished his rod

over the streams, rivers, and ponds, and brought on the

second plague in the shape of frogs, which swarmed all

over the land. They entered the houses, penetrated to

the bed -rooms, mounted the beds, slipped into the knead

ing -troughs, and even got into the ovens, although one

would hardly expect them there. What a squelching of

frogs there must have been ! The Egyptians could not

have stood still, and the land was covered with them .

“ Their dainty ladies ,” wrote Bishop Hall, “ cannot keep

them out of their bosoms; neither can the Egyptians

sooner open their mouths, than they are ready to creep

into their throats ." 3 Even a French gourmet would

have found the supply too sumptuous.

Again the magicians, " with their enchantments, "

followed suit, and brought up frogs too. Yet, as the

land was already covered with frogs, it is difficult to see

how the newcomers found room , unless they got on the

backs of the others, and went hopping about in couples.

Pharaoh now relented. He called for Moses , and said ,

“ Intreat your Lord to take away these nasty frogs, and

I will let the people go.” “ That will I," said,Moses,

and you shall know that there is none like unto the

Lord our God.” The next day the frogs died out of the

) )

· History of the Jews, p. 38 .

Antiquities, bk . ii., chap. xiv .

• Contemplations, bk . iv ., chap. iv .
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houses, villages , and fields, and were gathered into

heaps, so that again “ the land stank . " But when

Pharaoh saw that there was respite he hardened his heart

again , as the Lord had said . "

The third act of this tragi-comedy was decisive in one

sense , for the magicians of Egypt were obliged to retire

from the competition . By means of Aaron's wonderful

rod all the dust of the earth became lice , which crawled

on man and beast , although Josephus tells us that these

disgusting vermin came " out of the bodies of the

Egyptians.” It was a universal scene of itching and

scratching, and the only persons who did any business

were the vendors of small-tooth combs .

The priests of Egypt must have suffered in mind as well

as in body . According to Milman they were

fastidiously abhorrent of every kind of personal impurity

that they shaved every part which might possibly harbour

vermin , practised ablutions four times a day , and wore 110

garments but of the finest linen , because woollen might

conceal either filth or insects." 4. We are not told whether

the Jewish elders, to say nothing of the people , were

visited by stray lice — the crumbs that fell from their

master's table . Even if they were we may be certain ,

from a recollection of their manners and customs, that

they experienced a much slighter inconvenience.

Aaron had henceforth the field to himself. The magi

cians of Egypt were able to make frogs, but they could

not manufacture lice . " This, ” they said , “ is the finger

of God. ”

Pharaoh still refused to yield , and Egypt was visited

by a fourth plague of flies , or according to Milman , of

mosquitoes.” The land was corrupted ” by them .

They were so well trained, however, that not one of them

crossed over into “ the land ofGosheil " to sting a Jew .

What the lice did not effect was done by the flies.

Pharaoh summoned Moses and Aaron , and informed them

of his willingn'ess to let the Jews go and sacrifice to the

Lord for three days, but not out of Egypt. Hewas plied ,

however , with a demand for a three days' journey into the

wilderness, and he consented that they should go, but

History of the Jews, p . 39 .
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is not too far. ” The flies were then banished , and to make

the miracle complete “ not one remained ”-although

Egypt is a country infested with flies, which fasten on the

people's eyes when irritated by the floating sand, and

cause a widespread disease of those organs.

When the flies were banished Pharaoh refused to let

the people go." So the fifth plague came. very

grievous murrain ," which spared the cattle of Israel,

but broke out on the cattle of the Egyptians, and with

such virulence that all of them died . Which was rough

on the poor cattle , who were not only innocent, but even

greater slaves than the Jews.

Pharaoh being still obdurate, the sixth plague was sent.

Aaron took “ handfuls of the ashes of the furnace, " which

Moses cast into the air, and " it became a boil breaking

forth with blains upon man and upon beast." Now the

cattle of Egypt were all killed by the fifth plague. How

then were they afflicted with blains ? Did the eruption

break out on their carcases ? Or were they resuscitated

in order to be plagued again ?

Despite his share of the boil, Pharaoh was still as firm

as iron ; in fact, he had no alternative , for the Lord was

hardening ” him all the while. Nevertheless the two

brothers were told to visit him early in the morning , 110

doubt after a sleepless night of suffering, and make a

special appeal to his fears. They told him that what had

happened was nothing to what was coming, that Jehovah

would prove himself the greatest god on earth , and that

in such a case discretion was a better part of valout. But

the proud king would not unbend . He only replied that

they and their God might go to Jericho.

So the seventh plague came. A fierce hailma. most

portentous phenomenon in Egypt - accompanied by - fire

that ran along the ground (burning and freezing to

gether !), smote all that was in the field , both man and

beast. It smote also every herb of the field and brake

every tree in the field . The only persons saved were

those who's feared the Lord ” and stayed indoors with

their servants and cattle . So horrid was the devastation

that Pharaoh cried Peccavi! Whereupon the storm sub

sided . But when the king saw this he (or rather the

Lord ) hardened his heart again .

D2
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heart "

The eighth plague was very miraculous. A prodigious

swarm of locusts spread over Egypt, and they
" did eat

every herb of the land , and all the fruit of the trees which

the hail had spared .” But we were told that the hail

smote every herb, and brake every tree ? What then was

left for the locust to devour ?

Pharaoh could not stand the locusts. He cried Peecavi !

again , and the locusts were cleared away, so that “ not

one remained . " But " the Lord hardened Pharaoh's

once more, and the ninth plague came in the

form of a thick darkness that might “ be felt.” It was

no common darkness, but a good solid obscurity. It

might have been taken in handfuls or cut in slices. Some

of it must have been carefully bottled, for during the

Middle Ages a phial full of the true Egyptian darkness

was exhibited by the monks, who had no difficulty in

proving its genuineness.

Castiglione, Rabelais, and Munchausen have told us of

the frozen air which congealed every sound , and how all

the words broke out at once as they melted in a warmer

atmosphere. Such a story is quite as instructive as that

of the ninth plague of Egypt, and rather more diverting .

This ninth plague lasted for three days, and the people

saw not one another, neither rose any from his place.

Candles were of no use , for the light would not diffuse

itself in such a thick darkness. Yes, the darkness was

very thick , but some people find the story very thin .

Orthodox persons, however , find it thick enough. Mil

man , for instance, pompously talks of the great Egyptian

divinity , the Sun , being put to shame before the God of

the slaves and the stranger. He invites the retort that

Jeliovah was always an enemy of light .

During all this time there was light in all the dwellings

of the Jews. Why, then , did they not flee from Egypt

under cover of the darkness ? They might have gone

three days' journey into the wilderness before they were

missed. The Egyptians were locked up by an omnipresent

gaoler. All the Jews had to do was to take to their heels ;

and instead of spoiling the Egyptians by " borr

as they did ultimately , they might have helped them

selves to all they desired . What kept them from going ?

The Lord had another plague for Egypt. His tender

.

ing,
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mercies were not yet exhausted . He had slain cattle ,

but he had still to slay men , women , and children , and

fill the land of Egypt with mourning and lamentation .

Moses commanded the Jews to take a male lamb for

each household , to kill it , and to daub its blood over the

two side-posts and on the upper door-posts of their

houses . The flesh they were to eat in the night, roasted

with bitter herbs, and unleavened bread, as the in

auguration of the Passover. Jehovah meant to pass

through the land in the dark , and slay all the first-born in

Egypt ; and lest he should make a mistake the Jews'

houses were to be thus distinguished. But could not God

tell the house of a Jew from that of an Egyptian without

a mark ? And why was the mark to be blood ? Did he

go by smell, and run through Egypt like a bloodhound ?

Someone should explain how the order of Moses was

circulated in a single day. This was the institution oi

the Passover. The thing was utterly new , and it in

volved life or death, for a mistake in the use of the blood

would have been fatal to the first-born in a Jewish house

hold . Specific directions had to be given to the heads of

families among three millions of people, not dwelling in

one city , but scattered over a province . How was this

done in twelve hours ? Is such a thing credible ? Is it

even conceivable ?

The tenth plague of Egypt must be told in the

language of Scripture.

At midnight the Lord smote all the first-born in the

land of Egypt, from the first-born of Pharaoh that sat on

the throne unto the first-born of the captive that was in

the dungeon ; and all the first-born of cattle . And

Pharaoh rose up in the night, he, and all his servants ,

and all the Egyptians ; and there was a great cry in Egypt,

for there was not a house where there was not one dead ! “

wasWhat a frightfulscene ! That “ great cry in Egypt

a people's protest against the cruelty of Jehovah . What

had they done to be thus afflicted ? They were not

responsible for the bondage of the Jews. Pharaoh and

the priests ruled them as absolutely as the stranger and

5
Exodus xi. 29, 30 .
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the slave.” How had the poor ." captive in the dungeon

offended Jehovah ? Why was his first-born slain on that

awful night ? Is it not a comfort to reflect that the

massacre never happened , that the records of Egypt afford

no corroboration of this hideous story ? The Jews, like

other nations, created their own God , and they painted

him with a pencil dipped in their own brutality.

Pharaoh himself, according to the story, was a mere

puppet in the hands of Jehovah . The Jew God could have

softened Pharaoh's heart, but he chose to harden it. He

could have brought the Jews out of Egypt in peace, but

he preferred their starting amidst wails of agony, and

leaving behind them a track of blood .

The tragedy, however , is mixed with comedy. Those

beasts that were first killed by the murrain , and after

wards plagued with blains, now lose their first-born !

And how could every house contain a dead person ?

Some of the first-born must have died before, and some

may have been trading in foreign lands. There is also

this difficulty . When a Sunday-school teacher was telling

the scholars how God slew all the first-born of Egypt, a

little boy asked , “ Please , sir , what did he do when they

were twins ? ”

After the tenth plague Pharaoh was glad to let the Jews

emigrate on their own terms. They took their flocks and

herds, and their domestic utensils, besides “ jewels of

silver, and jewels of gold , and raiment,” which they

“ borrowed of the Egyptians ” -without the remotest

intention of returning them . Milman regards this as

some compensation for their years of hard and cruel

servitude. ” But the people of Egypt were not the

government, nor does it appear that the Jews were very

badly treated . They were well fed , and allowed to

accumulate vast flocks of sheep and herds of cattle .

Pharaoh's greatest cruelty was making them work .

Although Pharaoh had done with the Jews, the Lord

had not done with Pharaoh . No sooner were the. Jews

gone than he “ hardened the heart of Pharaoh ” again ,

in order that he might slay more Egyptians. The king

pursued his fugitive slaves with an army, and

took them encamping by the sea. There seemed no way

But they had forgotten the magical rod of

over

of escape .
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Moses. The leader waved it in the air , and the waters

of the Red Sea parted , forming a liquid " wall " on either

side of a dry road , over which the Jewsmarched in safety .

But when Pharaoh tried to follow them with his army,

the Lord . " took off their chariot wheels ,” and finally

brought the piled-up waters upon their devoted heads.

The text speaks of " a strong east wind ” blowing all

night, and upon this incident themore rationalizing com

mentators have built a theory that the destruction of

Pharaoh's host was brought about by natural causes.

Some have held , on the strength of a passage in Josephus,

that Moses understood the tides, and crossed a shallow

part of the Red Sea during an ebb . But this is simply

preposterous. The Bible clearly describes a miracle.

Where the Jews crossed , if they crossed at all, is still

disputed. Those who wish to pursue this unprofitable

subject may refer to Milman and Stanley . As an in

stance of the longevity of superstition , it may be men

tioned that the Arabs look on the whole coast with awę;

when asked where the Egyptians were drowned they

point to the spot where you are standing ; and there is

one bay where in the roaring of the waters they affect to

hear the wailings of the ghosts of Pharaoh's army. In

the same spirit a pious old Englishwoman shook her head

at her sailor-boy's stories of foreign lands, but when he

told her that his ship anchored in the Red Sea and drew

up one of the wheels of Pharaoh's chariot, she believed

him at once, for she had read of it in the Bible .

The plaguing of the Egyptians being ended , we may

sum up this chapter of horrors in the words of an able

writer . ' Truly ," he remarks, “ if the author of Exodus

had been possessed of the genius of Swift, and designed

a malignant satire on the God of the Hebrews, he could

have produced nothing more terribly true to his malicious

purpose than the grotesque parody of divine intervention

in human affairs depicted in the revolting details of the

Ten Plagues ruthlessly inflicted on the Egyptian

nation . ” ?

• Milman's History of the Jews; Stanley's Sinai and

Palestine .

Gill, Evolution of Christianity, p . 24 .

7
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The Wandering Jews

The Middle Ages had a legend of the Wandering Jew , who

was supposed to have been doomed for the crime ofmock

ing Jesus at the crucifixion , to wander over the earth until

his second coming. But the real Wandering Jews were

those slaves whom Jehovah rescued from Egyptian bond

age, with a promise that he would lead them to a land

flowing with milk and honey, but whom he compelled to

roam the desert instead for forty years, until all of them

except two had perished . Of the millions who escaped

from Egypt, only Joshua and Caleb entered the promised

land . Even Moses had to die on the wrong side of

Jordan .

Commentators explain that the Jews who left Egypt

were unfit for the promised land. But in that case they

were unfit to be the chosen people of God . They should

have been allowed to remain in Egypt until they grew

better, or some other nation should have been selected ?

At the end of our last chapter we left the Jews on the

safe side of the Red Sea . We must now ask a few

questions which we had no space for then .

How , in a period of two hundred and fifteen years, did

the seventy males of Jacob's house multiply into a nation

of over two millions ? Experience does not warrant

belief in such a rapid increase . Bishop Patrick sought to

remove the difficulty by suggesting that the Hebrew

women, by “ extraordinary blessing of God, ” might have

brought forth “ six children at a time,” i like cats or

rabbits . But the twelve sons of Jacob , who started the

breed , had only 53 sons between them , which is an

average of 412 each . And at this rate of increase, even if

1
Commentary, Ex. i., 7 .
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:

every man Jack of them lived right through the Egyptian

captivity to the fifth generation , they would only have

amounted to 28,465, instead of being a million .”

On these subjects the Jewish arithmeticians were all

at sea . When a census was taken , years afterwards, the

number of first-born males over a month old was 22,273.8

But the total number of males was about 900,000 . It

follows, therefore, that every Jewish mother had on an

average 42 sons, to say nothing of daughters ! -

How did the Jews manage to quit Egypt in one night?

There were 600,000 men on foot, besides women and

children , not to mention “ the mixed multitude that went

up also with them .” The entire population must have

numbered more than twomillions, and some commentators

estimate it at nearly three. They had to come in from

all parts of Goshen to Rameses , bringing with them the

sick and infirm , the very old and the very young. Among

such a arge population there could not have been less

than two hundred births a day . Many of the Jewish

women, therefore, must have just been confined . How

could they and their new -born children have started off in

such a summary manner ? Many more women must have

been at the point of confinement. How could these have

been hurried off at all ? Yet we are told that not a single

person was left behind .

How were the flocks and herds driven out in such

haste ? There were about two million sheep and two

hundred thousand oxen . The sheep alone would have

required grazing land as extensive as the whole county

of Bedford , besides what would have been needed for the

oxen . Is it credible that all these animals were collected

together from such a wide area , and driven out of Egypt

in one night ? Yet we are told that not a single hoof was

left behind.

How did the huge multitude of people march ? If they

Colenso, p . 55.

an

• Numbers iii., 43.

* Colenso moderately reckons over 2,000,000 ; Milman (p . 43)

2,500,000 ; Hartwell Horne (Introduction , vol. iii ., p . 216 )

aggregate of upwards of three millions."

. These are Colenso's figures, based on the number of lambs

killed for the first Passover.
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1

..

travelled fifty men abreast, as is supposed to have been

the practice in the Hebrew armies, the able -bodied

warriors alone would have filled up the road for about

seven miles, and the whole multitude would have formed:

a dense column twenty-two miles long.

How did the sheep and cattle march ? How was it

possible for them to keep pace with their human fellow

travellers ? They would naturally not march in a com

pact array , and the vast drove must therefore have spread

widely and lengthened out for miles .

What did the drove live upon during the journey from

Rameses to Succoth , and from Succoth to Etham , and

from Etham to the Red Sea ? Such grass as there was

even if the sheep and cattle went before the men , women

and children - could nothave been ofmuch avail ; for what

was not eaten by the front ranks must have been trodden

under foot at once, and rendered useless to those that

followed. After they " encamped by the Red Sea ," on the

third day, there was no vegetation at all.' The journey

was over a desert, the surface of which was composed of

hard gravel intermixed with pebbles. On crossing the

Red Sea, their road lay over a desert region , covered with

sand , gravel, and stone for about nine miles ; after which

they entered a boundless desert plain , called El Ati,

white and painfully glaring to the eye, and beyond this

the ground was broken by sandhills. How were the two

million sheep and two hundred thousand oxen pro

visioned during this journey ?

The second Passover, a year after the Exodus, was kept

under Mount Sinai, which is described by Dean Stanley

as a scene of almost utter sterility and desolation . Even

water is extremely scarce. Was it possible , then , to keep

the flocks and herds of the Jews in such a locality ?

What did the Jews themselves live on ? The desert

afforded them no sustenance until God miraculously sent

They must , therefore , have taken a month's

provisions for every man, woman , and child . How could

they possibly have provided themselves with so much food

on so short a notice ? And how could they have carried

1

manna .

6 Kitto's History of the Jews, pp . 177-191.

? Sinai and Palestine, pp. 13-18 .
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66
mean

or

it, seeing that they were already burdened with kneading

troughs, and other necessaries for domestic use, besides

the treasures they “ borrowed ” of the Egyptians ?

How did they provide themselves with tents ? Allowing

ten persons for each tent, they must have required two

hundred thousand, Were these carefully got ready in

expectation while they lived in the land of Goshen in

ouses with lintels and “ side-posts " ? And how

were the tents carried ? The Jews themselves were already

loaded . Of course the oxen remain ; but, as Colenso

observes, they were not trained to carry goods on their

backs, and were sure to prove refractory under such a

burden .

Whence did the Jews obtain their arms? According to

Exodus (xiii. 18), “ the children of Israel went up har

nessed out of the land of Egypt.” ' The Hebrew word

which is rendered harnessed ” appears to

" armed in battle 'array » in all the other passages

where it occurs, and is so translated . Some commentators,

scenting a difficulty in this rendering , urge that the true

meaning is “ by five in a rank .” But if 600,000 men

marched out of Egypt “ five in a rank , ” they must have

formed a column sixty -eight miles long, and it would have

taken several days..to start them all off, whereas they

went out altogether “ that self same day. ”

Besides , the Jews 'had arms in the desert, and how

could they have pos sessed them there unless they obtained

them in Egypt ? If they went out of Egypt “ armed,”

why did they cry out sore afraid ” when Pharaoh

pursued them ?

According to Herodotus, the Egyptian arıny, which

formed a distinct caste , never exceeded 160,000 men .

Why were the Jews so appalled by less than a third of

their own number ? Must we suppose , with Kalisch, that

their bondage in Egypt had crushed all valour and man

hood out of their breasts ? Josephus gives a different

explanation . He says that the day after Pharaoh's host

was drowned in the Red Sea “ Moses gathered together

the weapons of the Egyptians, which were brought to the

camp of the Hebrews by the current of the sea and the

force of the wind assisting it. And he conjectured that

this also happened by Divine Providence , that so they
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occurrence .

might not be destitute of weapons. But, as Colenso

observés, though 'body-armour might have been obtained

in this way, swords, spears, and shields could not in any

number. The Bible, too, says nothing about such an

Wemust therefore assume that 600,000 well

armed Jews were such utter cowards that they could not

strike a blow for their wives and children and their own

liberty against the much smaller army of Pharaoh, but

could only whimper and sigh after their old bondage.

Yet a month later they fought bravely with the Amale

kites, and ever afterwards they were as eager for battle

as any Irishman at Donnybrook fair . How can this

difference be accounted for ? Could a nation of hereditary

cowards become stubborn warriors in the short space of a

month ?

Let us now follow the Wandering Jews through the

Desert, which they should have crossed in a week or

two, but which they travelled up and down for forty

years .

Coming to Marah they found only bitter water to

drink , at which they began to murmur. But the Lord

showed Moses a certain tree, which was cast into the

water and made it sweet. It must have been a wonderful

tree to sweaten the water for two or three millions of

people .

A month after the Exodus they came to the wilderness

of Sin . There they murmured again. Finding themselves

without food, they remembered “ the flesh pots ” cf

Egypt, and reproached Moses with having brought them

into the desert to die of hunger.

Their request for something to eat was thoughtunreason

able . Jehovah was inclined to treat them as Mr. Bumble

treated Oliver Twist. But as they could not live on the

desert air, he sent them manna from heaven . When the

dew evaporated in the morning they found this heavenly

provision on the ground . It was " like a coriander seed ,

white ; and the taste of it was like wafers made with

honey.” The Psalmist (lxxviii. 25) calls it " angels'

food ,” so it is eaten in Paradise. Moses preserved a pot

of it for future generations, but this has never been dis

8
Antiquities , bk . ii., chap. xvi.
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covered, although explorers may light upon it " in the

fulness of time." 9

This manna had some peculiarities. However much he

gathered , every man found he had exactly an omer of it.

None fell on Sunday, but a double portion 'fell on Saturday.

It melted in the sun , but could be baked and seethed .

:: Any left over night stank in the morning and bred

worms. 10

For forty years “ the children of Israel did eat manna .

But their gorge often rose against it. Manna for break

fast , manna for lunch , manna for dinner, manna for tea ,

and manna for supper , was more than they could stand .

The monotony of their diet became intolerable. They

complained of it and asked for a slight change in the bill

of fare . “ There is no bread,” they said , “ neither is there

any water; and our soul loatheth this light food.” But

their request incensed the Lord, who sent them fiery

serpents instead of beef-steaks. Instead of biting they

were bitten, and “ much people of Israel died.” But on

their repenting a brass serpent was made by Moses and

set on a pole , and by looking at it those who were bitten

recovered ." What a pity we cannot cure hydrophobia by

holding up the image of a dog !

The Jews committed the same offence on another

occasion, ?? although the Lord had just burnt a lot of them

for “ complaining.' They remembered " the fish which

we did eat in Egypt freely ; the cucumbers , and the

melons, and the leeks, and the onions, and the garlick. "

Now ,” they said , “ there is nothing at all, besides this

manna, before our eyes . Who shall give us flesh to eat ” ?

• " Even now , in all that place, this manna comes down in

rain .” So wrote Josephus (Antiquities, bk. iii., c . ii.) in the

first century of the Christian era . No doubt the manna is

falling still - if it ever fell at all. Even when writing for the

cultivated Romans, Josephus could not help displaying the

credulity which made the Jews a byword . ". Tell it to the

a phrase equivalent to our
" Tell it to the

marines. " Wemay add that if the Lord were still inclined to

“ rain down bread from heaven ," he would find millions of

grateful recipients of his charity.

20 Exodus xvi., Numbers xi.

11 Numbers xxiii. 12 Numbers xi.

Jews " was
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The Egyptian bill of fare was perfectly luscious. Pharaoh

made them work , but he did not starve them like

Jehovah . They wished themselves back again ; and Moses

heard them weeping, every man in the door of his

tent."

This put the “ meek ” man in a bad temper . Jehovah

was still more peppery . He determined to give them a

surfeit. “ Ye shall not eat flesh one day, ” he exclaimed ,

nor two days, nor five days, neither ten days nor

twenty days ; but even a whole month, until it come out

of your nostrils, and be loathsome unto you.” Thereupon

be sent a wind which brought quails from the sea. They

were so plentiful that they fell in heaps, two cubits high ,

for twenty miles around the camp. Some commentators

would have us believe that the quails flew two cubits

high , and were easily knocked down. But faith wasmore

robust in the days of Cruden , who thought the miracle

lay, not in the number of the quails , but in their being

" brought so seasonably." " Sometimes ," he said, " they

fly so thick over the sea, that being weary they fall into

ships, sometimes in such numbers that they sink them

with their weight.

The Jews gathered quails for two days, and went home

for a feast ; but while the flesh was yet between their

teeth “ the Lord smote them with a very great plague,

and a multitude perished.” They never went quail-hunt

ing again . The birds were too dear at the price.

Happily the poor Jews were not punished when they

murmured because they had no water. Moses smote a

rock with his magical rod , and water gushed forth ad

libitum.14 It came in time to refresh them for their fight

with the Amalekites , who were such obstinate foes that

they were only defeated by a miracle. Moses ascended a

hill and held up his hand ; while he did so the Jews pre

» 13

13 Cruden , Concordance, “ Quails ."

14 That good easy man , Whiston , the translator of Josephus,

naively remarks in a footnote that “ This rock is there at this

day, as travellers agree, and must be the ame that was there

in the days of Moses, as being too large to be brought thither

by our modern carriages.” Whiston's credulity was more

than a match for that of Josephus,
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vailed, but when he dropped it the Amalekites prevailed .

Aaron and Hur therefore held up their hands till sunset ,

and the enemy were routed with great slaughter . Moses

won the battle with his hands. Modern generals have to

win it with their heads,

But if Moses wanted head he had splendid lungs. We

are told that all the congregation of Israel, numbering

two or three millions, assembled at the door of the

Tabernacle. As the whole width of the Tabernacle was

eighteen feet, only nine men could have stood in front of

it ; consequently the Jewish warriors, to say nothing of

the rest of the population , if we allow eighteen inches for

each rank , would have formed a column nearly twenty

miles long ! Now we find that Moses, and Joshua after

him , addressed not only the whole congregation of

Israel, but also a mixed multitude " of strangers . They

were distinctly heard by a crowd of people as large as the

entire population of Paris, and considerably more than

half as large as the population of London . Surely these

orators had stentorian voices, or the people had very long

ears .

When the Jews encamped , according to Scott's estimate,

they lived in a sort of " movable city , twelve miles

square .” Colenso figures out 1,652 acres, but at this rate

the people would be “ crowded as thickly as possible.''

Josephus says " it was like a well-appointed market ;

and everything was there ready for sale in due order ; and

all sorts of artificers were in the shops.” 15 On this basis

the estimate of Scott would be pretty correct.

Now the people had to go outside this vast camp every

day to bring in a supply of manna, water , and 'fuel

after cutting down the last where they could find it. All

their rubbish had to be carried out, for Jehovah sometimes

took a walk among them , and was highly displeased at

treading on dirt. Every man, woman, and child , in

cluding the old , the sick , and the infirm , had to go out

side the camp to attend to the necessities of nature. All

the refuse of their multitudinous sacrifices had to be

lugged out of the camp by the three priests, Aaron,

Eleazar, and Ithamar. These gentlemen must have been

15
Antiquities, bk . iii., chap . xii.
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miraculously busy . Colenso estimates that the sacrifices

alone, allowing less than three minutes for each , would

have occupied them incessantly . The pigeons brought to

them daily as sin -offerings must have numbered about

264, and as these had to be consumed by the three priests ,

each of them had to eat 88 pigeons a day, besides heaps

of roast beef and other victuals !

Does not every man in his senses see that these things

could never have happened ? The Mosaic Law did not

exist in the Wilderness. It was concocted many centuries

afterwards. Nor did such a multitude of Jews, with vast

flocks and herds, and countless pigeons, ever sojourn for

forty years, or forty days, in a barren wilderness.

Everything in this story is miraculous. The very oxen

and sheep must have been supernaturally provisioned.

Frequently the desert did not afford a nibble of grass , and

they could not have lived on sand and pebbles, even if

they wore green spectacles.

The Jews themselves were'miraculously clothed as well

as fed . For forty years their garments and shoes did not

wear out. 26 How was this miracle wrought ? When

matter rubs against matter, particles are lost by abrasion .

Did the Lord stop this process ? Or did he collect all the

particles that were worn off by day, and replace them by

night ?

If the Jews' clothes never wore out, it is fair to suppose

they remained unchanged. Imagine, then , a toddling

urchin , two years old at the Exodus, wearing the same

rig when he grew up to manhood ! Justin says the

clothes grew with their growth. Jewish Rabbis have

held that angels acted as tailors in the wilderness and

kept the wardrobe in repair. But Saint Augustine, Saint

Chrysostom , and other. Fathers abide by the strict letter

of the text. They declare that the clothes and the shoes

never changed , so that 'those who grew to manhood

handed them over as good as new to the rising generation .

But on this theory everyone must have had a poor fit,

unless there was a general transference of garments at

the end of each year.

Let us turn now to the thirty - first chapter of Numbers ,

16 Deut. viii. 4 ; xxix . 5 .
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where we find a curious display of mental and moral

barbarity. A force of 12,000 Jews overcame the Midianites,

slew all the adult males, took captive all the females and

children, seized all their cattle and flocks and all their

goods, and burnt all their cities and all their goodly

castles. No less than 48,000 Midianites were slain . The

spoil included 72,000 oxen, 61,000 asses (four-legged ones )

and 675,000 sheep. These 808,000 animals were all driven

to the Jewish camp, with about 100,000 captives, coni

prising women, girls, and boys. And all this was done

without the loss of a single man by the Israelites !

These figures are ridiculous. Wemay explain them in

this way. “ .Among the Achaian or Homeric Greeks,"

said Mr. Gladstone, “ the limits of numerical compre

hension were extremely narrow , and all large numbers

were used , so to speak , at a venture .” 17

Precisely the same may be said of the Jews. When

they got beyond a thousand or two they put down any

thing. Imagination supplied the deficiencies of arith

metic. Thus we are told that a wall fell and killed .27,000

In one battle the soldiers of Judah slew 500,000

of the soldiers of Israel.19 Now the total loss on the

British side in the battle of Waterloo was only 4,172 !

And it must be remembered that both the armies in the

Jewish battle were recruited from Palestine, an insignifi

cant country which, in the sarcastic language of Gibbon ,

is about of the size and fertility of Wales.

So much for the absurdity of the story. And now for

its brutality . Forty -eight thousand corpses strewed the

land of Midian , but this did not satisfy the meekness of

Moses. He deliberately ordered the slaughter of all the

boys among the captives, and every woman that had

" known man by lying with him .” No less than 48,000

women and 20,000 boys were massacred in cold blood.

The 32,000 virgins left were reserved for another fate.

They were doomed to the embraces of the murderers of

their kindred. And the Lord's shåre was thirty-two !

That is to say, thirty-two Milianite maidens were. con

signed to the Jewish priests.

men . 18

17 Good Words, May, 1890 , P 304.

19 Chronicles xiii., 17 .Kings xx ., 30 .
18
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Is there a more abominable story in the whole annals

of cruelty and lust ?, England was thrilled by the

massacre of Cawnpore, where 300 were butchered ; but

what was this to the massacre of Midian ?

Again we leave tragedy for comedy. Although the

Midianites were all killed on this occasion , with the

exception of their virgins who were taken by the Jews,

we find them a powerful nation again in the sixth chapter

of Judges, and able to prevail against the chosen people

for seven years .

While the Jews were encamped round Mount Sinai their

leader was invited to spend a holiday with Jehovah . The

two worthies had so much to talk about that the con

versation lasted forty days. They were too busy to eat

and drink , so Moses fasted the whole of the time, which is

very creditable to the vigour of his constitution . When

he descended from this trying interview he brought with

him two tables of stone, containing ten commandments

written with “ the finger of God .” This Decalogue is

supposed to be the foundation of morality. But long

before the time of Moses the cardinal laws of morality

were known and practised in Egypt, Assyria , and India ;

as they would be known and practised to-day if Moses

had never lived .

This story of the forty days' interview between Moses

and Jehovah (who became “ God the Father ” of the

Christian Trinity) is one of the most marvellous bits of

superstition even in the Bible. · And it worthily ends with

the production of two stone slabs on which the Deity had

himself written a set of commandments to his own people

with his own finger . Fancy the finger of God digging

Hebrew letters in sandstone or granite ! And fancy

ninety generations of Jews and Christians having such

nonsense drilled into them as a revelation from heaven !
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A God in a Box

WHAT blasphemy ! the pious will exclaim . A God in a

box ! How shocking ! The wretch who dares to utter

such language should be severely punished ; the wretch

who dares to write it should be hung . Nay , hanging is

too good for him ; he ought to be burnt, broken on the

wheel, or slowly tortured to death .

But soft awhile ! The blasphemy is not ours. We did

not put this God in a box ; the Jews did it. Whatever

blasphemy is implied in the title of this Romance mustbe

charged to their account. The Bible warrants every state

ment wemake, and we challenge contradiction . We found

this God in a box and did not put him there. Wemerely

lift the lid and show him inside.

It is a veritable fact that Jehovah of the Jews, who

became God the Father of Christianity, was originally a

lump of stone, or some other fetish , enclosed in a wooden

box . His devotees carried him with them in all their

wanderings. When they fought, they took him into the

battle to ensure victory. He was their star of fortune,

their glory, and their pride. While they retained him ,

and kept him good -humoured, they were prosperous in

peace and war ; when they provoked him , they were

chastised with famine, plague and slaughter ; when they

lost him they sank under the frown of fate , and became

the prey of foreign conquest or civil dissension. They

gave him , as meat and drink , the flesh and blood of

animals ; and sometimes his altars were polluted with a

darker' sacrifice of human life . Like all fetishes, he was

tabu ' except to the priests. No layman was suffered to

approach him ; invading his privacy was sacrilege, and

punished with instant death .

When the Jews carried and carted Jahveh (the proper

form of. Jehovah) from place to place, they were in a very

low state of culture. They had not advanced. beyond

fetish-worship , which is the primitive form of religion .

It might easily be inferred, from the fourth verse of the
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ran

third chapter of Hosea, even if there were no other

evidence, that the worship of teraphim , or images, was a

feature of primitive Judaism . But we are not confined to

this source of information . When Jacob made tracks from

Uncle Laban's with both his daughters and all his sheep

and cattle worth having , the old man had to go a seven

days' journey after them to recover his gods. Rachael

had stolen the whole lot , without leaving her father a

single God to worship . Laban hunted high and low for

his teraphim , but never found them ; for his cunning slut

of a daughter covered them over, and while he searched

her tent she sat upon them - hatching.

Jahveh also was no doubt a portable family god . He

first calls himself the god of Abraham , of Isaac, and of

Jacob . Afterwards he calls himself the god of Israel

that is, of the descendants of these patriarchs. He never

calls himself the God of all mankind . On the contrary ,

he admits the existence of other gods, and is openly

jealous of them . The Jews, in turn , always speak of him

as our god . He was their own Jahveh . They

him , and were ready to back him against the field .

We are first introduced to this God in a Box in the

twenty -fifth of Exodus. Jahveh was sick and tired of

roaming about, and having casual interviews with his

prophet in a burning bush , in a public-house, or on the

top of a hill. Hedetermined to settle down and dwellwith

his people. Moses was instructed, therefore , to build him

a residence . He was to have a tent all to himself, a . first

class article, made of the very best stuff ; fine linen of

various colours , badgers ' skins, rams' skins, and goats '

with brass and silver for the fittings, and gold and

jewels for the decorations. Inside the tent, which our

English version dignifies with the name of tabernacle,

there was to be placed a nice snug box for him to lie in ,

instead of squatting ignominiously on the floor. · The

Bible calls it an ark , but the Hebrew word so translated

means a box , a mummy case, or a treasure chest. He was

also to be supplied with furniture and domestic utensils ;

a wooden table overlaid with gold, three feet long ,

eighteen inches broad , and two feet three inches high ,

hair ;

1 The Lord met Moses at an inn . See Exodus iv. 24 .
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with golden dishes, covers, spoons, and bowls ; and a

golden candlestick bearing seven lights,with golden tongs

and snuff-dishes .· Altogether it was a very genteel estab

lishment for a bachelor god . When Jahveh came to

inspect it he said itwould do capitally , and took immediate

possession. Directly he entered it the place was filled with

smoke ; a fact which surprises those who fancy the Devil

is the sole dealer in that commodity. No doubt Jahveh

found it very useful. His priests , who were accustomed

to incense, could stand the fume, but intruders were

smoked out.

The priests were ordered to keep some shewbread

always on that table, so that he might have a snack at

any time. This is a common thing with fetish wor

shippers. Tylor says that pots and other necessaries are

put in the fetish huts still, but “ the principal thing in

the hut is the stool for the fetish to sit on , and there is a

little bottle of brandy always ready for him .” ? Probably ,

although it is not so stated, the Jewish priests gave

Jahveh a drop of something to drink ; for it was a thirsty

climate , and the old fellow often betrayed a sanguinary

violence of temper, which too often springs from in

toxication . There is, indeed, a suggestion of this in

Judges ix . 13 , where we read of " wine which cheereth

God and inan ."

The dimensions of the table were in keeping with those

of the ark , which was three feet nine long , two feet three

broad, and two feet three deep. That was the old deity's

size.

Wemight wonder how Christians could think that God

Almighty ever got inside such a box , if we did not know

that they still imagine him to be in a little piece of bread.

Now what was really inside that box ? We will not

indulge-in conjecture, nor cite “ infidel" authors, but go

at once to a great Dutch scholar, who has lectured on the

religions of the world before the cream of Biblical students

in London and the University of Oxford .

When we observe how the ark was treated and what

effects were ascribed to it, it becomes almost certain that

3
Primitive Culture, vol. ii., p. 144 .
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it was held to be the abode of Jahveh, so that he, in some

way or other, was himself present in it. Then only is it

that we can explain the desire of the Israelites to have

the ark with them in their army, their joy at its arrival,

and its solemn conveyance to the new capital of the

empire in David's reign . Now was the ark empty , or did

it contain a stone, Jahveh's real abode, of which the ark

was only the repository ? This we do not know , although

the latter opinion , in conjunction with the later accounts

of the Pentateuch , appears to to possess great

probability .

us

Mr. Grant Allen supports the same view in a very out

spoken article in one of our leading magazines . He con

cludes as follows :

I do not see how we can easily avoid the obvious

inference that Jahveh, the god of the Hebrews, the god

of Abraham , and of Isaac and of Jacob , the god who later

became subliniated and etherealized into the God of

Christianity, was in his origin nothing more or less than

the ancestral fetish -stone of the people of Israel, however

sculptured, and perhaps in the very last resort of all the

monumental pillar of some early Semitic sheikh cr

chieftain .

The last suggestion is doubtful. Wilkinson says that some

of the Egyptian arks contained the emblem of Life and

Stability, and the sacred stone of the Hebrews may also

have been a sexual symbol.

More orthodox English writers treat the subject with

euphemisms.
Eadie says : " This sacred chest was the

awful emblem of the Jewish religion .” The Speaker's

Commentary says : “ Now he was ready visibly to testify

that he made his abode with them . He claimed to have

a dwelling for himself.” Old Bishop Patrick says : “ It

was his cabinet, as we now speak , into which none

entered but himself. "

Kuenen's surmise is strengthened by all our knowledge

Kuenen , Religion of Israel, vol. i., p.233.

Fortnightly Review (“' Sacred Stones " ), Jan., 1890. Since

included in The Evolution of the Idea of God . See pp . 125 ,

126 .
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of fetishism . At each end of the ark was a cherub ,

evidently a sacred fowl of somekind, facing inwards, and

bending down over the ark . This is the attitude of

worship . They were adoring the image within.

Being covered with gold , the ark looked like solid

metal, though it was really made of shittim wood , accord

ing to Jahveh's directions. Kimchi says that shittim

wood is the best kind of cedar. Aben Ezra says it is a

sacred wood that grows in the wilderness by Sinai.

Smith’s Bible Dictionary describes it as an acacia .

Jerome, in his commentary on Isaiah xl. calls it lignum

imputribile , an incorruptible wood. And if he is right

the ark may yet turn up somewhere.

The ark was topped by a mercy seat of pure gold .

There,” said the Lord to Moses, “ I will meet with thee ,

and I will commune with thee from above the mercy seat ,

from between the two cherubims. " And in David's time

he is described as “ the Lord of hosts that dwelleth be

tween the cherubims." 5 Clearly he fixed himself there

at communion time.

Now what was the mercy seat ? It was simply the lid

of the box . The Hebrew Kapporeth means to cover, and

the holy of holies is called the house of the Kapporeth .

Here then the whole case lies in a nutshell. If Jehovah

and God the Father are indeed the same, we may say to

the Christians — your God was once carried about in a box ,

and used to get out and sit on the cover .

It is highly probable that the Jews borrowed their ideas

of an ark from the Egyptians. Sir John Gardner

Wilkinson 6 says that
one of the most important

ceremonies was the procession of shrines,” which is

mentioned in the Rosetta stone, and frequently repre

sented on the walls of the temples . The lesser shrine was

an ark or sacred boat. Like the Jewish ark , it was borne

by priests. It was also carried in the sameway, by means

of staves passed through metal rings at the side. Wilkin

son further remarks that the wings of two figures of the

goddess Thmei or Truth, overshadowing the sacred beetle

of the sun, contained in some of the Egyptian arks, “ call

5 Samuel vi. 2 .

• Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians.
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to mind the cherubim of the Jews.” ? The chosen people

seem to have “ borrowed of the Egyptians ” in more

senses than one.

According to Plutarch the body of Osiris was enclosed

in the Egyptian chest, or ark , in the month of Athyr,

when the sun was in the sign of the Scorpion . This

ceremony was performed on the seventeenth day of the

month , and on the night of the nineteenth the priests

proclaimed that the lost Osiris was refound . His resur

rection , like that of Christ , was on the third day.8

Apuleius also mentions the Egyptian ark carried about

by the priests .

>
1

1

1

Pausanias informs us that the simulacrum of Bacchus

was found in an ark , which was said to be the work of

Vulcan , and which was the gift of Jupiter to Dardanus.

It appears from Eusebius that the Phoenicians had an

ark , or chest, before which they celebrated the mysteries

of the Cabiri. Suidas seems to indicate that chests or

arks, were sacred to Bacchus, and to theGoddesses, Ceres

and Proserpine.'

---

The Bible is remarkably precise in its details as to the

ark . It even informs us who made it. There was only

one man in all Israel whom Jahveh thought fit for the job .

This was Bezaleel, of the tribe of Judah , a kind of jack

of-all-trades, and what he did not know the Lord taught

him . He wove the linen , tanned the skins, carved the

wood , made the brass fittings, beat the gold , cut the

stones, and fixed up everything .

Most-fetishes are used for divination , and Jahveh was no

exception. He piloted the Jews about the wilderness, and

with such extreme accuracy that it took them forty years

to do a month's journey. The priests carried him in front.

When he stopped, all the people halted and pitched their

tents until he chose to move on again . Sometimes he

rested a couple of days, sometimes a month , and some

times a year. Except when engaged in bloodshed, he was

the laziest god that ever lived . Moses had to excite this

8
Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians.

Massey, Natural Genesis , vol. ii., p . 443.

• Drummond , Edipus Judaicus , p . 96 .
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drowsy deity with shouting . When the ark set forward ,

he cried , “ Rise up Jahveh , and let thine enemies be

scattered ” ; and when it rested he cried, “ Return , D

Jahveh, unto the many thousands of Israel.”

This God in the box was of great service to the Jews in

crossing Jordan. The river was swollen with the spring

freshet, and the question of transport was very difficult.

But Jahveh was equal to the emergency. The priests

marched boldly along with the ark , and when their feet

touched the brim of the water, Jordan disparted , the

waters that poured down from above standing up in a

heap . They held Jahveh in the bed of the river until all

Israel had crossed safely , after which they followed suit,

and Jordan flowed on as before.

Savages frequently take their gods into battle, and so

did the Jews. General Joshua found old Jahveh of

immense aid in the conquest ‘of Canaan . The priests

carried him for a whole week round Jericho , which so

weakened its walls that, when the Levites trumpeted and

the people shouted, they fell down flat - as flat as the fools

who believe it.

There can be no doubt that the Jews relied on their

fetish for victory. When the men of Ai repulsed their

attack , Joshua rent his clothes and prostrated himself

before the ark , where he remained for many hours, until

the Lord revealed the secret of their defeat. On a previous

occasion , during the lifetime of Moses , a detachment of

Jews were smitten and pursued by the enemy, because

they went up a hill while Jahveh stayed at the bottom.10

When Canaan was conquered , Jahveh's tent was set up

at Shiloh , whence he was fetched to Eben -ezer in the days

of Eli. Whether the ark remained there all that time is

an open question. Weread of a place called Bethel in the

Book of Judges, and Bethelmeans the “ house of God .”

The adventures of Jahveh and his box in the war with

the Philistines under Eli are very lively and amusing.

He appears to have been neglected by the Jews, and not

without reason , for his virtue was temporarily exhausted.

But after their heavy defeat by the Philistines they

resolved to fetch the ark from Shiloh , and give old Jahveh

10 Numbers xiy . 44, 45.
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another trial. When the fetish arrived , they made the

earth ring with their shouts, on hearing which “ the

Philistines were afraid, for they said , God is come into

the camp.” Being a warlike race, however, they soon

regained courage ; and acquitted themselves so well in the

next battle that the Jews were utterly routed with the loss

of thirty thousand men . The Philistines found plenty of

loot, and amongst the spoil of war was old Jahveh in the

box .

When Eli, the aged high priest, heard that the ark had

fallen into the hands of the uncircumcised , and that his

two sons, its custodians, were slain , he fell from his seat

backward and broke his neck . When Phineas' wife,

Eli's daughter-in -law , heard the news, she was seized with

sudden travail, and died after giving birth to a son. Her

last words were, “ The glory is departed from Israel ; for

the ark ofGod is taken.” The fetish was their palladium ,

and with it disappeared all their hopes.

Being strangers to the bigotry of monotheists, the

Philistines treated old Jahveh with great respect.

Although a foreigner , he was still a god , and they were

ready to adopt him . Savages often act in that way.

Waitz tells us that the Fantees , for instance, even pur

chase gods that have acquired a certain celebrity .

Jahveh was taken on trial. The Philistines put him in

their joss -house with their own god Dagon , a composite

deity , whose upper part was human , and his lower part

fishy." It was a dangerous experiment, for two of one

trade seldom agree. During the day Jahveh behaved him

self decently , but in the night he assaulted Dagon , who

had literally not a leg to stand on , and was soon sprawling

on the floor. Jahveh crept into his box again , where the

Philistines found him placidly reposing in the morning,

with a smile of conscious innocence .

They were mightily puzzled, but they set Dagon up

again . The next night, however, the Jew God once more

assaulted his Philistine rival. This time he was in

deadly earnest . Hebroke Dagon's head off, amputated his

hands, and left nothing but the stump. Yet in the morn

ing , wliile the Philistines witness this doleful spectacle,

11 Calmet, “ Dagon .”
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12

old Jahveh lay stone-still in his box , as childlike and

bland as ever .

But this did not suffice. Old Jahveh's blood was up.

He smote the men of Ashdod with emerods. The most

superficial readers of the Bible, when they remember what

a dirty victory the Lord gained over the magicians of

Egypt, will readily conceive that this was a very filthy

disorder . It was the bleeding piles or worse. Perhaps

the sweet Psalmist had this incident in mind when he sang

that the Lord “ smote his enemies in the hinder -parts ;

he put them to a perpetual reproach .”

The Ashdodians were disconcerted by this attack in the

rear , and at a public meeting on the question , they decided

to pass old Jahveh on to the next city . But the men of

Gath fared no better, for they had “ emerods in their

secret parts.” The Ekronites also had a turn , and after

great suffering and loss of life, they sent old Jahveh and

his box back to the Jews with their compliments , and

a peace-offering of five golden mice and five golden

emerods.

The Philistines wanted no more traffic with this

pestilent deity . “ From this time,” says Warburton , " we

hear no more of any attempts among the Gentile nations

to join the Jewish worship to their own . They considered

the God of Israel as a tutelary Deity, absolutely

unsociable , who would have nothing to do with any but

his own people .” 13

Parallels to this story exist in Pagan writings.

Herodotus says that Venus afflicted with “ emerods ” the

Scythians who plundered her temple. Grotius relates a

similar fiction as to the institution of Phallica . When the

Athenians ridiculed some images of Bacchus, the god sent

them a genital disease , and to prevent its depopulating

the city, they received his images with pomp, and dis

played Thrysi with figures of the afflicted parts bound to

a

12 Milman (p . 117) is content to call it a loathsome

disease." Josephus (Antiq ., bk . ii., ch . i.) calls it

dysentery and a flux ,” the victims of which vomited up their

entrails (a difficult operation !) before the breath was out of

their bodies.

Bishop Warburton , Divine Legation of Moses, vol. ii.,

p . 270 .

18
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them . The men of Beth -Shemesh , where the ark first

stopped on Jewish soil, welcomed it piously ; but they

were rash enough to look into it, and their profane

curiosity so outraged old Jahveh that he “ slew fifty

thousand and seventy of them .” 14 This is a good illus

tration of the idea of tabu , and a signal instance of

Jahveh's love of butchery .

They passed the ark on to Kirjathjearim , where it

remained for twenty years , until David ordered its

removal to Jerusalem . But its journey to the capital was

arrested at Nachon's threshing-floor. Just there the oxen

shook the ark badly, and a man called Uzzah put forth his

hand to steady it. His object was to save Jahveh from

the ignominy of being tossed out in the dust. Neverthe

less the fetish took it as an insult, and immediately killed

poor Uzzah, either by a kind of torpedo shock or by a

blow on the head.15 Which is a further illustration of

tabu .

David was highly displeased with the Lord for this

“ breach upon Uzzah ” ; and being afraid that his turn

might come next, he left the ark at the house of Obed

edom , and went to Jerusalem alone. But when he heard

that it brought a blessing to its lucky guardian, he fetched

it away to the capital, and put it in a brand-new tent.

Indeed , the pious king was so overjoyed that he danced

naked before the ark , and his wife rebuked him for his

indecent exposure.

Soon afterwards David resolved to do the Lord a good

turn . Here am I, said he, dwelling in a fine cedar house,

while dear old Jahveh lives in a tent. It isn't fair ; I'll

build him a house. But the Lord declined the offer. No,

no, said he ; don't you go building me a new -fangled

shanty ; I've lived in a nice, airy, well-ventilated tent ever

since I can remember, and I mean to go on living in one ;

just mind your own business and let mebide. 16 Yet the

Lord relented in Solomon's reign , and allowed himself to

1 See 1 Samuel vi. 19. Josephus (Antiq., vi., I) gives the

number struck dead as only seventy. His editor, Whiston ,

wonders how “ such an incredible number as fifty thousand

in this one town or small city " crept into the Hebrew text.

2 Samuel vi., 7 .
2 Samuel vii., I, 7 .

15
16
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be placed in the temple , although he insisted on being

supplied with exact copies of his old furniture.

When the priests ' opened the ark , in the reign of

Solomon , they found nothing in it “ save the two tables

of stone which Moses put there at Horeb .” 1? The fetish

had disappeared. Perhaps they had grown ashamed of it ;

yet they kept the box , called it the ark of the covenant,

and used it as an oracle . Many years later, in the days of

Jeremiah , the ark itself had become an opprobrium.18

What became of the ark is unknown. Nebuchadnezzar

is said to have conveyed it to Babylon, but according to

one of the Jewish books it was hidden by Jeremiah in a

cave of Mount Pisgah , where it was to remain unknown

until the regathering of Israel.19 The Jews still believe

it will come with the Messiah . Let us hope he will bring

it in its original state with Jahveh inside. Archæologists

would be delighted to examine such a famous fetish , and

the trustees of the British Museum would pay a high

price for such a relic of antiquity, unless it should be

snatched up by the trustees of the Guimet Museum of

Religions in Paris , where thousands of bonâ-fide gods are

elegantly arranged in glass-cases.

17

18
1 Kings viii., 9 .

Jeremiah iii., 16 .
19

2 Maccabees ii ., 1, 7.
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Balaam's Ass

The ass has figured extensively in romance . His long

ears and peculiar bray are explained by a story which

goes back to the Flood. On that occasion , it is said , the

male donkey was inadvertently left outside the ark , but

being a good swimmer, he nevertheless managed to

preserve his life. ' After many desperate efforts he at

last succeeded in calling out the patriarch's name, as

nearly as the vocal organs of a jackass would allow .

“ No-ah , No-ah ,” cried the forlorn beast. Noah's atten

tion was at last aroused , and on looking out of the

window to see who was calling, he perceived the poor

jackass almost spent and faintly battling with the waves.

Quickly opening the window , he caught Neddy by the

two ears and hauled him in . This he did with such

vigour that Neddy's aural appendages were considerably

elongated ; and ever since donkeys have had long ears ,

and brayed No-ah , No-ab ” at the approach of wet

weather. For the sake of Christians who are not well

acquainted with God's Word ,weadd that this story is not

in the Bible .

Classical scholars and students of modern literature

know how the ass has been treated by poets and

romancers. The stolid animal has generally been made

the subject of comedy. Drunken and impotent Silenus,

in the Pagan mythology, joins in the processions of

Bacchus on a sober ass , and the patient animal staggers

beneath the heavy burden of a fat-paunched tipsy god.

Apuleius and Lucian transform the hero of their common

story into an ass, and in that shape he encounters the

most surprising experiences. Voltaire makes an ass play

a wonderful part in his Pucelle . And in all these cases it

is worth noticing how the profane wits remember the

ass's relation to Priapian mysteries , from his fabled

interruption of the garden-god's attempt on the nymph

Lotis downwards, and assign to him marvellous amatory
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adventures. Erasmus, in his Praise of Folly , does not

forget the ass, with whom he compares the majority of

men for stupidity, obstinacy, and lubricity ; nor is the

noble animal forgotten by Rabelais , who cracks many a

joke and points many a witticism at his expense .

Our own genial humourist, Charles Lamb, confesses,

however , to a deep tenderness for Neddy, and dwells with

delight on the protection which his thick hide affords him

against the cruel usage of man. Sterne, in his Senti

mental Journey, has a chapter entitled “ The Dead Ass,"

wherein the animal is lifted into the sphere of pathos ;

and lastly , Coleridge has some very pious musings on an

ass, wherein the animal is lifted into the sphere of

religion .

Now , dear reader , you begin to see the drift of this.

long exordium . Our purpose was twofold . First, we

wished, after the example of our betters in literature, to

give you a slight glimpse of the immense extent of our

learning. Secondly , we wished to lead you through the

various stages of literary treatment of the ass , from the

comic to the pathetic , and finally to the religious, in

order that you might approach in a proper frame ofmind

the consideration of Balaam's ass, who is the most remark

able of all the four-legged asses mentioned in the Bible.

There were others . Asses were being sought by Saul,

the son of Kisch , when he found a kingdom of subjects

instead . Jesus rode into Jerusalem on an ass , and also

apparently on a colt, having perhaps one leg over each.

With the jaw -bone of an ass Samson slew a thousand

Philistines , and if the rest of the animal accorded with

that particular bone, he must have been a tough ass

indeed . But all these are of little interest or importance

beside the wonderful ass of the prophet Balaam , whose

history is contained, with that of his master, in the

twenty -second, twenty -third , and twenty -fourth chapters

of the Book of Nurnbers .

Soon after the Wandering Jews in the desert were

plagued by fiery serpents ” for asking Moses to give

them a slight change in their monotonous bill of fare, they

warred against the Amorites and pretty nearly extermin

ated them . Whereupon Balak ,.the son of Zippor, king of

Moab , grew sore afraid ,” and called together the
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elders of Midian ” with those of Moab, saying that in

his opinion the Jews, would lick them all up as the ox

licked up the grass of the field .

Against such a ferocious gang as the Jews, with a

bloody God of Battles to help them , human valour

promised. little success, and Balak resolved to solicit

'supernatural aid . Accordingly he sent messengers unto

Balaam , the son of Beor, a renowned and potent sooth

sayer, desiring him to come and curse the people of

Israel. The king had implicit confidence in Balaam .

“ Whom thou blessest, ” said hė, “ is blessed , and whom

thou cursest is cursed.” This great prophet must have

wrought prodigious wonders in his time to gain so

magnificent a reputation ; and if the king's panegyric on

him was true, he must have been a dangerous person to

those who annoyed him and made him swear. According

to Josephus, he “ lived by the Euphrates, and was the

greatest of the prophets at that time.” 1

The “ elders of Moab and the elders of Midian ,” who

were Balak's messengers, went to Pethor, where Balaam

resided . As the reader might expect, they did not go.

empty-handed, but took with them " the rewards of

divination .” What these were we are not informed . No

doubt they were very handsome. The propheticalbusiness

requires large profits to compensate for the absence of

quick returns ; and in any case it is not supposed that a

man who does what no one else can do will begin work

without a heavy retaining fee . Weconclude that Balaam ,

like nearly every prophet mentioned in history , had a

good eye for the main chance , and did not trust very much

in the bounty of the gods. He was never hard up for

,bread and cheese while other people were hard up for

divine assistance ; and as that was an ignorant, credulous

age, we presume that his larder was well-stocked .

Balaam knew his business well . It would never do for

a prophet, a soothsayer, a wizard , or a diviner, to give

prompt answers to his applicants, or even to make his

answers plain when he does give them . That would

render the profession cheap and robit of mystery.

Balaam therefore said to the messengers , “ Lodge here

1

1
Antiquities, bk . iv ., chap. vi.
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this night, and I will bring you word again ,as the Lord .

shall speak unto me.”

Now this reference to the Lord is very surprising; The

Moabites worshipped Baal, and no doubt they had the

utmost contempt for Jehovah. Yet Balaam , who was a

prophet of their religion , tells them that he will consult

the God of Israel on the subject of their visit ! Which is

one of the many self-contradictions of the Blessed Book .

The next incident of the story is no less remarkable.

God , the infinite spirit of the universe, paid Balaam a

visit ; and although he knows everything, past, present,

and to come, he asked the prophet , " Whatmen are these

with thee ? ” Balaam gave a straightforward reply, for

he doubtless knew that prevarication and subterfuge were

useless . Balak , the son of Zippor, king of Moab," said

he, “ has sent unto me, saying , Behold there is a people

come out of Egypt which covereth the face of the earth ;

comenow , curse methem ; peradventure I shall be able to

overcome them and drive them out."

The precision of Balaam's language was admirable.

God's anger was equally brief and perspicuous : " Thou

shalt not go with them ; thou shalt not curse the people ;

for they are blessed.”

Here, as elsewhere in this story, we are left in doubt as

to what would have happened if Balaam had cursed the

Jews. The trouble that Jehovah took in the matter seems

to imply that Balaam's curses were very effectual, even in

the estimation of the God of a rival faith .

This interview between God and Balaam , like the

following ones, occurred in the night. The Lord seems

to have been always afraid of daylight, or else to have had

a peculiar fondness for the dark . Perhaps he thought

that during the night there was less chance of the con

versation being interrupted . It is well known that the

Lord loves privacy, and does 'not like conversing with

more than one at a time.

In the morning Balaam got out of bed and told Balak's

messengers to return and say that the Lord would not

let him come; and they at once set out for the capital.

Balak, however, was not to be put off so easily . He

seems to have regarded the prophet's talk about the Lord's

prohibition as simply fudge. Perhaps, ” said he to him

E
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self, “ my messengers were small fry in the sight of

Balaam , and he is therefore displeased . My presents also

may have been too small, I should have recollected that

Balaam has a very exalted opinion of himself, and is

renowned for his avarice. I'll try again . This time I'll

send a deputation of big guns, and promise him great

wealth and high position . He can't refuse such a tempt

ing offer."

Straightway he “ sent yet again princes, more and more

honourable " than those who went before, and commanded

them to urge Balaam to let nothing hinder him from

coming

Balaam slightly resented this treatment. He told the

messengers that if Balak would give him his house full

of silver and gold , he could not go beyond the word of the

Lord , to do more or less. Yet he apparently thought it

advisable to make another effort. He was quite aware

that God is unchangeable , but somehow he thought the

Lord might alter his mind. So he told the messengers to

tarry there that night while he consulted God again .

Balaam's expectation was realized. The Lord did

change his mind. “ He came unto Balaam at night, and

said unto him , if the men come to call thee, rise up and

go with them ; but yet the word which I shall say unto

thee, that shalt thou do.” So the prophet rose up in the

morning, saddled and mounted his wonderful ass , and

went off with the princes of Moab .

Balaam , however , did not reflect that as the Lord had

changed his mind once he might change it twice ; and the

omission nearly cost him his life. Hewas unfortunately

ignorant of what happened to Moses on a similar occasion.

After the Lord had dispatched the Jewish prophet to

Egypt to rescue his people from bondage, he met him at

an inn , where they seem to have both put up for the

night, and sought to kill him .

Josephus plainly declares that God gave Balaam the

advice to go in order to deceive him . In that case the

Lord did not change his mind . But the sacred text is

silent on the point, and Josephus was not inspired .

No sooner had Balaam set out on his journey than

“ God's anger was kindled against him because he went."

This Jehovah is a queer God and dreadfully hard to please .
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If you disobey his orders you run the risk of being

damned , and if you obey them you stand a good chance of

being murdered . The only safe course is to get out of his

way and have nothing to do with him .

The “ angel of the Lord ” stood in Balaam's path, with

a drawn sword in his hand, ready to kill the prophet

whose only crime was doing exactly what he was told .

But neither Balaam nor two servants saw the celestial

messenger. The ass , however , had better eyesight.

Being only, an ass , and not a man , he had a greater

aptitude for seeing angels .

Not liking the look of this formidable stranger, Neddy

bolted from the pathway into a field ; but Balaam , who

saw no reason for such behaviour except sheer perverse

ness, began to whack his ass and tried to turn him ' into

the right road ; and Neddy succumbed to this forcible

argument and jogged on 'again .

In the meantime the angel of the Lord had apparently

made himself-invisible - save to a jackass. His intention

was ultimately to kill Balaam , but he delayed the fatal

stroke in order to make the most of the comedy . Going

a little in front, he “ stood in a path of the vineyards, a

wall being on this side, and a wall on that." Neddy

caught sight of the angel again , and being unable this

time to bolt into the field , he lurched against the wall,

and gave Balaam's foot a good scrunching. Still the

prophet suspected nothing out of the common, for that

was an ordinary trick of refractory asses. Poor Neddy,

therefore, got another thrashing.

Then the angel of the Lord went on further , and “ stood

in a narrow place, where there was no way to turn either

to the right hand or to the left.” Neddy estimated the

certain penalty of refusing to proceed and the probable

penalty of going forward . After comparing them he

decided to stop where he was, and quietly laid down.

Whereupon the anger of the prophet was once more

kindled by such stupid obstinacy, and he gave the ass

another whacking.

2 Balaam's ass was a
she, "" but the sex is immaterial, and

as we commenced with the masculine gender we will continue

with it .

12
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Then the Lord intervened , and brought about themost

extraordinary incident of this wonderful story . He

" opened the mouth of the ass ,” and lo ! instead of bray

ing Neddy spoke. Without a note of preparation he began

to upbraid his master in good Moabitish . “ What have I

done, ” said he, " that thou hast smitten me these three

times ? "

Balaam was not in the least astonished at hearing an

ass speak . He took it as quite an ordinary occurrence .

One is almost inclined to think that the prophet and his

donkey had held many a conversation before.

In the Bible no one is ever astonished at anything ,

however wonderful. When the serpent accosted Eve in

the garden of Eden , she was not at all surprised , but

went on with the colloquv as though talking serpents were

common . If a dumb animal were nowadays to address a

man with “ Howd’ye do ? ” he would certainly be very

much startled ; but when the same thing occurred in

Bible days, the man replied , “ Very well, thank you ; how

are you ? ”

Bisliop Hall tries to explain why Balaam’ş hair did not

stand on end at this marvel of a talking jackass. He

conjectures that “ his trade of sorcering had inured him

to receive voices from his familiars , in shape of beasts,”

or that he was too transported with passion to feel

astonishment.:

Scripture says that “ the Lord opened the mouth of the

ass,” and this is not surprising, for the Lord has opened

the mouth of inany asses since.

Balaam promptly answered the ass's question . ' Be

cause, ” said he, thou hast inocked me : I would there

were a sword in mine liand , for now would I kill thee. "

Then the ass rejoined, “ Am not I thine ass , upon which

thou hast ridden ever since I was thine unto this day ?

Was I ever wont to do so unto thee ? " This was a poser.

Balaam scratched his head and reflected , but at last he

was obliged to say “ Nay.” .

Neddy had so far the best of the argument. But

Balaam had the practical argument of the stick left, and

no doubt he was about to convince the donkey with it.

3
Contemplations, bk . vii., c . I.
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But all arguments , practical and otherwise , would have

left the dispute exactly where it stood . Neddy saw the

angel, and that was enough for him . Balaam did not see

the angel, but only Neddy's obstinate · stupidity .
In

short, they reasoned from different premises, and could not

therefore arrive at the same conclusion . They might have

argued till doomsday had not the Lord again intervened .

He “ opened Balaam's eyes,” so that he also " saw the

angel of the Lord standing in the way, and his sword

drawn in his hand .” Then Balaam “ bowed his head, and

fell flat on his face," and there he and Neddy lay side by

side, two asses together.

Now , dear reader, you will observe that the ass, being

indeed an ass , saw the angel first, and that Balaam , who

was a wise man, did not see the angel until his wits were

disordered by the wonder of a talking donkey. Which

seems to bear out Bacon's remark that “ in all super

stition wise men follow fools .”

The angel of the Lord said to Balaam , while he remained

flat on his face, " Wherefore hast thou smitten thine ass

these three times ? behold I went out to withstand thee,

because thy way is perverse before me : and the ass saw

me, and turned from me these three times : unless she

had turned from me, surely now also I had slain thee, and

saved her alive.” The moral of which is that asses stand

the best chance of salvation, and that wise men are likely

to lose their souls unless they lose their wits .

Balaam recognized the awfulmess he was in , and being

by this time as limp as a wet rag , he made the most

abject apology : " I have sinned ,” he said , “ for I knew

not that thou stoodest in the way against me.”

. This strange reasoning shows still more clearly how the

poor prophet had taken leave of his senses. He had not

sinned at all, for he was strictly obeying God's coin

mands; nor was it his fault that the angel remained so

long invisible . When the Lord " opened his eyes," and

made his vision like unto the vision of an ass , he saw the

angel plainly enough ; and how could he possibly have

done so before ?

“ I'll go back ," added Balaam , thinking that if he

sinned so greatly in going forward he had better return

home. But the angel of the Lord, who had intended to
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kill him for advauciug, now told him to “
go with the

men . " And Balaam went with them , keeping his

weather eye open during the rest of the journey.

Milman endeavours to rob Balaain's ass of the lustre of

this achievement. Instead of telling the story as it is

related in the Bible , he puts it in the mouth of Balaam

himself,whom he represents as telling Balak that "strange

prodigies had arrested him on his journey ; an angel had

appeared in his way ; the beast on which he rode had

spoken with a human voice." The rationalizing Dean

might as well have gone further , and asserted with some

of the Rabbis that Balaam wrote the story himself, and

that Moses inserted it in the Book of Numbers.5

Hartwell Horne has none of Milman's hesitation .

Maimonides and others,” he says, have imagined that

the matter was transacted in a vision . But it is evident,

from the whole tenor of the narration , as well as from the

declaration of the inspired writer, that it is understood as

a literal narrative of a real transaction ."" 6 The " inspired

writer " alluded to is Peter , who plainly declares that

“ the dụmb ass speaking with man's voice forbade the

madness of the prophet.'

Balak was heartily glad to see Balaam . The prophet

had been a long time coming , but better late than never.

The next day they went "'up into the high places of

Baal, ” from which they could see “ the utmost part of the

people ” of Israel. “ There they are,” said Balak ,

found them ! leprous slaves out of Egypt, bent on steal

ing other people's land, and sticking to all they can lay

hands on ; bloodthirsty vagabonds, who fight people with

whom they have no quarrel, and kill men, women , and

children when they are victorious. Now , Balaam , do your

duty. Curse them , and lay it on thick ."

Seven altars were built , and seven oxen and seven

rams sacrificed on them . But all this good meat was

wasted , for when Balaam “ went to a high place," God

met him , according to agreement, and told him what to

con

History of the Jews, p. 86 .

Calmet, Balaam .'

• Introduction to the Holy Scriptures, vol. ii., p . 627.

2 Peter ii., 16 .
7
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say. And lo ! when the prophet returned to the king, he .

blessed instead of cursing the Jews.

Balak was disappointed and angry . He regarded it as

a breach of contract, and demanded an explanation.

Balaam replied that he had taken the king's money, but

he had also announced that he could only speak what the

Lord put in his mouth .

Balak resolved to try again . He took Balaam up

another high place, and built seven fresh altars , and

sacrificed on them seven more bullocks and rams; after

which he repeated his invitation . Again Balaam went

farther to consult the Lord, and received his instructions.

And lo ! when he returned to Balak he again blessed the

Jews instead of cursing them .

Balak resolved to try again . He took Balaam to another

high place, built seven more altars , and sacrificed seven

more bullocks and seven more rams. But again the

prophet blessed Israel, and a third timethe king was sold .

Then he gave it up, and Balaam and his ass went home.

Such an asinine story .was sure to engage the loving

attention of Jewish and Christian commentators. The

Rabbis furnished some fresh particulars out of their own

noddles. They tell us that Balaam was one of Pharaoh's

counsellors ; that he was the father of Jannes and Jambres,

the magicians who withstood Moses; and that he squinted

and was lame. · The Christian doctors have chiefly dis

cussed his business. Origen thought hewas a professional

magician and curser , and a sworn servant of the Devil.

This opinion was shared by Theodoret and Cyril of Alex

andria , but Jerome held Balaam to have been a true

prophet of God, though corrupted with avarice. Others

explain that he called Jehovah “ my God ” because he

was of the posterity of Shem.8

Balaam's end was tragic. The thirteenth chapter of

Joshua informs us that he was eventually slain by the

very people he had thrice blessed . After an account of

one of the bloody wars of Jehovah's bandits we read that

" Balaam also the son of Beor, the soothsayer, did the

children of Israel slay with the sword, among them that

were slain by them . " The angel of the Lord spared him ,

8
Calmet, Balaam .”
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but the Lord's butchers cut his throat at last. On the

whole he might as well have cursed the Jews up and

down to Balak's satisfaction and taken the handsome

rewards which were offered him on such easy terms.

What became of the ass is unknown . Perhaps he went

into the prophetical business himself, and eventually

retired on a very handsome fortune. Perhaps he went

about as a preacher of the gospel as it was then under

stood ; in which case , judging from the rule of success in

later ages, we have no doubt that he attracted large

audiences and delighted all who were fortunate enough to

sit under him . And when he died all the two-legged asses

in Moab probably wept and refused to be comforted .
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Jonah and the Whale

MODERN science has constructed boats to go under water,

and passengers may travel with great velocity below the

region of storms, thus avoiding the discomforts of sea

sickness as well as securing a rapid voyage.

Twenty-seven centuries ago, however, such a triumph

of ingenuity was unimagined . No one thought of travel

ling under water without the aid of a miracle .

How many gentlemen may have taken submarine

excursion in that way is a question we cannot decide;

but there is one gentleman who, if Scripture is to be

believed, did most positively take such a trip under the

rolling waves. His experience is recorded in the Book

of Jonah , which contains only forty- eight verses ; and if

brevity is the soul of a story , as well as the soul of wit,

this little Book may be called the cameo of Bible fiction .

You might almost read it through standing on one leg .

From beginning to end it is " very like a whale, " with

a very ancient and fish -like smell.”

The hero of this astonishing adventure was called

Jonah . He was " of Gathhepher, " and the son of

Amittai. ” 1
Jonah signifies a dove,” although some

derive it from an Arabic root signifying to be weak or

gentle, and Gesenius interprets it as a feeble , gentle bird .

In any case , if the cognomen was bestowed on little

Jonah by his parents, they must have been greatly

deceived as to his character ; for if Bottom the weaver

roared like a sucking dove, Jonah cooed like a raven .

Who was Amittai is still an open question . The

Mohammedans supposed it was the name of Jonah's

mother. Some Rabbis are of opinion that he was the son

ofthe widow of Sarepta, and was restored to life by Elijah ;

but this was nearly a century before his time. Others

1

2 Kings xiv., 25 ; Jonah i., 1.

* Drake, Notes on Jonah and Hosea, p . 7.

Sale's Koran, vol. ii., D. 13, footnote.
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say that he was the son of the Shunamite, and was raised

'from the dead by Elisha. And as there is no penalty

attaching to a false opinion on this point, the reader is

free to take his choice.

When Jonah lived , if he ever lived at all, is equally un

determined. It was some time between 884 and 784 before

Christ. Layard thinks that Jonah visited Nineveh in the

time of thekings of the second dynasty, but Drake argues

that this is incompatible with the statements of the Bible .

“ Now the word of the Lord,” we are told ,
came unto

Jonah , the sone of Amittai, saying, Arise, go to Nineveh ,

that great city , and cry against it ; for their wickedness is

comeup before me.”

This solicitude of Jehovah for the welfare of the Nine

vites is extraordinary . He rarely showed the slightest

concern for any other people than the Jews. His usual

practice was to slaughter “ the heathen ” wholesale. It is

therefore refreshing to meet with an instance of his

impartiality. He remembers for once that the rest of

Adam's posterity are his children , possessing a claim on

hïs attention .

Jonah did not share this benignity, and he declined the

commission . He “ rose up to flee unto Tarshish from the

presence of the Lord , ” as Cain once went out from the

presence of the Lord, and dwelt in the land of Nod .” Of

course the Lord is everywhere, but Jonah thought that

Tarshish was not included in everywhere.

Josephus gives this strange place as Tarsus in Cilicia ,

the birth -place of St. Paul. Some think it was Tartessus,

in Spain ; others Carthage ; and others the whole coast of

Asia Minor.? Milman says that “ Tarshish was probably

a nameas indefinite as the West Indies in early European

navigation . Colenso appears to favour Tartessus, but

points out that “ ships of Tarshish ” was a general phrase

for a navy . Smith's Bible Dictionary, says that " the

words had come to signify large Phoenician ships of a

"18

5

6

Calmet, “ Jonah ."

Layard's Nineveh and Babylon , vol. ii., p . 249 .

Antiquities, bk . ix ., ch . X.

· Drake, pp . 8, 9 .

8 History of the Jews, p . 164 .

rolenso's Pentateuch , d . 391, footnote.
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" 10

5

particular size and description, destined for long

voyages.

Wherever the place was, Jonah found " à ship going

there ” from Joppa. He paid his fare in the office of the

Joppa and Tarshish line, saw his traps on board, and went

below . Again we are told he was fleeing
" from the

presence of the Lord . ” But when he sat in the cabin he

probably felt safe . Even the eye of a god could hardly

see through a two-inch plank.

Jonah turned into his bunk , and fell into a profound

sleep . But the Lord had his eye upon the runaway

missionary. Before the ship was too far from land he

“ sent out a great wind into the sea.” The Hebrew means

“ sent sweeping forth,' .and conveys the notion of “ cast

ing down at length or “ hurling .” 11 Jahveh flung the

wind after Jonah , and Christians believe it ; yet they smile

at Æolus, who tied the adverse winds in a bag, and gave

them to Ulysses when he returned to Ithaca . 13

Jahveh's “ great wind ” created a mighty tempest

so that “ the ship was likely to be broken .” We are not

told whether the tempest raged around Jonah's ship and

left the rest of the ocean in peace, or whether it raged over

a wide area and sent a number of vessels to Davy Jones's

locker ; but it may be presumed that the Lord's wind, like

the Lord's rain , fell alike upon the just and the unjust .

The sailors were terribly frightened and threw some

cargo overboard to lighten the ship . Imagine the tumult !

the dashing of the waves, the howling of the wind, the

creaking of the masts , the straining of the cordage, the

rolling and pitching of the vessel, the captain's hoarse

commands and the sailors ' loud replies , alternating with

frenzied appeals to heaven. Yet Jonah slept on amidst the

uproar, as though the ship were gaily skimming the waters

before a pleasant breeze. The sailors were terrified , but

the landsman slept the sleep of the just.

The captain and crew were satisfied that the tempest

was raised by a supernatural power . Every unusual, and

especially unpleasant, occurrence was then attributed to

10 Vol. iii ., p . 1440 .

11 Drake, pp. 9 , 10.

12 Homer's Odyssey, bk . 8 .
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r

divine agency. The idea of predicting storms would have

been regarded as blasphemous. Every person on board ,

therefore , with the exception of Jonah, who was fast

asleep , put on a solemn face and “ called unto his God.”

They appealed to the whole circle of their deities, but it

did not include the one who raised the wind , and the

storm continued to prevail.

In this extremity a happy thought occurred to the

captain . It struck him that the gentleman they took on

board at Joppa might know something about the tempest.

So he slapped his thigh, as sailors do when they hit on a

brilliant idea, and went below , where he discovered Jonah

in the embraces of Morpheus. It was a sight to make the

captain swear. He and his men had been toiling and

praying , and pitching the cargo overboard , while this

fellow , who was probably at the bottom of the mischief,

had been snoring like a trooper .

" What meanest thou, o sleeper ? ” cried the captain ;

Arise, call upon thy God , if so be that God will think

upon us, that we perish not.” Evidently the skipper had

no prejudices. Heexpected a man to worship someGod ,

but any god would do. They had called on their gods,

and Jonah was 11ow to call on his: So long as the storm

abated he cared not which member of the Pantheon worked

the miracle.

Jonah went on deck and the crew cast lots to see who

was the cause of all the trouble. Properly they cast “ the

stone " by which the lot was determined.13 Casting lots

was common even among the Jews. There are too many

instances in the Old Testament to be cited . Even in the

New Testament we find the apostles casting lots to decide

who should be the successor of Judas, and this was done

after a special appeal to God.14 What Christian, then , has

a right to laugh at the late General Gordon , who some

times tossed a coin in his perplexity , and took the result

as a decision of Providence ?

The lot fell upon Jonah , who saw that the game was up,

and told the crew to throw him overboard . " So shall the

sea be calm unto you , ” he added , “ for I know that for

my sake this great tempest is upon you . "

13 Drake, p . 12 .
14 Acts i., 24-26 .
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Who would have thought him capable of such unselfish

ness ? Perhaps his asking to be sacrificed was only

making a virtue of necessity . But the crew resolved to

make another effort before turning him into fish-bait.

They laboured in vain , however, and at last they threw

him overboard . They had done their best for him , and

they left him to do the rest for himself. Had they known

he was to be rescued , the captain might have handed him

a bill for daniages.

Immediately “ the sea ceased from her raging. ” Jonah

was oil upon the troubled waters. Throwing a prophet

overboard is evidently the surest way to stop a storni.

Every ship should carry a missionary, whose salary would

bemore than covered by the saving in insurance. Here is

a splendid field for self-sacrifice ! Thousands of gentle

men now engaged in doubtful labour among the heathen

might embark in this business with the certainty of

success.

Jonah was overboard , buthe was notborn to be drowned .

The Lord had “ prepared a great fish " to swallow him .

According to the New Testament it was a whale.15 The

Mohammedans say that Jonah was not actually swallowed ;

at least they declare that the whale swam with its head

above water, that the prophet might breathe

Now the Levant is a strange place for a whale . Besides,

the whale's gullet is very narrow . A herring might pass

through , but Jonah was as big as a barrel. For this reason

the commentators have suggested another fish . : “ Brock

art has shown,” says Drake, " that it must have been a

species of shark ; there are many capable of swallowing

and containing a man .” 17 . But look at the shark's dread

fulrows of teeth ! Whoever passes them is beyond the aid

of surgery. On the whole we prefer the whale. Surely

the Lord who opened the mouth of an ass could widen the

throat of a fish. It was a terrible stretch , but Jonah went

down. Probably both were glad when the operation was

The whale had given Jonah all the hospitality he

had to offer, and the prophet co’ld never say “ I was a

stranger and ye took me not in ."

over .

15 Matthew xii., 40.

16 Sale's Koran , vol. ii., p . 315, footnote.
17
i P. 14 .
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or

Carping critics may object that the whale is not a fish ,

but a warm -blooded mainmal ; yet it lives in the sea , and

that is scientific enough for the Scripture.

The whale swam away with a sore throat. But this was

only the beginning of the trouble . Jonah was in its belly,

“ intestines, " as Drake renders it, but he would not .

dissolve. It is one thing to swallow a prophet and another

to digest him . Jonah was an obstinate morsel. The whale

found him a most unprofitable prophet . He held a kind of

prayer-meeting inside, and the poor animal must have

marvelled at the strange rumbling in its belly . At last

it grew sick of Jonah and vomited him up on dry land .

The narrative states that “ the Lord spake unto the

fish .” But this is ludicrous. We take it to be a pleasantry

or a metaphor. The whale needed no prompting to get

rid of Jonah .

Jonah was in the whale's belly three days and three

nights . Some Mohammedaus extend the number to

forty, 18 and the one estimate is as credible as the other.

How did Jonah resist the powerful gastric juice of a whale ?

How did he breathe without air ? How did he sing a

psalm with nothing to expand his lungs, nothing to pass

his vocal cords, and nothing to convey their vibrations ?

What did he eat and drink ? Did he and the whale fast the

whole of the time? Or did the whale take food as usual,

and perform all its physical functions ? Was it, in fact,

a conceivable position for a man or any other living

creature ? Does not the intellect deride the story as soon

as the imagination realizes its details ?

The Talmudic writers give some interesting items about

this whale . They say it possessed seven eyes one for

every day in the week . They also tell us it was a male,

and that Jonah, finding its entrails too restricted , asked

the Lord to change his quarters . He was then transferred

to a female ; but she was in an interesting condition , and

the accommodation was more limited than before. Jonah

therefore asked the Lord to shift him back to his old

apartments.

Some writers argue that the story of Jonah is astro

nomical ; the prophet being the sun , the whale the dark

18 Koran , vol. ii., p . 135, footnote.
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iless that swallows it , and the vomiting forth the

resurrection of 'the sun in the east. It has also been

surmised that Jonah was a sailor, who putup at a public

house called “ The Whale , " and was turned out when he

had spent his money .

Josephus was a credulous writer, but he enters a timid

caveat in respect to Jonah . He says " it is related ," on

coming to the whale, and concludes by saying , “ I have

given this account as I found it written. " According to

Josephus the whale swam up the Euxine Sea. This is

greedily caught up by Whiston , who says “ it is no way

impossible .”

Since the storm may have driven the ship , while Jonah

was in it, near to that Euxine Sea, and since in three

days more, while he was in the fish's belly , that current

might bring him to the Assyrian coast, and since withal

that coast could bring him nearer to Nineveh than could

any coast of the Mediterranean , it is by no means an

improbable determination in Josephus."'

Whiston was credulous enough for anything. His faith

was equal to the curate's , who said he should have

believed the Bible if Jonah had swallowed the whale in

stead of the whale swallowing Jonah . But the greatest

wonder, after all, is thatmillions of people should swallow

both .

After his discharge from the whale the prophet was

ordered a second time to go to Nineveh, and not wishing

to spend another three days in fish -guts , he did as he was

told .

Jonah " entered into the city a day's journey .' The

whole city was a " three days' journey,” and this does not

mean the circumference, but the diameter. Weknow not

how much ground Jonah covered in a day's journey. He

may have walked four miles or twenty. According to

Diodorus of Sicily the city of Nineveh was twenty leagues

in circumference , but this is a great exaggeration . The

Book of Jonah says it contained 120,000 persons unable to

distinguish their right hands from their left ; that is

Antiquities, bk . ix ., chap . X., footnote .
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120,000 young children ; and this would represent a total

population of 600,000. No doubt these figures are purely

fauciful,but they are sufficient to show a fatal discrepancy

between the arithmetic and the mensuration of the story .

“ Yet forty days, ” cried Jonah , " and Nineveh shall be

overthrown. ' The Septuagint gives three days, and

Justin Martyr forty -three ; 20 that is, Justin reconciled the

two estimates by adding them together.

We are not informed how Jonah 'made himself under

stood . Did he learn the language of the Ninevites before

hand ? Did he hire an interpreter ? Did the Lord

miraculously enable them to understand Hebrew ? Or

was the Lord's inessage written on sandwich-boards for

Jonahi to carry through the streets ?

There is a crack -brained prophet who has several times

warned London of its approaching doom , and been im

prisoned for his pains. But Jonah was more successful.

“ The people of Nineveh believed God ," and the king

himself was converted . He decreed that neither man nor

beast should eat anything, and that both man and beast

should be dressed in sackcloth . Some interpret this

metaphorically, but others literally , asserting that the

sheep, oxen , asses , and dogs were all dressed in the pre

vailing fashion . According to the text the beasts even

“ cried mightily " like the men and women. Never since

the confusion at Babel was there such a frightful hubbub

and clamour.

What an enormous consumption of sackcloth there must

have been on this occasion ! The merchants who sold it

did a surprising business, and the price went up

immensely . It is a matter for wonder that a vast stock

was on hand to supply such a universal demand . And

how the sackcloth' trade must have dwindled afterwards !

Here let us pause and ask sensible men to reflect on the

absurdity of this story. No one but a Jew , with the most

absurd idea of the importance of his own nation , and of

its god , could ever have imagined that a great city like

Nineveh , which probably contained in the height of its

splendour as many inhabitants as a half of Palestine,

could be converted by a single missionary, from a little

20 Drake, p . 21.
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despised people, who worshipped a different deity. The

Ninevites had their own religion , their own priests, and

their own gods. Is it conccivable that they forsook all

these, and worshipped Jehovah , because a single Jew had

paid them a visit , and prophesied their destruction ? Had

Jonah wrought some prodigiousmiracles his success might

have been intelligible, but we are not informed that he

did so ; and his story of a three-days' submarine excursion

in a whale would have made him the laughing -stock of

the whole city . We repeat that the narrative is absolutely

incredible. Only the blind faith of undiscriminating

ignorance could have accepted the fable that a single

Jewish missionary converted a whole imperial city to the

worship of an alien god.

The so -called Higher Critics —— that is , themore sagacious

divines who find it is necessary to admit as much of the

truth about the Bible as can no longer be denied --dismiss

this Jonah story altogether . Canon Driver says “ it is

not strictly historical."

The sudden conversion on such a large scale as (with

out pressing single expressions) is evidently implied, of a

great heathen population , is contrary to analogy ; nor is it

easy to imagine a monarch of the type depicted in the

Assyrian inscriptions behaving as the King of Nineveh is

represented as acting in presence of the Hebrew prophet."

The utmost Canon Driver allows — and no doubt he feels

hemust allow something — is that Jonah did go to Nineveh ,

though not in a whale , and preached there with success,

but “ not upon the scale represented in the book .” Dean

Farrar went farther than this . He asked whether Chris

tians could ever have been supposed to understand the

story “ literally.” The writer was telling a story with a

moral, and for the sake of the moral ; he “ attached no

importance " to the " supernatural incidents " which were

only his “ machinery.” 23 And really the sceptic should

jeering " at this story, which , if read simply
not go on

21 S. R. Driver, D.D., Literature of the Old Testament,

p . 303.

** F. w . Farrar, D.D., The Bible : its Meaning and
Supremacy, p . 239.
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This “

as a story, is " full of divine and deeply needed wisdom .”

Which is an excellent example of what is called a strategic

in'ovement to the rear. Dean Farrar not only gives up

Jonah as history, but swears thathe and his friends never

believed it ; though apparently Jesus Christ did , as we

shall see presently .

But let us return to the narrative. Jehovah saw they

were sorry , and “ repented of the evil he said he would

do unto thein .” He is immutable , but he changes his

mind ; he is infallible, but he repents .

displeased Jonah exceedingly .” He felt that his

reputation was ruined . He was the victim of a shabby

trick . So he sat outside the city and wished he was dead .

The sun beat upon his poor old head , which perhaps was

bald, and the Lord " prepared a gourd ” which grew up

rapidly and sheltered him from the heat. But the Lord

prepared a worm to kill the gourd , and sent a " vehement

east wind,” which made him yearn for death. Thereupon

the Lord said , “ Dost thou well to be angry ? ” And Jonah

said , “ Yes, I do.” Then the Lord, with a pathos foreign

to his character , twitted him with having pity for the

gourd, or rather for himself, and none for " that great

city. "

The Hebrew word which is translated “ gourd ” only

occurs in this passage, and has furnished a fine knot for

the commentators. Anyone who looks at a gourd will

see what kind of shelter it would have afforded. Unless

Jonah stuck his head inside he might as well have dis

pensed with such a protection . “ Commentators are now

agreed, ” says Drake, that it means the plant or shrub

called Palma Christi, the Ricinus communis of the natural

order Euphorbiaceca . It abounds near the Tigris, where

is grows sometimes to an unusual size. " 23 But what does

it matter whether the plant was a gourd , or the Palma

Christi, or any other species of vegetable ? The occurrence

was miraculous, and if the Lord chose he could cover

Jonah's head with a rose-leaf, either by stretching the

leaf or by contracting his head, which some will think

the more difficult operation .

The Lord's tenderness for the people of Nineveh is

28 Drake , p . 26 .
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altogether foreigu to the tone of the Jewish historical

books dealing with the period when he is supposed to

have lived . It shows,that the Book of Jonah must have

been written at a much later period . That is why modern

criticisin looks upon it as a dramatic composition worked

up on a basis of history," 24 the historical basis being

simply the mention of Jonah in the Book of Kings and

the patent fact of the existence of Nineveh .

Epiphanius relates that Jonah left Nineveh, and being

ashamed that his prediction was not verified , he wentwith

his mother to Tyre, where he lived till the day of his

death.25 His tomb is shown in several different places ; a

Turkish mosque is built over it at Gathhepher, it is also

at Mosul, and in Jerome's time it was seen at Gath .

Perhaps he was buried in all three , for nothing is in

credible after his trip with the whale.

No Christian is at liberty to doubt this whale story. It

is as true as Gospel. Jesus gave it the sanction of his

authority .

For as Jonas was three days and three nights in the

whale's belly ; and so shall the Son of man be three days

and three nights in the heart of the earth .
26

As surely as Jesus knew what he was talking about, as

surely as he spent three days and three nights in the

grave between late on Friday night and early on Sunday

morning, so surely Jonah was three days and nights in

the whale's intestines. The story is therefore a part of

the irreducible minimum of the Christian faith . Yet if

the most devout believer had read it in any other book

than the Bible he would have regarded it as appropriate

to the Arabian Nights or the Adventures of Baron Mun

chausen. Being in the Bible, however , both in the Old

and in the New Testament, it is true ; and the puzzled but

dutiful Christian must console himself by reflecting that

" truth is strange- stranger than fiction .”

* Rev. C. Gore (now Bishop of Worcester), in Lux Mundi,

p . 355 .

Calmet, Jonah ." •26 Matthew xii., 40.
25
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Bible Animals

MENAGERIES are delightful places to visit. Their denizens

are not only interesting, but alive . It is not art, but

nature. The animals do not keep one posture and a fixed

gaze. They exhibit the varying emotions of conscious

vitality in limbs, features, and eyes. But the Bible

menagerie is unfortunately cold and dead. Many of its

specimens, it is true, belong to orders of life that still in

habit the earth ; but others are without any living counter

parts, and there are sceptics who suggest that they are

artificial products of a pious imagination .

The first animals specifically mentioned in the Bible are

“ great whales.” 1 They are included among the fish ,

although the whale is not a fish , nor an aquatic animal,

but the degenerate descendant of a terrestrial mammal.

This biological mistake is corrected in the Revised

Version, where the whales are called “ great sea-inonsters."

Calvin translates the Hebrew tannin as tunny fish . Patrick

thinks it means the crocodile , and Adam Clarke any large

animal. Such a beautifully clear language is Hebrew , and

such a happy family are the commentators !

Job is supposed to refer to one of these “ great whales "

in his fantastic description of leviathan, who in the

Revised Version is degraded into a crocodile. According

to the great Rabbi Kimchi it is the sameanimal which is

mentioned in the Creation Story, and the largest fish in

the sea. But whether leviathan was a whale or a crocodile ,

no extant specimens of either in the least resemble Job's

description . Where are the comely proportions,” the

pyrotechnic “ neesings,” the eyes “ like the eyelids of the

morning," and the hot breath that could light a fire with

outmatches ? According to Calmet the Christian Fathers

understood leviathan in a moral sense , as “ the devil, the

enemy of mankind , the serpent.”

i Genesis i., 21.

* See also Calmet,

2
Job xii.

“ Leviathan ."
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The most distinguished member of the “ great whale "

family was the one who entertained Jonah when he was

literally in danger of perishing from water on the brain .

Having already dealt with that pretty story we need only

remark what a pity it is that so little is known of this

interesting " spouter."

Had he a father , had he a mother,

Had he a sister, had he a brother ?

Did he come from the North Atlantic or the South Pacific ?

Did he find his way back , and meet his long lost

relations ? Anyhow it was a wonderful whale , and any

Aquarium that possessed one like it, with a preacher who

could stand being swallowed and vomited , would return

a very handsome dividend .

The Bible menagerie is well supplied with serpents .

One ofthem was a truly remarkable creature , who held a

conversation with Mrs. Eve and introduced her to the for

bidden fruit . She was not in the least astonished at its

powers of speech . Josephus indeed says that the serpent

lived with Adam and Eve en famille , and had legs and 12

human voice. Adain Clarke, however, in a learned dis

quisition on the Hebrew machash , concludes that it means

an ape, and perhaps an orang-outang. Some of the

Rabbis were of this opinion , affirming that Mrs. Eve

succumbed to the ape's seductions, and supplying some

nasty details from their dirty imaginations.

Some of the animals in Eden may have sunk into

oblivion . What a pity it is that the world has lost the

first Zoological Dictionary ! It was compiled by Adam ,

who gave names to every beast of the field and every

fowlof the air. Perhaps the volume was ornamented with

cuts by the old man or one of the boys, and it may have

been preserved and used by Noah in checking the animals

as they entered the Ark . But where it is now no man

knoweth , no, not even the angels in heaven .

Mrs. Eve's tempter is not the only talking animal in

the Bible menagerie. There is Balaam's ass , whose

5
Antiquities, bk . i., chap . i.

Bayle's Dictionary, " Adam . "

Genesis ii., 19 .
6
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exploits we have already narrated. As the Lord opened

its mouth , it may not have been a very loquacious animal.

According to the story , its eloquence required to be

stimulated with a stick ; which is an excellent hint to

congregations that are troubled with a dull preacher .

Recurring to serpents, the Lord sent “ fiery ” ones

among the Jews for murmuring at his commissariat in the

wilderness. ? The bite of this reptile was mortal to “ much

people.” Some of the bitten ones, however, recovered by

a sort ofhomeopathic treatment. They looked at a serpent

of brass , stuck on a pole , and were healed. We commend

this remedy to the attention of the British Government in

India , where thousands of natives are killed every year

by reptiles.

This story of the brazen serpent, which had the power

of curing snake-bites, opens a very interesting chapter of

religious culture. The serpent was a symbol of life and

also of healing, especially in Egypt, where Moses is said

to have acquired his learning . The legend of the brazen

serpentmust therefore be older than the Genesaic story of

the Fall, in which the serpent is degraded to the position

of the enemy ofmankind .

According to the second Book of Kings the identical

brazen serpent made by Moses was preserved until the

reign of Hezekiah, and actually worshipped by the Jews,

who “ did burn incense to it.” But the king broke it up ,

and called it Nehushtan , or a brazen bauble.

The fiery serpents in Numbers are really serpentine

seraphim . They are mentioned in the New Testament 13

and by Isaiah, " who gives them hands and speech . God's

command to Moses is not “ Make thee a fiery serpent,'

as the Authorised Version reads, but “ Make thee a

seraph .".” 12 The whole legend is a relic of animal worship .

The Egyptians adored the ibis , the cat, and the crocodile ,

as well as the serpent, and the Jews who are said to have

resided in the Nile valley were infected with the same

9

? Numbers xxi., 6.

* C . S. Wake, Serpent Worship , p . 94, etc.

2 Kings xviii., 4 .

10 Hebrews i., 7 .

12 Cruden's Concordance, Serpent.”
11. vi., 2 .

6
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superstition . Wesee an illustration of this in the story

connected with Mount Sinai. When Jehovah and Moses

had both apparently ended in smoke, the Jews called ou

Aaron to be their leader and to make them a new god .

He obligingly made them a golden calf - out of their

metal, not out of his -- and they danced round it in a state

of nudity , to the great di Ist of Moses, whose mind was

sublimely elevated by a recent view of Jehovah's " back

parts.” Now this calf of Aaron's is very suggestive of the

Egyptian worship of Apis in the form of a young bull.

Related to the fiery serpents are the dragons which are

mentioned fourteen times in the Bible . Dragons could

walk or fly ; their shape was something like a lizard's ;

they were covered with hard scales ; their tails were long

and powerful; they had monstrous jaws with several

ranks of terrible teeth, and their claws were viciously keen

and strong. The species is unknown to Science , but has

been very serviceable to poets and romancers. Yet no less

than fourteen times, as we have said , does the Bible certify

its existence, and it cannot be eliminated from the Bible

menagerie. Whoever doubts the existence of dragons is

an unbeliever, and all unbelievers shall have their portion

in the lake that burneth with brimstone and fire .

Flying also , and serpentine, is the cockatrice, which

the Revised Version has changed into a basilisk - a

distinction without a difference . This marvellous creature

is several times mentioned in Holy Writ.

animal there is,” says old Sir Thomas Browne, “ if we

evade not the testimony of Scripture.” This quaint and

learned author, a man of genius with all his credulities,

gives a list of profane writers who have mentioned it,

from Pliny to Scaliger, and gravely asserts on the latter's

authority that “ a basilisk was found at Rome in the days

of Leo the Fourth .” The modern basilisk , according to

Browne, is “ generally described with legs, wings, a ser

pentine and winding tail, and a crest or comb something

like a cock . But the basilisk of elder times was a proper

kind of serpent, not above three palms long." 13 Whether

winged or not, it had two peculiarities. It killed with its

glances, and it was hatched by a toad or a serpent from an

" Such an

18 Browne, Vulgar Errors, bk . iii., ch . vii.
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egg laid by a cock.14 Weshould like to see such a cock .

It would be a knowing old bird. The only cock , in our

opinion , likely to do the feat, was the one that crowed at

Peter; and no doubt the apostle would share our idea of

that astonishing fowl.

The presence of a cockatrice in the Bible menagerie is

surprising if we regard it as the Word of God . It is , how

ever, the word of a number of ancient Jews, and , as Mr.

H. B. Cowper remarks, “ The race of Rabbis delighted in

creating animals otherwise unknown in heaven above or

earth below . " 15 They sported a wild cock whose feet

rested on the earth while its head touched heaven ; and a

bird called the zig , of such magnitude that its outspread

wings caused an eclipse of the sun . Another fowl was so

colossal that one of its eggs, dropping on the earth , broke

down three hundred cedars , and submerged sixty villages .

Eggs like that would be dirt cheap at tenpence a dozen .

Among the unclean animals forbidden by the Levitical

law are “ fowls that creep, going upon all four.” 16 This

is a very interesting species. Four-legged birds are a

novelty in ornithology. They are only to be seen in the

Biblemenagerie .

Two verses farther on we are introduced to creeping

things “ which have legs above their feet.” Apparently

the Jews were acquainted with creeping things that had

feet above their legs.

Locusts , beetles, and grasshoppers are not edible now .

The most cunning French chef would hesitate to concoct

a dish from such rareties. But Moses recommended them

to the Jews."? Yet he prohibited jugged hare on the

ground that the hare " cheweth the cud," and is therefore

14

.
So late as 1710 the French Academy received a memoir

from M. Lapeyronie, of Montpellier , on some or cock's eggs,

brought to him by a farmer. Some learned blockheads

examined one, and found no yolk , but a coloured particle in

the centre, which they took to be the young serpent. The

cock was dissected, but the farmer brought more eggs. They

were laid by his hens ! See Sir Thomas Browne's Works

(Bohn's edition ), vol. i., p . 257, Editor's 'footnote .

Journal of Sacred Literature , Jan., 1868, “ The Talmud."
Leviticus xi., 20 .

17 Leviticus xi., 21-23.

15

16
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unclean . Which is one of the mistakes ofMoses ;-for the

hare is not a ruminant. No doubt the inspired penman

observed the hare's habit of moving its jaws when rest

ing, and fell into a very natural error. But Jehovah

should have set him right on this point. It is also curious

that Jehovah should take so much trouble to discriminate

between clean and unclean animals in the time of Moses,

when the distinction was well known before the Flood.is

May we not conclude that the Levitical law with respect

to clean and unclean animals was borrowed from Egypt ?

Let us take the case of the pig .

In ancient Egypt, within historical times, the pig

occupied the sanie dubious position as in Syria and

Palestine, though at first sight its uncleanliness is more

prominent than its sanctity . The Egyptians are generally

said by Greek writers to have abhorred the pig as a foul

and loathsome animal. If a man so much as touched a

pig in passing, he stepped into the river with all his

clothes on , to wash off the taint. To drink pig's milk was

believed to cause leprosy to the drinker. Swineherds,

though natives of Egypt, were forbidden to enter any

temple, and they were the only men who were thus

excluded. No one would give his daughter in marriage to

a swineherd , or marry a swineherd's daughter ; the swine

herds married among themselves."
19

rite . ” 20

The loathsome pig , however, was eaten sacramentally

once a year, when the animal was sacrificed to the moon

and Osiris ; and Mr. Frazer remarks that “ down to the

time of Isaiah some of the Jews used to meet secretly in

the gardens to eat the flesh ofswine and mice as a religious

Mr. Frazer holds that the pig was sacred before

it was unclean, and this is certainly in harmony with the

facts .

There is in the Bible menagerie a small unclean animal,

which requires to be examined with a inicroscope. The

Egyptians recognized it as Jehovah's favourite . His

presence was apparent when the dust of Egypt was turned

18Genesis vii. , 2 .

19 J. G.Frazer, The Golden Bough , vol. ii., p . 52.

30 Isaiah lxv., 3, 4 ; lxyi., 3 , 17.
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into lice . But this is a subject that gives one the creeps ;

so we leave it for something more sublime.

Perhaps the most extraordinary of Bible animals are the

cherubim . They are a curious kind of fowl, generally

depicted with plenty of head and no stern . A graphic

description of them is given by Ezekiel.21 They have four

faces ; three more than any decent creature ought to have,

though only twice asmany as some pious people possess;

a cherub's, a lion's, a man's,and an eagle's. Their bodies,

backs, hands, and wings are covered with eyes , so that

there is no getting round them . St. John 22 improves on

Ezekiel by splitting this composite creature into four

separate ones - omitting the cherub , however, and sub

stituting a calf. Each of these four beasts has six wings

“ full of eyes before and behind .” They act as a body

guard to the celestial king, and protect his throne against

Republicans and Anarchists. No doubt they face the

inhabitants of the New Jerusalem and turn their many

eyed posteriors to their sovereign, who probably dotted

them with optics in that quarter to break the monotony

of his prospect and give the surface an air of intelligence .

What a price would the great American showman give

for one of these creatures ! Hemight sell the rest of his

establishment and make a colossal fortune on the Hebrew

wonder. Walk up, walk up ! ladies and gentlemen ; see,

the four-headed marvel with one leg and twomillion eyes ,

just purchased at immense price from Messrs . Ezekiel and

St. John , head keepers of the Bible menagerie, and

warranted genuine by the Pope of Rome and the Arch

bishop of Canterbury .

According to Josephus the cherubim were of a shape that

no one could tell, or even conjecture." 23 Clement of

Alexandria affirmed that the Egyptians imitated the

cherubim of the Hebrews in their sphinxes and hiero

glyphical animals,24 but inodern scholars know that the

borrowers were the Jews.

In respect of optics the cherubim bore a resemblance to

21
X., 12-14 .

22 Revelation iv., 6-8.

23 Antiquities, bk . viii., chap . iii.

Cherub ."34
Calmet,
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Argus of the Greek mythology , to whom Juno gave the

custody of lö .

The head of Argus (as with stars the skies)

Was compassid round, and wore a hundred eyes.

By two by turns their lids in slumbers steep ;

The rest on duty still their station keep ;

Nor could the total constellatiou sleep.25

9 ) 26

28

Similarly the cherubim of Revelation " rest not day and

night.

Another animal now regarded as fabulous is the unicorn ,

which is mentioned seven times in the Bible. There is

also a satyr,"? which the Revised Version rashly changes

into a he-goat. This creature existed in othermythologies,

especially the Grecian and Roman . Its upper part was

that of a ipan , its lower part that of a goat; its head was

decorated with horns, and its whole body covered with

thick hair. This was also the figure of the great Pau him

self, who is philosophically explained by Bacon , in one

of his most beautiful compositions.? But such her

meneutics are above the heads of the vulgar, to whom

every symbol becoines a mere object of sense . The satyr

is spoken of as an actual creature by Isaiah. Its existence

was doubtless a certitude to the Jews as it was to the

Gentiles. Even in the days of Sylla , we are told , á satyr

was surprised while sleeping in a cave, and brought to the

general, who was so disgusted with it that he ordered it

to be instantly reinoved.? But of course the story is as

fabulous as the satyr.

The Bible inenagerie likewise boasts the horses of fire,

like the flaming steeds of Apollo, that carried Elijah to

heaven . There is also Aaron's rod that turns into a

serpent and swallows , other serpents like greased

lightning. Wemay observe some fine attractions in what

Heine called the Menagerie of the Apocalypse . There is

the Son of Man (i., 13-16 ) with white woolly hair, brass

29

25 Ovid , Metamorphoses, bk . i.

26 iv ., 8 .

27 Isaiah xiii., 21 .

28 Wisdom of the Ancients, “ Pan or Nature ?

Lemprière, Satyrs. "

29 9 )
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feet, a voice like a cataract, and fiery eyes, occupied in

doing the sword trick . The 'lamb (v ., 6 ) with seven horns

and seven eyes! The locusts (ix ., 7-10) shaped like horses ,

with men's faces; women's hair, lion's teeth , scorpion's

tails , iron breast-plates, and golden crowns. The leopard

(xiii., 1-2 ) with bear's feet, a lion's mouth, seven heads,

and ten horns. The great red dragon (xii., 3-4 ) with seven

crowned heads and ten horns, and a tail that whisks down

a third part of the stars of heaven on the earth . What

a tail !

The show should also include the hornets that Jehovah

promised to send before the Jews to drive out the Hivite ,

the Canaanite , and the Hittite from the promised land ,30

and the flies that he “ hissed for ” from the uttermost part

of the rivers of Egypt.s? According to Bruce, the traveller ,

this must inean the zimb, which is not an ordinary fly ,

but â big , strong insect that bores through the skin of

man and beast, and makes wounds even on the backs of

rhinoceroses and elephants .

Nor should the collection fail to include specimens of

those hardy Egyptian cattle that were first killed by the

murrain , then plagued with boils, and afterwards killed

again with fiery hail.32

Behemoth , likewise ,must not be omitted. But stay ; 011

second thoughts it seenis best to dismiss him , for he is

degraded into a very commonplace character in the Revised

Version . Juvenile imaginations, inflamed by the extrava

gant descriptions in Job ,32 picture something as large as

a cathedral; but alas ! the great Behemoth turns out to

be our old friend the hippopotamus ; yet is he altered since

the days of Job, for it is no longer found that “ his force

is in the navel of his belly. ”

Thegiants must remain , however, although the Revised

Version is ashamed of them . They are such monsters that

ordinary men look like grasshoppers beside thein.34 And

the country they come from seems to be on the same scale ,

for it takes two ordinary men to carry a single cluster of

.its grapes.36

39 Exodus xxiii., 28 .

32 Exodus ix .

34 Numbers xiii., 33.

31 Isaiah vii., 18-19.

38 Job xl.

v . 23
35
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Wemay here observe that many'animals in the Bible

menagerie are wrongly ticketed , especially those in the

eleventh of Leviticus. The eagle should be the vulture,

the vulture the kite , the kitė the red kite , the owl the

ostrich , the nighthawk the owl, the cuckoo the gull, the

ferret the gecko, the chameleon the frog , the mole the

chameleon, the bittern the porcupine, the swan the ibis ,

and the heron the grasshopper. At least, we gather so

from the Revised Version ; and the sooner the tickets are

changed the better for the children who visit the show .

There is a dog in the Bible menagerie, but it is treated

with great contempt. “ By the law ,” says Cruden , " it

was declared unclean , and was very much despised among

the Jews : the most offensive expression they could use

was to compare a man to a dead dog.” 36 What disgusting

ingratitude ! The dog has played an important part in the

history of civilization, and is held in esteem by almost

every people except the Jews. The Zend Avesta enjoins

kindness to our canine companions, because he who made

man inade the dog also . Compare this with St. Paul's

exclamation , “ Doth God care for oxen ? " 37 Before

Christians can display due care for the lower animals they

must expel the Jewish virus from their blood. It was not

the teaching of the Bible that made Byron , the sceptical

poet, pen those touching lines on the death of his dog ,

" Boatswain " : --

But the poor dog , in life the firmest friend ,

The first to welcome, foremost to defend ,

Whose honest heart is still his master's own,

Who labours , fights , lives, breathes for him alone,

Unhonour'd falls, unnoticed all his worth ,

Denied in heaven the soul he held on earth ;

While man , vain insect ! hopes to be forgiven ,

And claims himself a sole exclusive heaven .

There are two Bible animals which ought to have a chapter

to themselves : the angel, of which there are several

varieties, and the Columba Paracletus, the holy dove or

pigeon, the third person of the blessed Trinity - in short,

36 Concordance, “ Dog."

1 Corinthians ix ., 9 .
97
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the Holy Ghost . All we care to say here is that it is very

strange to the merely carnal mind that one third of the

Christian Godhead , in the form of a bird , should perchi

upon another third of the Christian Godhead, in the forin

of a man - as we are told was the case at the baptism of

Jesus Christ in the river Jordan . One shudders to think

what might have happened if the occurrence had taken

place two thousand years later, when an unwitting sports

man might have innocently taken a pot-shot at “ the

Comforter ” and caused a terrible vacancy in the Christian

pantheon .

The curious animals already described will prove that

the Bible menagerie is a unique collection . It can never

be paralleled by human science, for inany specimens

were created for this particular exhibition . Here you may

talk with a serpent, or exchange civilities with a jackass :

and, when in want of refreshments, you may be served by

the raven who brought sandwiches to Elijah.38 Yes , it is

the greatest show on earth , and it defies competition.

1

re

* i Kings svii , 6 .
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Bible Ghosts

THE belief in ghosts is rapidly dying out. They are

scarcely ever heard of in towns, except in a forlorn con

dition at Spiritist séances, where they are at the beck and

call of professionalmediums, and reduced to playing tricks

for their sport and profit. Most surviving ghosts lurk

about villages and lonely homsesteads. The reason of

this is obvious. Life and society quicken the intellect in

towns, while the quiet and solitude of the country stimu

late the imagination . And ghosts are entirely a matter of

fancy. Likemiracles they depend on faith . If you believe

in them you may see them ; if you do not you never

will.

The Bible abounds with these phantasms. They are of

various kinds, from little spectres to the great Ghost ,

commonly called Holy , who himself appears in a variety

of forms. Such a fact is not surprising when we consider

that this book is full of the grossest superstitions. When

its author came on earth in the person of Jesus Christ, he

actually thought thatmad people had devils in them , and

were to be cured by the exorcist instead of the doctor.

Nothing unscientific or absurd, therefore, should surprise

us in his writings. We ought rather to be thankful, ini

reading them , for the smallest mercies in the shape of

knowledge and common-sense .

We are very early introduced in the Old Testament to a

ghost. The second verse ofGenesis says that “ the Spirit

of God moved upon the face of the waters ." But as there

were no eyes to view this ocean traveller, the very fish not.

being then in existence , we have no notion of its form er

feature. All we can say is that it was the loneliest ghost

on record , with the most miserable occupation . It was

worse off even than Noah , for although he sailed the seas

for twelve months without sight of land , and must have

been heartily sick of so much water, it is not unreasonable

to suppose that he had a drop of " something short ” in
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side his floating menagerie ; especially when we reflect

that the first thing he did after the Flood , directly he had

offered his burnt offering to the Lord , was to get dead

drunk .

The next ghost was the Lord God ," whom Adam and

Eve heard " walking in the garden in the cool of the day ."

Scripture states that they heard his voice , so he was

probably holding a conversation with himself ; which is

a common thing with persons of weak intellect. This is

quite in keeping with the sequel, which displays him in a

dreadful passion at occurrences which anyone but a fool

would naturally have expected. Yet this ghost is, in a

manner, an advance on the first, having passed, as

Herbert Spencer would say , from the homogenous to the

heterogenous state, from the simple to the complex. The

Spirit of the Lord " appears to have been a gaseous body,

if we may so speak of a ghost; butthe “ Lord God ” has a

voice and a walking apparatus, and is therefore organic.

We wonder how long this process of development took .

The ghostly biologist who answers that question will

settle a puzzling problem in chronology ; namely , the

length of time between “ in the beginning ” and the

creation of Adam .

After the Flood , and until the Jews settled down in

Palestine, the Lord frequently appeared again . He visited

Abraham several times, and on one occasion stopped io

dinner . Two of his angels , or himself divided into two,

called on Lot at Sodom , and put up with him for the

night. He met acob near Jabbok brook 'and held a

wrestling match with him , in which , after many hours'

rough sport, he was at last defeated , although he dislocated

his adversary's thigh . Moses saw him in a burning bush,

in a public-house, and on a mountain , where he spent forty

days with him and had a panoramic view of his “ after

wards." Altogether Jahveh was a pretty busy ghost, until

he found it more respectable and prudent to cultivate ?

retiring disposition .

There were many angelic ghosts in the Old Testament

who played various parts, such as heavenly messengers,

promisers of children to barren wives (these were doubt

less young and good -looking), lying prophets and whole

sale murderers. But the most remarkable angels were the
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sons of God who saw the daughters ofmen that they were

fair, and who were apparently the progenitors of a mongrel

race of giants . It has, however, been suggested that this

narrative was written by a subtle satirist who sailed as

close to the wind as lie could ; that these sons ofGod were

priests , who are always fond of the fair sex ; and that the

mongrel offspring were the bastard children they pro

created .

The first Bible ghost, in the more modern sense of the

word, is that of the prophet Samuel, who was raised by

the witch of Endor: This old lady kept a " familiar

spirit,” and no doubt a bristly tom - cat. Her trade was

summoning ghosts in the dead of night. She was one of

the survivors of a numerous tribe of witches and wizards

whom Saul had rooted out of the land in his vigorous and

sensible reign ; but in his decline, when the priests and

conjurors were all against him , and he was himself

troubled with fits of melancholy and superstition , he paid

this old Hecate a visit. Apparently ashamed of his weak

ness, he went in disguise, and asked her to bring up

Samuel. There was much haggling before she would

begin the performance , for according to the law here life

was in danger, but at last she brought the old fellow up.

Probably as business had been dull of late, she had grown

unused to ghosts ; at any rate , when she saw Samuel she

screamed , and fancied she saw streams of spectres issuing

from the ground.

Samuel wore a mantle , so there are clothes in the spirit

world , as the Spiritists of to -day aver, although some of

their lady mediums have been detected playing the ghost

themselves with devilish little on .

Samuel's ghost spoke, and all other ghosts indulge more

or less in the same diversion . They generally talk utter

nonsense, although Samuel's language was rather wicked

than absurd . Weshould like to know what.sort of a voice

he had. Superstition generally ascribes to ghosts the.

ghost of a voice. Savages describe the spirit-voice as a

chirp or murmur, and the classic descriptions of Homer

and Qvid are very similar. Shakespeare makes the King's

ghost in Hamlet speak monotonous lines which we

naturally associate with subdued accents ; and the low ,

mysterious tone is still affected by the “ familiar spirits
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of modern mediums. A screaming ghost would be a

screaming farce. Those who wish to find the explanation

of this and may other facts of Animism should consult

Dr. E. B. Tylor's magnificent work on Primitive

Culture .

Let us make a leap to the time of Elijah , who played an

extraordinary trick with a ghost. He was lodging with a

widow at Zarephath , and living on her miraculous barrel

ofmeal and cruse of oil, which never failed , but gave forth

perennial supplies of pancakes. This fortunate lady's

boy fell ill and died , and she reproached the prophet with

being the cause of her loss. Elijah in turn gave the Lord

a lecture on the subject, and asked what he meantby slay

ing the poor woman's son . He then carried the little

corpse up into the garret which he occupied rent free, laid

it on his bed, “ stretched himself upon the child three

times,” and besought the Lord to let its soul come back .

His prayer was heard, the third stretch was lucky , “ the

soul of the child came into him again , and he revived."

Curiously, there is a similar feat recorded of Elisha, who

inherited Elijah's mantle , and the goodwill of his business.

Elisha's hostess, however, was not a widow , but a wife .

Her husband was old, and she had no child when Elisha

first came to their house, but that little deficiency was

soon remedied . Presently she had a son and heir , who

grew big enough to carry his father's dinner to the reap

ing field , where , alas ! he was killed by a sunstroke.

Elisha operated on the corpse as Elijah had done before

him . He stretched himself on the child , mouth on mouth ,

eyes on eyes, and hands on hands, gave it a good warming,

and then went downstairs to get up the steam again ,

perhaps over a bottle of inspiration. Being well primed,

he ascended and gave the corpse another cuddle. This

effort was crowned with complete success. The child's

soul returned , he sneezed seven times, and opened his

eyes, no doubt thinking Elisha had given him snuff.

What a fine example of barbaric superstition ! Among

savages, such as the ancient Jews undoubtedly were , it

is a common belief that the soul leaves the body when a

man faints or dies , and may sometimes be brought back

by calling on it ; and thus, says Tylor, “ the bringing

back of lost souls becomes a regular part of the sorcerer's
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or priest's profession .” Elijah and Elisha seem both to

have been in this line of business, and these two cases

may have been recorded merely as specimens of their

skill.

And how interesting and instructive is that incident of

the child sneezing seven times ! The breath and the soul

were the same thing, and both passed through the nose .

God breathed into Adam's nostrils the breath of life . At

the Flood all in whose nostrils was the breath of life died .

Jacob , as Tylor says, prayed that man's soul might not

thenceforth depart from his body when he sneezed . It

has been a general custom to utter a pious ejaculation on

sneezing ; and when , after a good sneeze, Christians say,

“ God bless me! ” they are unconsciously performing an

ancient religious rite. Sternutation is widely associated

with demoniacal possession . The idea appears among

peoples so diverse as the Hindus, the Persians, the Kelts ,

the Kaffirs , and the Jews, not to mention a number of

other races. The Messalians, an heretical sect, used to

spit and blow their noses to expel the demons they might

have drawn in with their breath . There are pictures of

mediæval exorcists driving out devils through the

patients' nostrils ; and centuries earlier Josephus told of

his seeing a certain Jew , named Eleazar, cure demoniacs

by drawing the demons out through the same channel.

Yes, the nose is as prominent in religious history as it is

on our faces, and its intimate connection with the soul

may explain why the priests have always led us by this

particular organ .

Elisha's bones, although they could not resuscitate

themselves , had the power of reviving others. A corpse

dropped hurriedly into his sepulchre stood up alive and

kicking. Ezekiel saw a whole valley of dry bones start

into life again . Probably the old ghosts were ready to

resume their bodies at a very short notice , for they were

supposed to haunt the place of their burial. Quite

another kind of ghost was the one that passed before the

face of Eliphaz in the dead of night and made the " hair

of his flesh ” stand up like quills upon the fretful

porcupine. Unfortunately we have no description of it ;

yet, as it preached a long sermon , wemay conjecture that

it was the ghost of a parson looking out for a fresh pulpit.

F2
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Jesus Christ himself was considered a ghost by some of

the early heretics. They could not conceive that Deity

was born of woman , ate , drank , and slept, and suffered an

ignominious death ; so they held that the Messiah was

not a being of flesh and blood , but a phantasm . There is

something to be said for this opinion , for the same Jesuis

who was crucified and buried ascended into heaven ; and

does not St. Paul say that “ flesh and blood cannot inherit

the kingdom of God ” ? But on the other hand there are

the very plain , unequivocal words which Luke puts into

the mouth of Jesus on his appearance to the eleven , “ A

spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye see mehave." This

seems decisive. Yet those fastidious heretics may be met

half way, for if Jesus was not a ghost, he was at least the

son of a ghost.

With the exception of those spirits Jesus was in the

habit of casting out from people who never possessed

them , a sprightly variety of which he sent into the

Gadarean swine, the first authentic ghost he took in hand

was that of Jairus's daughter. Somecritics , among whom

is Olshausen , throw doubt on this. When Jesus came :0 ,

raise the girl from the dead , in other words to call her

ghost back , he said , " The maid not dead , but

sleepeth .” Those critics take the language literally , and

assert that it was not a case of resurrection at all.

Matthew , Mark , and Luke narrate this story, but John

does not . Mark and Luke both say that Jesus, after

restoring the maid to her friends, charged them that they

should tell no man , while Matthew says that " the fame

thereof went abroad into all that land ." This is a good

illustration of Gospel Harmony. Yet it is fair to say that

the different stories may be reconciled by supposing that

Jesus asked them to keep the miracle a secret , in order to

get it well published.

Jesus raised up more than one person from the dead, as

indeed was to be expected , for Rabbi Acha in the Talmud

only expressed the general belief when he said that “ in

the Messianic time God will wake the dead , as he did

before by Eljiah , Elisha, and Ezekiel.” The second case

was that of the widow's son at Nain . Jesus resuscitated

him publicly, before “ much people as he was being

carried to the grave. Of course the young man, like the
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young maid , was never heard of again ; and although the

rumour went forth through all Judæa, ” it never reached

the ears of Matthew ,Mark , and John . Josephus did not

hear of it , nor even Paul, for he told Agrippa that Christ

was the first that rose from the dead , and in Corinthians

(xv. 20) he calls him " the first fruits of them that slept."

For any useful result, or any conviction it produced , this

miracle was like the barren fig -tree .

Philostratus relates a similar story of Apollonius of

Tyana , wlio met one day in the streets of Rome a damsel

carried out to burial, followed by her betrothed , and by a

weeping company. He bade them set down the bier, say

ing he would stanch their tears ; and having enquired her

name, whispered something in her ear, and then , taking

her by the hand , he lifted her up, and she began straight

way to speak , and returned to her father's house. This

story is quite as beaụtiful as Luke's and probably quite

as true.

A far more beautiful story is told of Buddha. Professor

Rhys Davids and other Buddhist scholars narrate it with

slight variations, but it is more finely rendered in Sir

Edwin Arnold's Light of Asia . A young mother brings

the Master her dying child , bitten by a poisonous snake,

and implores his aid . Gazing at her with his gentle eyes,

and laying on her his patient hand, he says that there

is one thing which might heal her grief and the boy's

wound , if she could find it ; a black mustard -seed , taken

from a house where no father, mother, child or slave has

died . But she seeks it in vain , for although those of

whom she begs kindly offer her the seed, she cannot take

it, because every house bears the taint of death ; and she

returns to the pitiful wise Master with the sad news.

My sister ! thou hast found ,” the Master said ,

Searching for whatnone finds — that bitter balm

I had to give thee. He thou lovedst slept

Dead on thy bosom yesterday : to -day

Thou know'st the whole wide world weeps with

thy woe :

The grief which all hearts share grows less for

one .

Lo ! I would pour my blood if I could stay

Thy tears and win the secret of that curse
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Which makes sweet love our anguish , and which

drives

O'er flowers and pastures to the sacrifice

As these dumb beasts are driven - men their

lords.

I seek that secret : bury thou thy child ."

How pathetic, yethow sane ! How far above Luke's story

of Christ, which teaches no lesson and touches no eternal

problem !

Luke claims to have had “ perfect understanding of all

things from the very first,” and he certainly beats the

other evangelists in his account of the ruler's daughter .

Yet he yields to John in the case of Lazarus. John , indeed ,

beats all three of his rivals hollow in this matter ; for,

while he hunts up all the details of the gentleman's

resurrection, they never once get upon the scent .

Lazarus was loved by Jesus ; he lived and died, rose

from the tomb, and lived and died again , unless he is still

roaming the earth ; yet Matthew , Mark , and Luke never

heard of him . What makes this ignorance still more

striking is that John represents the raising of Lazarus as

the fact which provoked the resentment of the chiefpriests

and Pharisees, and led to the crucifixion of Christ .

Jesus knew that his friend Lazarus lay dying, but would

not save his life , because he meant to work a bigger

miracle . When he arrived at Bethany , Martha and Mary

were surrounded with sympathetic friends, and weeping

over their brother's grave. The scene was so affecting

that “ Jesus wept too , although he knew , which they

did not, that in less than a minute Lazarus would be

restored to life . Jesus is called “ the man of sorrows,'

and not without cause, for he seems to have been able to

pipe his optics on the smallest provocation .

Lazarus liad been dead four days, and his flesh was

rather high . Martha said , “ he stinketh " ; and St.

Ambrose wrote that the smell was like Egyptian darkness

-so thick , that it could be felt. But Jesus, being the

son of Jahveh , and used to the sickly odour of burnt

offerings, was not deterred by such a trifle . Approach

ing the tomb he first asked his celestial parent to back

him up, and then shouted “ Lazarus, come forth ! ”
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Whereupon the corpse started up all alive , but not kick

ing, for it was bound hand and foot with graveclothes,

and must have looked remarkably like a bale of bacon .

But of course he was soon unpacked , and taken home.

Many people saw this miracle, yet it was not mentioned

at the trial of Jesus before Pilate. What a strange omis

sion ! If Lazarus had been produced in court, with the

witnesses of his resurrection , is it likely that Pilate would

have sentenced Jesus to death ? Or, if the chief priests

and Pharisees believed in the miracle , would they have

tried to kill one who had proved himself the master of

Death ?

Why did Jesus shout " Lazarus, come forth ” ? Would

not a whisper liave done as well ? There is a theatrical

air about the whole performance. Renan suggests that

it was all a trick , got up between Lazarus and Jesus,

when the latter's head was turned and his conscience per

verted by the Messianic delusion . Dr. Davidson saves the

credit,of his Saviour by impeaching John's accuracy, and

charging him with or converting the Lazarus of the

parable in Luke into a historical person.” Keim also

holds that “ not a doubt can remain ofthe spuriousness of

the whole story .” A host of Biblical critics agree with

this view , including Schenkel, Strauss , Baur, Weisse, and

Hilgenfeld.

What became of Lazarus after his resurrection ? Scrip

ture is silent, but illition says he became Bishop of

Marseilles , which is doubtless as true as that he wrote

the “ Marseillaise . " Epiplanius relates that he lived

thirty years after luis “ second birth .” What a pity he

did not occupy some of the time by writing his auto

biography ! The history of the four days he spent God

knows where would have been the best bit of literary

property in the market.

There is a tradition that the first thing Lazarus asked

on coming to , was whether he should die again ; on being

Yes,” he never smiled more. Had he then , like

Jesus a little later, spent those four days in hiell ? Or had

he been to heaven , and fin ing it dismally monotonous,

as Revelation depicts, was he terrified at the thought of

returning, and dwelling for ever with what Heine called

“ all the menagerie of the Apocalypse " ? Robert

told "
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Browning has brought great learning and subtlety to

bear on this subject, in his Epistle of Karshish the

Arab Physician , but of course he is a poet and not a

theologian .
Jesus Christ's ghost will be dealt with in another

chapter . We conclude this one with a few words on the

great ghost, the ghost of ghosts, the Holy Ghost . Let us,

dear reader, approach this mystical spirit with fear and

trembling ; for blasphemy against the Holy Ghost is a

sin that will never be forgiven us in this world or in the

next. It leads as surely to the pit as jumping from the

gallery of a theatre ; and is all the inore to be dreaded

because nobody knows what it is .

Men have speculated whether this being should be

called he, she, or it. But the story of its overshadow

ing ” Mary seems decisive on that point. What shape the

heavenly father of Jesus took when he visited Joseph's

young woman is a moot point. Protestant writers shirk

the subject, but Catholics go in for the dove or the pigeon .

They ridicule the Pagan story of Jove's making love to

Leda in the form of a swan , and becoming the father of

Castor and Pollux. But what difference is there between

these two myths except in the size of the bird ? Yet to

laugh at the one is legitimate fun , while to laugh at the

other is uupardonable sini.

There is no doubt as to the Holy Ghost's form on his

next appearance. When Jesus was baptized " he saw the

spirit of God descending like a dove, and lighting upon

him . ' This is Matthew's account. Luke goes farther.

He writes as though all the bystanders witnessed the

inarvel as well as Jesus, " The heaven was opened , and

the Holy Ghost descended in a bodily shape like a

dove. "

The last appearance of the Holy Ghost was on that

famous day of Pentecost, when he came in the form of

tongues of fire on the heads of the twelve apostles. The

effect of this visitation was singular. They all began to

jabber strange tongues. Some of the auditors thought

they were filled with the spirit, and others said they were

drunk. A similar diversity of opinion has obtained since .

Many men have been “ filled with the Holy Ghost,” like

those captains of the first Salvation Army, have talked
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with strange tongues, and seen visions and dreamed

dreams; and while some people have thought them

inspired, others have thought them delirious. This latter

class have ever, as in the Acts, been stigmatised as

mockers," but their number is rapidly increasing in

this age of science and common -sense. They have always

had the laugh on their side, and now the world is coming

over too . A mighty roar of laughter is shaking the

realms of superstition , fluttering all the ghosts , warning

them to melt into thin air , and " like the baseless fabric

of a vision faded , leave not a wrack behind.”
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A Virgin Mother

A GREAT religious system , like Christianity , may be com

pared to a river, whose nominal source is a trickling rill

in some mountain region ; but as it runs it is joined by

other streams, many of them , perhaps, larger than itself,

until at last it gains the level ground , and flows 011

through a broad and deep channel to the sea. The mighty

river, with ships on its bosom and cities on its banks,

bears no proportion or resemblance to the mountain rill

whence it derives its name. Thus it is with Christianity ,

which has flowed through many centuries, and received

tribute from innumerable streams on either side ; froin

Egyptian myth , Greek philosophy, Essenean doctrine,

and Oriental legend . Jesus Christ is its nominal source,

but the student of Christianity is obliged to investigate

other sources in order to understand it .

Many of the essential features of Christianity were un

known to the primitive Church . Themiraculous birth of

Christ is never mentioned by St. Paul, nor alluded to in

the second and fourth gospels. It is not referred to in the

Acts of the Apostles. Peter, in addressing the Jews,
after

the supposed resurrection of Christ , refers to him as a

man . Even in the Gospels we are told that the Jews

regarded Jesus as a human being. “ Is not this the car

penter's son ? ” they ask . No one suspected his divine

parentage. Not a single disciple — and one of them was

his brother--seems to have known that lie was the son of

a ghost.

The livinity of Jesus Christ was a later conception . It

grew up when ail who had known him were dead and

buried. Whether it slowly developed in oral tradition ,

or in writings which were the common basis of the four

Gospels, is open to conjecture. This at least is certain .

There were writings referred to by the Fathers of the

1 Acts ii., 22 .

· Matthew xiii., 55 ; Mark vi., 3.
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first and second centuries , before any mention of the

four evangelists. Not until Jesus had been dead a hundred

and twenty years were the Gospels of Matthew , Mark ,

Luke, and Johu referred to by Christian writers. Nor is

this all. . “ I have no doubt,” says the orthodox Tischeu

dorf, “ that very shortly after the books of the New

Testament were written , and before they were protected

by the authority ofthe Church , many arbitrary alterations

and additions were made in thein . " 3 Now it was not

until the fourth century that the Gospels were, in any

proper sense of the word, protected by the authority of

the Church. Certainly the oldest manuscript extant can

not be carried beyond that period . Here , then , we have a

clear interval of three centuries from the death of Jesus;

and this is ample, in such an age of credulity and

imposture, for the development of any quantity of dogma

and mythology.

We shall demonstrate, before we finish , that every

detail of the miraculous conception and birth of Jesus was

current for centuries, and probably for millenniums, ne

fore the rise of the Star of Bethlehem . But for the

present we must confine our attention to the Christian

story, which we shall analyse by the aid of science,

history , and common -sense.

Protestants only read the four Gospels , but Catholics

are familiar with stories derived from the so -called

apocryphal gospels, two of which --theGospel of the Birth

of Mary and the Protevangelion - give many details about

the mother of Jesus Christ. Both of these works were

regarded as genuine and authentic by Christians of the

second century, and the latter was even ascribed to James,

the brother of Jesus.

Mary was the daughter of a rich man named Joachim ,

of the royal fainily of David . Her mother's name was

Anna . She was born at Nazareth and educated in the

Temple of Jerusalem . Her birth , like that of Jesus, was

miraculous. For twenty years Joachim and Anna had no

children . The unhappy wife prayed to the Lord for off

spring, while the crestfallen husband, unable to stand the

3
Tischendorf, The New Testament ( Tauchnitz), Introd .,

p . xvi.
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gibes and sneers of his neighbours , fled into the wilder

ness. This was a poor preparation for becoming a father,

but Joachim returned home, and nine months afterwards

little Mary was born . For the full explanation of this

event, however, it is necessary to state that Anna was

visited by an angel during Joachim's absence. :

The offspring of this three-cornered arrangement was a

wonderfulmaiden . She was to be pure from her mother's

womb. This is accepted by the Catholic Church, which

teaches the immaculacy ofMary as well as the immaculacy

of Jesus. “ Mary ,” says Cardinal Newman , " is a speci.

men , and more than a specimen , in the purity of her soul

and body , of what man was before his fall, and what he

would have been had he risen to his full perfection.'

Again he says : " She was not put under the power of

sin .” And again : “ Her conception was immaculate."

And yet again : Original sin had not been found in

her. ”

Now the object of all this is to bring Jesus into the

world without original sin . But if Jesus needed an im

maculate mother , and Mary an immaculate mother , Anna

also needed an immaculate mother , and so on to mother .

Eve herself. Two strong links, at the end of a hundred

rotten ones , do not make a powerful chain . The Hindu

says the world rests on the back of an elephant. And

what does the elephant rest on ? The back of a tortoise .

And what does the tortoise rest on ? Well, on the broad

back of superstition .

Mary walked nine steps when she was nine months

old . At the age of three she was taken to the Temple at

Jerusalem , where she mounted the stairs like a growni

woman, and danced a jig to the admiration of all Israel.

Her parents left her there to be brought up with the

other virgins. As she grew in years she grew
in grace.

She enjoyed the conversation of angels , and daily received

visitors from God .

But the priests seem to have distrusted this chaste

virgin , for at the age of fourteen they resolved to marry

her. Some have suspected them of having initiated her

* J. H.Newman , Discourses to Mixed Congregations, " The

Glories of Mary .”
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into the rites of Venus, and of being anxious to father

the fruit of their pious labours on a simple layman . All

the marriageable men of the house of David were

summoned to appear and raffle for the girl. The Lord

directed the game, and Joseph'won. But he begged to be

excused on the ground that he was an old man . Perhaps

the poor fellow smelt a rat. He had to submit, however,

and Mary became his wife .

A French wit has said that a young husband may have

a child , but an old one is sure to . Joseph left his dear

young virgin spouse at home while he went abroad

carpentering, and when he returned shewas in the family .

way .

According to the Protevangelion , Joseph was expected

to be a husband and no husband. When, therefore , the

virgin was seen to be big with child , the priests

accused him of having defiled her, and his protestations of

innocence were all in vain . The priests made him drink

the " water of the Lord,” a beastly concoction which is

described in the fifth chapter ofNumbers . This water was

warranted to cause rottenness in certain parts of guilty

persons. But nothing liappened to poor Joseph , who

“ took Mary , and went home to his house, rejoicing and

praising the God of Israel.'

Considering that his wife was pregnant with a baby of

which he was not the father, Joseph's hilarity was rather

extravagant. He appears to have been an easy cuckold ,

butwe may be allowed to inquire into the cause ofMary's

" misfortune.” Bishop Talleyrand, in a letter he is said

to have written to the Pope after their quarrel, says the

Roman authorities discovered that Mary had an intrigue

with a Roman soldier named Panthera. In the second

century Celsus twitted the Christians with worshipping

the bastard child of a virgin who had been forced by a

Roman soldier of that name. According to the Sepher

Toldoth Jesu (the Jewislı Life of Christ), Joseph Pandera

was not a Roman soldier, but an idle profligate belonging

to the tribe of Judah. He was a man of fine figure and

rare beauty . By the assistance of Mary's mother he was

8
Origen Against 'Celsus, p . 431 (Ante-Nicene Christian

Library).
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introduced to her one Sabbath evening ; and thinking he

was her betrothed Joachim , she yielded herself to his

desires. There is a striking agreement in these stories

as to the name of Mary's seducer ; and although , for our

part, we are loth to defame the young lady, we could

more readily believe in her frailty than credit her being

impregnated by a celestial visitor.

According to the Gospel narrative Joseph was only

espoused to Mary , and somewhat prematurely he found

her in an interesting condition . This was an embarrass

ing discovery . It presented him with the alternative of

raising a scandal or quietly breaking the engagement.

The second course was the one he adopted. Perhaps he

intended to enigrate and think of the girl he left behind

him . But before he could execute the scheme an angel

appeared to him in a dream , and told him that Mary's

baby was the offspring of the Holy Ghost ."

Now this was a most amazing message. Joseph was

Jew . He had never heard of the Holy Ghost before.

There were even “ disciples " in the time of Paulwho had

“ not so much as heard whether there be a Holy Glost.” 8

What knowledge could Joseplı have of that strange per

sonage ? Telling him that Mary was “ with child of the

Holy Ghost was only explaining onemystery by means

of another. Is it 11ot clear, therefore , that the revelation

to Joseph in his dream was an afterthought? And does

not this fact support the theory that the story of the

Virgin Birth was a later manufacture ? It was a clumsy

one, too ; or such an anachronism as this talking to

Joseph about the subsequent doctrine of the Holy Ghost

would not have been left embedded in the narrative.

When Joseph awoke he believed what he had been told

in his sleep . Of course he had a right to . The matter

concerned him exclusively . But he had no right to expect

other people to believe it. Nor is there any Christian

carpenter of the present age who would believe a similar

story about his own sweetheart on the same evidence.

What man of sense does not see that a dream is a very

Sepher Toldoth Jesu , or Jewish Life of Christ. Edited by

G. W. Foote and J. M. Wheeler .

Matthew i., 20 . 8 Acts xix ., 2 .
7
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shadowy foundation for the tremendous dogma of the

Incarnation ?. Joseph's discovery and consequent appre

hensions are only related by Matthew . Nothing of the

kind is hinted by Luke, who represents Joseph as entirely

ignorant, or else entirely aware, of his wife's supernatural

pregnancy ; either assumption being consistent with the

third Gospel.

Mary as well as Joseph was visited by an angel. The

one chosen for this function was Gabriel. But before

visiting Mary, this Mercury of Jehovah called on her aunt

Elizabeth , the barren, elderly wife of an old gentleman

named Zacharias. To this couple he announced the

advent of a long desired son and heir, and aunt Elizabeth

was soon as ladies love to be who love their lords. Six

months afterwards Gabriel Mercury, or Mercury Gabriel,

visited Mary, and told her she should have a wonderful

son , who was to be called Jesus, and to possess the thirone

of David .

Now to Mary's mind, innocent as she was, this

vaticination presented a difficulty .

Then said Mary unto the Angel, How shall this be ,

seeing I know not a man ? And the Angel answered, and

said unto her, The Holy Ghost shall come upon. thee, and

the power of the highest shall overshadow thee ; therefore

also that holy thing that shall be born of thee shall be

called the Son of God......For with God nothing shall Le

impossible . And Mary said , Behold the handmaid of the

Lord ; be it unto me according to thy word . And the

Angel departed from her.'

This " overshadowing ” business is called a mystery, but

it becomes intelligible to those who have seen Corregio's

wonderful picture of Jupiter and Io . The gods of

Paganism were a jovial crew , and very fond of the fair

daughters of men . Ovid and other poets give us a lively

description of their doings. Many wonderful personages

in the heroic ages were born of ladies who conceived by

holy ghosts. The illicit offspring of minor deities were

numerous, but the gre test rake in the Pantheon was

Jupiter. He who brandished the lightning, and hurled

9
Luke i., 34-38.
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the thunderbolts from Olympus, frequently gave Juno the

slip and came down on the spree. Lovely damsels and

handsome spouses were his prey ; and they were soon

gained, for he laughed at locks and bolts , and eked out

persuasion with force . Many were the disguises he

assumed in his amours . Antiope he courted as a satyr ,

Europa as a bull, and Leda as a swan , while Alcmene

was betrayed by his assuming the form of her husband .

How different from Jehovah , who hated women , and cared

for nothing but orgies of blood ! Yet the greatest mis

ogynisthas hismoments of weakness , and Jehovah yielded

at last to the charms of Mary . He who never felt the

tender passion in his lusty youth, finally broke his own

seventh commandment, and carried on an amour with a

carpenter's wife in his dotage.

One, at least, of the early Christian Fathers took

Jupiter seriously , and treated his amours as parallel to

Jehovah's. Here are his very words :

When we say also that the Word , who is the first birth

of God, was produced without sexual union , and that

Jesus Christ, our teacher, was crucified , died, and rose

again , and ascended into heaven, we propound nothing

different from what you believe regarding those whom you

esteem sons of Jupiter. For you know how many sons

your esteemed writers ascribe to Jupiter . Mercury, the

interpreting word and teacher of all ; Æsculapius, who,

though he was a great physician , was struck by a thunder

bolt, and so ascended to heaven ; and Bacchus, too, after

he had been torn limb from limb ; and Hercules, when he

committed himself to the flames to escape his toils ; and

the sons Leda, the Dioscuri; and Perseus, son of

Danaë ; and Bellerophon , who, though sprung from

mortals , rose to heaven on the horse of Pegasus.10

-

Justin really says to the Pagans : You have heroes born

of Gods, just like Jesus Christ ; and before you
revile us,

pray reflect that we are all in the same boat.

Jupiter's seduction of Leda in the form of a swan is not

stranger than the Catholic conception of the Columba

Paralectus hovering over the charms of Mary . This is a

10

Justin Martyr, First Apology, ch. xxi. (Ante-Nicene

Library).
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subject on which Protestants are reticent, but the simpler

faith of Catholics is more effusive. In a host of their

devotional books, intended for women and girls as well as

men , it is said that Mary's consent was necessary before

the miracle of the Incarnation could be possible. “ The

Holy Ghost,” says Avrillon , “ vouchsafed to await her

consent ere working within her chaste womb the In

carnation of the Word . ” 11 In another Catholic work , the

Month ofMary , which is extensively circulated , the same

idea is set forth at greater length .

On the assent of the Virgin to the proposition made her,

hung the destinies of the human race . How the angels

ofGod must have paused in breathless expectation of her

answer ! And when they heard issue from her mouth the

words : “ Behold the handmaid of the Lord : be it done

unto me according to thy word ” ; how the vault of

heaven resounded with the glorious anthem of “ Glory

to God on high, and peace to men of goodwill,” which ,

on the night of Christ's nativity , re-echoed from the

earth ! What would have been our condition if Mary had

not yielded this ready compliance with God's will ? We

have every reason to conclude, that man would not have

been redeemed . God could , of course , have employed

other means, but there is nothing to make us believe that

he would have done so . On the contrary , all that we

know of the ordinary course of his providence, tends to

warrant the contrary inference.12

Had Mary been too puzzled to make up her mind ; had

she been frightened at the sight of a midnight visitor in

her bedroom ; had she screamed “ Father ! " " Mother !

" Joseph ! ” — what a frightful blow she would have dealt

to the whole human race ! On her decision hung the only

hope of our salvation . Another quarter of an inch on

Cleopatra's nose might have changed the couse of history,

but another scruple in the wrong scale of Mary's judg

inent would have made all the difference between heaven

and hell to billions of the human race .

An English Month of Mary, translated from the French

11
Quoted in Rev. J. C. Crosthwaite's Modern Hagiology,

vol. ii., p . 129 .

13 Crosthwaite, vol. ii., pp . 127, 128 .
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with the sanction of Cardinal Wiseman , states that Mary

kept silence about this “ ineffable mystery." But the

writers of this devotional book do not emulate her

reserve . “ Such an operation," they say, was beyond

all words and all conception . It appears at least that she

could not speak of the ecstasy into which she was rapt in

that happy and supreme moment, nor of the heavenly

delight which then overwhelmed her soul. ” 13

Bonaventure declares that Gabriel visited Mary “ in

human shape," and found her “ in the innermost retreat

of her lowly dwelling ” -in other words, in her bedroom .

Rapid was his flight from heaven on this mission , yet

" the Blessed Trinity , preventing their ambassador , was

in the dwelling before him .” 14

This looks as though the Blessed Trinity were jealous

of Gabriel, and afraid to trust him alone in such a

situation . According to the Mohammedan description of

the Archangel, the apprehensions of the Trinity were not

unreasonable, for he appeared to Mary as a young man in

the finest bloom of adolescence. The reason of this was

to “ moderate her surprise,” and perhaps “ to raise an

emotion in her, and assist her conception ." 15 Moham

medan commentators , as though they were present at the

interview , assert that “ Gabriel blew into the bosom of her

shift , which he opened with his fingers, and his breath ,

reaching her womb, caused the conception ." 16 Some of

them affirm that she was delivered an hour afterwards.

The subject is a delicate one, and we will not pursue it.

But let the Christian readers, who are indignant at our

freedom , bear in mind that whole pages might be filled

with Catholic obscenities on this “ ineffable inystery, "

although a great deal of it , from Tertullian and Ambrose

down to the present, is couched in Latin . And, after all,

an indecent dogma cannot be refuted in the language of a

drawing-room .

Some of the early Christian “ heretics ” denied the

carnal pregnancy of Mary by the Holy Ghost. They

The Month of Mary for Interior Souls. (Richardson and

Son , London .)

1* Crosthwaite , vol. ii., p . 143.

15 Sale's Koran , ch . xix ., footnote .

16. Ibid .

-
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#

was

declared that the Saviour did not take his body from the

Virgin , but only passed through her as light through a

glass . This “ heresy ” was revived during the Reforma

tion , and it cost the life of Joan Bocher, or Joan of Kent.

She was committed to prison for twelve months. During

this time she was visited by Cranmer, Ridley , Lever ,

Whitehead, and Hutchinson, who vainly tried to bring

her to a more orthodox belief; but, finding her in

corrigible, they had her burnt at Smithfield on May 2,

1550.47 Thus do people torture and murder cach other

when their brains are frenzied by the fanatical discussion

of imaginary problems.

Besides the “ heretics " who denied that Christ had a

body at all, contending that he was a phantom or a

celestial substance, there were others who believed in his

natural generation . Such were the Cerinthians and pro

bably the Ebionites.18 But the majority of Christians

have believed, in the language of the Creeds, that Jesus

conceived of the Holy Ghost ” and “ born of the

Virgin Mary. " It is also the opinion of all Catholics, and

some Protestants, that Mary's virginity was perpetual.

But however she conceived , she could not physiologically

have remained a virgin after her confinement, unless she

was delivered by a Cæsarian operation . Besides , she

appears from the Gospels to fiąve had several other

children, who were certainly not conceived by the Holy

Ghost. We are told that “ in his own country " the Jews

asked : “ Is not this the carpenter's son ? Is not his

mother called Mary , and his brethren Jaines and Joses and

Simon and Judas ? And his sisters , are they not all with

Now , this is a numerous family for a Virgin

Mother. True, says the Protestant, but Mary was only a

virgin mother with respect to Jesus; all the other

children were born in the ordinary way. Nonsense , says

the Catholic, her virginity was perpetual; those other

children were the offspring of Joseph by a former wife ;

and even another wife is conceivable , for polygamy

Hutchinson , Works, edited for the Parker Society by

John Bruce. Preface iii.

Burton , Heresies of the Apostolic Age, p. 184. Also

pp . 506-519.

19 Matthew xiii., 55, 56 .

us ? » 19

17

18
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among the Jews was not accounted a sin . All this, how

ever, is nothing but assuinption. According to the Gospel

text, it is evident that the neighbours of Jesus regarded

him and his four brothers, to say nothing of his sisters,

as the natural offspring of Joseph and Mary. Still, the

Catholics are obstinate in their belief. They even sup

pressed the exhibition of a picture of the Holy Family ,

by the great Russian painter Verestchagin , in which the

brothers and sisters of Jesus were introduced . In vain did

the artist plead that he found them in the Gospel, that

they clearly belonged to the family , and that no suspicion

was ever attached to their legitimacy. The authorities of

Vienna summarily closed the blasphemous exhibition .

Mary's infallible purity is carried by the Catholics from

her conception to her death . On the eighth day of

December , 1855 , Pope Pius the Ninth , amidst tears , and

in a voice broken with emotion , proclaimed the following

solemn definition : “ It is a dogma of faith that the most

Blessed Virgin Mary, in the first instant of her Con

ception , by a singular privilege and grace of God, in

virtue of the merits of Jesus Christ, the Saviour of the

Human race, was preserved exempt from all taint of

original sin .” 201

That ends the matter. The question is determined .

Mary had but one child ; she was a virgin before his con

ception , a virgin during her pregnancy , a virgin after her

confinement, and a virgin till the day of her death ; and

she is a virgin still in heaven . Yes, in heaven ; for her

body is there , as well as her soul, unless the Catholic

doctors are liars . One miracle , as Cardinal Newman

observes, draws another miracle after it. Mary was spared

all disease and malady ; she died only as a matter of

form ; nay, she did not so much as die as cease to be.

Her departure made no noise in the world ,” says New

man ; which is a convenient way of stating that no one

knows when and where she died , and a striking proof

that the earliest Christians did not attach any remarkable

importance to her personality. But long afterwards,

when the doctrine of the immaculate conception was

1

20

Bishop Ullathorne (Catholic), The Immaculate Conception
of the Mother of God , p . 198.
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followed by that of her being the Mother ofGod , a very

different sentiment prevailed ::.

Pilgrims went to and fro ; they sought for her relics,

but they found them not; did she die at Ephesus ? or did

she die at Jerusalem ? reports varied ; but her tomb could

not be pointed out, or, if it'was found , it was open ; and

instead of her pure and fragrant body there was a growth

of lilies from the earth which she had touched . So ,

inquirers went home narvélling, and waiting for further

light. And then it was said how that, when her dissolution

was at hand, and her soul was to pass in triumph before

the judgment- seat of her Son , the Apostles were sud

denly gathered together in the place, even in the Holy

City, to bear part in the joyful ceremonial ; how that they

buried her with fitting rites ; how that the third day,

when they came to the tomb, they found it empty, and

angelic choirs, with their glad voices, were heard singing,

day and night, the glories of their risen Queen.”
21

These are legends of the second , third, and fourth

centuries , as Newman was well aware ; but he says there

is nothing in them “ unwelcomeor difficult to piety," and

the whole Catholic world agrees that she is now soul

and body with her Son and God in heaven." This will be

laughed at by Protestants, and the present writer joins

in the derision . Yet it is no more wonderful that Mary's

body should be. taken to heaven than that she should

become a mother through a visit by a personage from that

establishment.

Mary is not only the mother of Jesus, she is Deipara ,"

or the Mother ofGod. Thus she is constantly addressed

by Catholics. “ Mary, then, was the Virgin Mother of

22

21
Newman , Discourses to Mixed Congregations, pp. 373,

374.

23 " Deipara : as in zoology we familiarly speak of oviparous

and viviparous animals. It is not easy to fix the insertion of

this word , which La Croze (Christianisme des Indes, tom . i.,

p . 16) ascribes to Eusebius of Cæsarea and the Arians. The

orthodox testimonies are produced by Cyril and Petavius

(Dogmat. Theolog. tom . v . 1, v . c. 15, p . 254, etc.), but the

veracity of the saint is questionable , and the epithet so easily

slides from the margin to the text of a Catholic MS.”

Gibbon , ch . xlvii., footnote.
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God,” says 'a standard Catholic work.23 " Holy Mary,

Mother ofGod,” says the Ave Maria , pray for us sinners

now , and in the hour ofdeath. Amen .» St. Ligouri says

that “ All is subject unto Mary , éven God himself." She

is called " theMost Holy Mother of God,” in au encyclical

letter of 1846 by Pope Pius IX .

As God's mother , and at the same time a human being ,

she was the wife of her own father, the daughter of her

own husband , the sister of her own son , and the mother

of her own brother.

The following are the Feasts of the Virgin , by means of

which the Catholic Church has organized the worship of a

female diviuity :

Her Purification .......

Her Annunciation ..

Her Visitation .....

Her Desponsation .

Her Commemoration ..

Her Nativity ..

Her Conception .....

Her Assumption ......

February 2 .

.March 25.

July 2 .

January 23

July 16 .

.September 8 .

.December 8 .

..August 15 .

Duriug the fifth century, when the worship of Mary was

iu full bloom , the term Mother of God was by some

regarded as blasphemous. Among them was Nestorius,

who was in consequence deposed at the Council of Ephesus

( A.D.431) before he arrived to take part in the proceed

ings. The orthodox party damned him , and damned

everyone else who did not damn him . 24 Such was the

peaceful triumph of this curious dogma. From that time

there were few who ventured on the least expression of

dissent. Such a result would have gladdened the heart of

St. Jerome, who persuaded his sweetheart to become a

nun, addressing her as the spouse of his Lord , and remind

ing the mother of this lady that she had the honour to he

God's mother- in -law.25

24
as Aldis and Arnold , Catholic Dictionary, “ Mary.”

Fleury , Ecclesiastical History, bk. xxv.; Waddington ,

Church History , p . 182.

Jortin , Remarks on Ecclesiastical History, vol. ii., p . 172.

25
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Having pursued Mary, and the Deipara to the bitter

end , let us turn to other aspects of this gospel story of a

Virgin Mother.

Orthodox Christians are fond of declaring that the

miraculous birth of Jesus was foretold by the Prophet

Isaiah .

Behold , a virgin shall conceive , and bear a son , and

shall call his name Immanuel. Butter and honey shall he

eat, that he may know to refuse the evil, and choose the

good. For before the child shall know to refuse the evil,

and choose the good, the land that thou abhorrest shall

be forsaken of both 'her kings.?
20

Now this is a fraudulent translation . According to a

Christian divine like Canon Driver, the word almah “ is

not the term ordinarily employed in the Hebrew for

virgin , and cannot be shown to be exclusively applied to

one who was unmarried . ” 27 Old Bishop Andrewes, while

standing up for the translation of virgin , confesses the

dissent of the Jews on this point, but appeals to the

Septuagint version against the Rabbis.28 The point in

dispute , however , is practically conceded in the margin

of the Revised Version . * Almah simply means a young

woman , whether married or unmarried , and that such a

person should conceive and bear a child is too common to

be miraculous.

Anyone who will read the context in Isaiah must see

that the prophet was referring to the immediate future.

His meaning was simply that the land of King Ahaz

should be at peace, and the enemies of Judah should be

destroyed , before a then unborn child could come to years

of understanding ; and this is admitted to be “ the obvious

and literal meaning of the prophecy » in the standard

work of Bishop Lowth.29 Isaiah , indeed, fulfilled his part

of the prophecy, though Jehovah did not fulfil the

remainder; for he “ went unto the prophetess " who was

apparently his wife, and “ she conceived and bare a

28

36 Isaiah yii., 14-16 .

» Canon Driver, Isaiah : his Life and Times, p . 41.

Bishop Andrewes, Ninth Sermon on the Nativity .

Bishop Lowth , Isaiah , p . 189.
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) ) 30
son .

!

+

It is obvious, then , that Isaiah's prediction had

no reference to long subsequent events in the reign of

Augustus Cæsar ; nor is it miraculous, or even astonish

ing , that a young woman in the reign of King Ahaz

should conceive a bear a child after a connubial visit from

an able-bodied prophet.

Suppose, however, that Isaiah did prophesy that a

virgin should bring forth a child ; how could it prove that

Jesus was born of a virgin ? The prophecy does not prove

the event ; it is the event which proves the prophecy ;

and the event, or rather the allegation of it, must be

proved by the proper evidence . It is a pretty argument

in a circle to make the prophecy prove the event, and then

the event prove the prophecy .

Now , what is the real evidence that Jesus was born

without a human father ? Mark and John are silent on

the subject. Matthew and Luke do not pretend to give

first-hand testimony. Both of them write in the third

person . Luke, indeed, plainly avers in his preamble that

he is only recording what had been handed down, and

honesty required a similar confession from Matthew .

From the very nature of the case , those who first pro

mulgated the story of the father of Jesus being a ghost ,

if they did not invent it themselves , must have taken it

on trust from Jesus, or Joseph , or Mary .

Jesus himself never breathed a word on the subject ; or

if he did , the evangelists failed to record it. Of course,

it may be urged that he told his disciples in private ; and

hence the account in Matthew ; but how , on this theory,

can we account for the silence of John ?

Joseph was astonished and grieved to find his fiancée

pregnant, and was going to break off the engagement.

Supposing this to be true, it proves that he was not the

baby's father, but it does not prove who was. It is said

that Joseph was satisfied afterwards. But how was he

satisfied ? An angel appeared to him in a dream , and

told him that Mary's baby was the offspring of the Holy

Ghost. Now if the angel had appeared to him while he

was wide awake, and given him this information, it might

have been worth considering ; but as the angel only

30 Isaiah viii., 3.
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appeared and spoke in a dream , the whole story is nothing

but a dream ; and what man iu his senses would accept

any proposition on such ludicrous evidence ? -

Mary knew , if anyone did , all about the matter.

Apparently she did not tell Joseph , but left him to dis

cover it in a dream . We will suppose, then , that she told

someone, who told someone else , and so on ad infinitum .

What reason is there for believing she told the truth ?

Is her bare word in such a case sufficient ? Her situation

was embarrassing ; she had every reason to lie or pre

varicate ; her evidence, in short, was that of a deeply

interested witness. No young lady would be believed to

day in such circumstances, and the laws of evidence were

just the same two thousand years ago .

Against all these conjectures as to what Mary might

have said — to someone who told another person , who told

the unknown authors of the first and third Gospels - we

may oppose what Mary did say on the subject . Our only

source of information is the New Testament, and to that

we shall appeal. If the reader will turn to the second

chapter of Luke, he will find the story of how the boy

Jesus stayed behind at Jerusalem when his parents set

forth on their return journey to Nazareth ; how they

missed him , and searched for him in vain ; how they

turned back again to the Holy ,City, and found him in

the temple disputing with the doctors . Now the father ,

inother, and son were all three together on that occasion .

And what did Mary say ? “ Behold ,” she said , thy

father and I have sought thee sorrowing.” Mary said in

the presence of the other two persons concerned that

Joseph was the father of Jesus. And we will take her

word for it . She was by far the best authority on the

subject.

Christian divines, however, wriggle out of the most

convincing evidence. They pretend that Mary was

obliged to talk in that way ; having to tell white lies in

order to keep up a delusion, because the time had not

arrived for revealing the truth . But if Marý, Joseph , and

Jesus were all three together, and no one else was listen

ing to them , there was no delusion to keep up, for each of

them knew all the facts. But here again the Christian

divines have their answer. They pretend that Jesus in
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man .

the flesh did not know what he knew in the spirit . He

knew the facts as God ; he did not know them as man ;

and Mary was speaking, not to her Creator, but to her

boy .

Taking this for what it is worth , we will examine the

story which Mary must have told , if she told one at all.

An angel appeared to her, probably at night, and

apparently in her bedroom . Now in what shape did he

appear ? Catholic writers say in the shape of a young

But if someone, to all appearances a young man ,

visited Mary surreptitiously at midnight, his being an

angel was a matter of inference, while the baby who came

to light nine months afterwards was a very solid fact.

Luke informs us, without telling us who inforined him ,

that the angel Gabriel told Mary that she was to becoine

a mother by the Holy Ghost . Now we read in ancient

histories that sometimes a libidinous priest induced a

pretty woman to spend a night in a temple , on the pre

tence that the god was in love with her, and it is con

ceivable that Mary was the victim of a similar imposition .

But if Gabriel told the truth , what are we to understand ?

When the deities of Paganism made love to the daughters

ofmen, they assumed a physical form . Will the orthodox

Christian, then , be good enough to say whether the in

carnation of the Holy Ghost was a preliminary to the

incarnation of Jesus Christ ? It passes all compreliension

how a ghost, while remaining a ghost, could become a

physical father; and if the plienomenon is possible , it

behoves us to be careful of haunted bedchainbers.

For our part, however, we acquit Mary. The story of

her " inisfortune " is a posthumous libel. We believe, as

according to the Gospels the Jews believed, that Jesus

Christ (if he ever existed) was born'in lawful wedlock.

Long after her death the dogma of his divinity was

established ; the farcical story of his being the son of a

ghost was devised to support it ; and as avatars or

incarnations of deity in the form of men were universally

credited , both the story and the dogma gained a ready

acceptance, and ininistered to the success of the Christiani

faith . Nevertheless the pious impostors over-reached

themselves. They did not allow for the scepticism of a

later age. They failed to foresee the timewhen men would
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be sensible enough to say that the divinity of Jesus Christ

does not stand on two legs. He dispensed with a father,

in coming into the world , but thousands of children have

(ostensibly) done the same thing, and no one calls it a

miracle. What he should have done was to dispense with

a mother. That would have been simple and satisfactory .

What is more, it would not have given rise, to ' endless

obscenities on the part of Christian writers in explaining

Mary's virginity, nor would it have insulted the mother

hood of the whole human race by suggesting , as the Old

Testament plainly declares, that there is something un

clean, if not positively vicious, in natural childbirth .

We have already said that the gods of Paganism — that

is , of the mythology of Greece and Rome— had many

amours with earthly women, and that demi-gods sprang

from the intercourse ; indeed , we have cited a passage

from Justin Martyr, a Christian writer of the second

century , in which a parallel is drawn between the super

natural birth of such beings and the incarnation of the

Holy Spirit in the person of Jesus Christ. But wemust

now remark that.avatars (as the Hindoos call them ), or

incarnations of deities in human form , were common to

almost every ancient religion ; and these wonderful

personages were generally , if no always, the sons of virgin

mothers .

Fobi, in China, wasmiraculously conceived of a nymph

who bathed in a river, and whose garments were touched

by a lotus plant, the emblem of love. He became a

founder of religion , a warrior, and a lawgiver. Codom

was boſn on the shores of a lake, between Siain and

Camboya, of a virgin who was impregnated by the sun

beams. She was translated to heaven , but the boy was

found by a hermit, and grew up to be a great sage and

worker of miracles. Archer, in Korea , was born in the

same fashion . Huitzilipochtli, in Mexico , was given

birth to by a woman who caught in her bosom a feather

ball which descended from the heavens. In a legend of

the Apaches, rain caused a supernatural conception ; in

Tahiti it was the shadow of a bread -tree leafwhich aaroa

passed over Hina.si

si Waitz, Introduction to Anthropology, p . 373.
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Even in historical times we have Buddha miraculously

conceived . His devotees affirm that “ he was not born as

ordinary men are ; that he had no earthly father ; that he

descended ofhis own accord into his mother's womb from

his throne in heaven.” 81 According to the Chinese Life

of Buddha, on his mother Maya " in likeness as the

heavenly queen descended the spirit and entered her

womb,” and he was born from her right side, to deliver

the world , constrained by great pity, without causing

his mother pain and anguish .” 33

Still more remarkable, in a certain sense, is the story

which grew up among the cultivated Athenians, that

Plato was born supernaturally , the god Apollo having

visited his mother as the Virgin Mary was visited by the

Holy Ghost.34 Diogenes Laertius, in the third book of

his Lives of the Philosophers, cites three older authorities

for the statement that Ariston , the reputed father of Plato ,

was warned by Apollo in a vision not to approach his

wife until she was delivered ofher miraculous child ; the

expression used in the original Greek being curiously

similar to that used by the writer of the first Gospel.

Among that strange people, the Chinese , apart from the

legends of Buddha, which are of more southern origin ,

there is a widespread worship of Ching-mou, a name

which signifies the Holy Mother . She conceived and

became a mother while remaining in perpetual virginity ;

and the worship of this Holy Mother so strikingly

resembles the worship of the Virgin Mary as to astonish

the Catholic missionaries on their first arrival in China.35

“ The Babylonians," says the Rev. A. Hislop ,

supremely worshipped a Goddess Mother and a Son

who was represented in pictures and in images as an

infant or child in his mother's arms."936 Godfrey Higgins

also asserts that the worship of the Virgin and Child was

common in Gaul.37

$2 Professor Rhys Davids, Buddhism , p . 182.

» FO-Sho-Hing-Ysan -King, translated by the Rev. S. Beal

(“' Sacred Books the East, " vol. xix .), p . 2 .

S4 Grote , Plato , vol. i., p . 14.

35 Larousse , Grand Dictionnaire , Universel, “ Vierge."

36 Hislop , The Two Babylons, p . 32 .

s7 Higgins, Anacalypsis, vol. ii., p . 279.
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But the real birthplace of the Christian legends of the

Virgin Mary and her Divine Child was Egypt, which was

finely called by Shaftesbury " the motherland of super

stitions.” It was in Egypt that Christian monkery first

arose ; it was there that the doctrines of the early Church

originated and developed ; it was there , either in or

around Alexandria , which was then more important than

Rome or Constantinople , that were fought the battles of

Christian theology.

Ages before the time of Christ the Egyptians were

familiar with the idea of miraculous births. On one of

the walls of the Temple of Luxor was a stone picture of

the birth of King Amunothph III. " In this picture,"

says Sharpe, we have the Annunciation , the Conception ,

the Birth and the Adoration , as described in the first and

second chapters of Luke's gospel ; and as
we have

historical assurance that the chapters in Matthew's

gospel which contain the miraculous birth of Christ are

an after addition not in the earliest manuscripts , it seems

probable that these two poetical chapters in Luke may

also be unhistorical, and borrowed from the Egyptian

accounts of the miraculous birth of their kings." 38

This picture from the Temple of Luxor may ,be
seen

reproduced in Sharpe, or in Massey , who appends the

following description :

The first scene on the left hand shows the god Taht,

the lunar Mercury, the divine word or Logos, in the act

of hailing the virgin queen , announcing to her that she

is to give birth to the coming son . In the next scene

the god Kneph (in conjunction with Hathor) gives life

to her . This is the Holy Ghost or Spirit that causes

conception ; Kneph being the Spirit. Impregnation and

conception are made apparent in the virgin's fuller form .

Next the mother is seated on the midwife's stool, and the

child is supported in the hands of one of the nurses. The

fourth scene is that of the adoration . Here the child is

enthroned, receiving homage from the gods and gifts

from men.se

There are three inen offering gifts, the precise number

of the Magi who brought gifts to the infant Jesus.

* Sharpe, Egyptian Mythology, p. 19 .

Massey, Natural Genesis , vol. ii., p . 398.
39
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ever

Behind all this, and giving rise to it, was the worship

of the goddess Isis and her divine child Horus. Plutarch ,

in his De Iside, states that “ this Isis is the chaste

Minerva, who, without fearing to lose her title of virgin ,

says she is the mother of the sun .” Her symbol was the

sistrum . The bars across the opening signified virginity .

“ The goddesses to whom this instrument was dedicated ,"

says Bonwick , “ though always mothers , were

virgins. The sistrum was therefore the symbol of the

Celestial Mother." 40

Isis was styled Our Lady, the Queen of Heaven, the

Star of the Sea, the Governess, the Earth Mother, the

Rose, the Mother of God, the Saviour of Souls, the Inter

cessor, the Sanctifier, the Immaculate Virgin .“ All these

titles have been applied by Christians to the Virgin

Mary .

The divine child Horus went through a career like that

of Jesus. He appears at birth, at twelve (the eastern age

of puberty ), and at thirty (the ancient age of manhood).

He had a miraculous birth , death , and resurrection . He

is usually depicted as an infant in his mother's arins.

He was styled the Good Shepherd , the Lamb of God, the

Bread of Life , the Truth and the Life , the Fan Bearer ,

the Door of Life .“ All these titles have been applied by

Christians to Jesus Christ.

The glorified Horus carried his mother to heaven, as

Ariadne was carried by Bacchus, Alcmene by Hercules ,

and Mary by Jesus — as we have already seen in the

quotation from Cardinal Newman.

Now the worship of Isis and Horus was not only

prevalent in Egypt, the birth - place of Christian dogma,

but it very early spread to Rome, the birthplace of Chris

tian organization. No deity wasmore idolized there than

the virgin mother of Horus. Juvenal remarked , at the

end of the first century , that the Roman artists almost

lived on the goddess Isis . Such ,” says Sharpe,

the popularity of this most winning form of worship ,

which is still continued there in the pictures of the

was

** Bonwick , Egyptian Belief and Modern Thought, p . 215 .

41 Bonwick , p . 141.

** Massey, vol. ii., p . 404.
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" ) 43

" ) 45

Virgin Mary with the infant Jesus in her arms.

“ That her worship,” says Bonwick , was early traus

ferred to the Virgin Mary, wehave the best testimony." 44

There were black pictures and images of Isis in Egypt,

supposed to symbolize not only the mother of the Gods,

but the primevaldarkness which preceded light, and gave

birth to all things ; and it is a curious fact that some of

the oldest and most honoured images of the Virgin Mary

are not only black , but “ have a very decided Isis-caste of

features .' According to Massey , “ the most ancient,

gold -bedizened , smoke-stained Byzantine pictures of the

virgin and child represent the mythical mother as Isis,

and not a human Mary of Nazareth .” 16 In Bosio's Roma

Sotterranea there is also a child -Christ portrayed as a

mummy of the young solar-god.47 The voice from the

Catacombs thus proclaiins the Egyptian origin of Christ

ology .

Godfrey Higgins thinks it was the Roman worship of

Juno which Christianity borrowed, and cites the fact that

the festival of the miraculous conception of the Virgin

Mary falls on the same day as that of Juno Jugalis.**

But this is erecting a colossal theory on a very slender

foundation . No doubt the truth is , that the Madonna and

Child were copied from Isis and Horus; and the festival

‘of Juno was transferred to the. Virgin Mary during the

period when the Church stooped to conquer , winning

over the multitudes of Paganism by appropriating

nearly all its rites and celebrations.

This process of appropriation is never suspected by the

ordinary Christian , who is densely ignorant of the

history of his own faith . He is quite unaware, " for

instance, that the twenty-fifth of December was

ancient Pagan festival. The zodiacal sign of the celestial

Virgin then shows on the eastern horizon , the sun has

risen one degree above the solstitial point, and the year

is new -born .

This was the birthday of all the sun -gods of antiquity,

from the frozen North to the sunny. South , from Gaul in

an

44 P. 14743 P. 86 .

45 Bonwick , p . 141.

Massey, vol. ii ., p . 437.

46 Vol. ii., p . 487.

Anacalypsis, vol. iii ., p . 82.
47
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49

> 50

the West to India in the East. It was selected by the

Church as the birthday of Jesus Christ. The primitive

Christians were ignorant on this point. Various sects

kept the birthday of Christ at different times. The Basi

lidians kept the twenty -fourth or twenty-fifth of April,

others the twenty-fifth of May , and the greatest part of

the Eastern Church the sixth of January.4 The Latin

Church fixed the twenty-fifth of December in the second

half of the fourtlı century. Preaching at Antioch , about

A.D. 380, St. Chrysostom declared , “ It is not yet ten

years since this day was made known to us. And it

should be remembered that Antioch was the place where

the followers of Jesus, as they themselves say, were first

called Christians ; and that there, if anywhere, the date

of his birth would be noted if it were known.

This Pagan festival of the twenty-fifth of December was

adopted by the Church , which repeatedly censured the

inore ascetic Christians who tried to make it a fast. Only

by keeping the day as a festival could the Church wean

the Pagans from their old faith . The celebration was

retained, and its name and significance altered . Christian

writers have themselves admitted that “ the very design

of appointing the feast of Christ's Nativity and Epiphauy

at this season of the year was chiefly to oppose the vanities

and excesses which the heathen indulged themselves in

at this very time of the year.'

Here endeth the story of the Virgin Mother. “ If God

had not said it, I would not have believed it," exclaimed

an old English Divine.52 God did not say it . The sub

stance of the story was familiar for thousands of years

before the birth of Jesus. The early chapters ofMatthew

and Luke are not history , but mythology. Jehovah did

not break his own seventh commandment; a ghost was

hever the father of a boy ; there never was such a .

monstrous absurdity as a Virgin Mother .

Bingham , Antiquities of the Christian Church, bk . xx.,

chap . iv .

Massey, vol. ii., p . 403.

Bingham , bk . xx., ch . iv . See Brand's Popular Anti

quities (“ Christmas " ) for anıple proof and illustration of the

Pagan origin of Christmas festivities.

Donne, Works (Alford's Ed .), vol. i., p . 34.
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The Crucifixion

THE poet Wordsworth pictures a " fingering slave," so

eager in the pursuit of science, and so lost to all sense

of decency, that he “ would peep and botanise upon his

mother's grave.” There are also many orthodox Chris

tians who will start at the idea of the Crucifixion of their

Saviour being included in these Bible Romances. Nothing

is sacred to a sapper, says the French song ; and these

irate believers will exclaim that nothing is sacred to a

Freethinker. Some of them will go farther , and indulge

in epithets and expletives that leave Wordsworth's repro

bation far behind. But we beseech these ruffled critics to

pause and reflect. We do not propose to laugh at the

Crucifixion , or to treat it as a subject for jest ; for the

tragedies of life are truly sacred , whether enacted in a

palace or a cottagé, or under the infinite cope of heaven.

Wewould nomore mock Jesus on his cross than we would

mock Prometheus on his rock . Our purpose is different.

Wewish to show that the Gospel story of the Crucifixion

is pure romance from beginning to end ; that the

evangelists are hopelessly at variance with each other ;

that their narratives betray a gross ignorance of Jewish

law and custom ; and that if Jesus did " suffer under

Pontius Pilate," there is no authentic history of how and

why his sufferings were inflicted .

Our space does not allow us to go into all the details of

this subject ; we shall therefore deal with its broad

features and salient points.

The Gospels tell us that the preaching, miracles, and

popularity of Jesus had excited the enmity of the priests ;

which is extremely probable, for the gentlemen who live

by religion have always been wroth with laymen who

poach on their preserves. But if Jesus wrought some of

the miracles ascribed to him , is ifficult to und tand

the temerity of his enemies. Had he raised corpses from

their tombs, and proved himself lord of Life and Death,

G
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one would imagine that even his worst enemies would

prefer to leave him alone. Yet the priests of Jerusalem

deliberately sought the life of an unparalleled miracle

worker who had the power ofblasting them into nothing

ness .

Very surprising, too, is the way in which they went to

work . Although he must have been the best-known man

in Jerusalem , they actually paid one of his disciples to

point him out. This disciple , whose name has become

a synonym for treachery, afterwards repented, brought

back the money, flung it down at the priests ' feet, and

went and hanged himself. Such is the story in Matthew

(xxvii., 3-5). But according to Acts (i., 18), the traitor

died by an accident ; he fell headlong , and his bowels

gushed out. Papias, a Father of the second century ,

declares that instead of committing suicide, or otherwise

dying immediately after the arrest of his master, Judas

lived a great example of impiety, -grew remarkably

corpulent, and finally died by being crushed between a

chariot and a wall. "

When the constable advanced to arrest Jesus, the mere

sound of his voice Aung them upon their backs. This

episode is not mentioned by Matthew , Mark , and Luke ;

it is only related by John , whose evident object is always

to magnify Jesus ; and his unsupported word is of very

little value.

Is it likely that the constables would persist in arrest

ing Jesus after such a display of supernatural power ?

Any constable of the present age, who was thrown on his

back by the mere voice of the man he was arresting,

would certainly look for some other job at a considerable

distance.

Luke knows nothing of Jesus having floored his

arresters, but inserts another wonder on his own account.

Peppery Peter draws a sword , although we are not in

formed how he came to carry a lethal weapon in a peace

ful Roman province. With this weapon he cuts off the

right ear of a servant of the high priest; an assault,which,

if really committeed , would have led to his own appre

1
Giles, Christian Records, p . 347.

John xviii., 6 .

2
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hension and severe punishment. Jesus, however, rebukes

him , and miraculously replaces the amputated ear.s

In face of these exhibitions of superhuman power, the

constables effected the arrest ; and he who could heal

wounds with his fingers, and prostrate a whole crowd

with his tongue, was led away like a common prisoner.

Matthew , Mark , and Luke represent Jesus as brought

before Caiaphas for examination , while John places the

trial in the house of Annas. Whichever . place we take,

the story is equally incredible . The judges who were

trying the culprit would certainly not walk about the

room with the witnesses, the servants , and the crowd ;

much less would they spit upon and revile him . But

there is a still more fatal objection . Jesus could not have

been tried at all by priests, whether high or low . Let us

hear a learned Jewish rabbi on this point :

The whole trial, froi the beginning to the end, is con

trary to Jewish law and custom as in force at the time of

Jesus. No court of justice with jurisdiction in penal

cases could or ever did hold its session in the place of

the high priest. There were three legal bodies in Jeru

salem to decide penal cases : the great Sanhedrim , of

seventy -one menibers , and the two minor Sanhedrini,

each of twenty -three members. The court of priests had

no penal jurisdiction except in the affairs of the temple

service , and then over priests and Levites only. *

How then , it may be asked , did the Jewish writers of the

Gospel fall into such a glaring error ? The answer is

simple . The Gospels were not written by disciples of

Jesus, nor by Jews at all. They were composed in Greek ,

nobody knows where or by whom , more than a hundred

years after the alleged Crucifixion.5

The dramatic story of Peter and the domestic cock is

also a sheer invention . That he denied his master is

3
Luke xxii., 51.

• Rabbi Wise , Martyrdom of Jesus of Nazareth , p . 66 .

5 " There is no evidence that either the Gospels, the Acts

of the Apostles, or the other writings, as we have them ,

existed within a hundred and twenty years after the Cruci

fixion .!' - Rev . Dr. Giles, Christian Records, p . 9 .

G2
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possible ; that he heard a cock crow thrice , twice, or once,

is not possible, for cocks were not allowed to be kept in

the holy city . The learned Lightfoot is perfectly clear on

this point of the Jewish canons.s

The subsequent trial before Pilate is also full of fancies .

Wepass by the absurd statement that the Roman governor

at Jerusalem sent a prisoner to Herod who ruled in Galilee

inerely because the man was born there , which is as

absurd as the supposition that a Frenchman who coin-

mitted a murder in England would be sent for trial to

Paris . We take the case of Pilate's wife , who sent to

her husband on the judgment seat to say that she had

suffered a bad dream about Jesus, and that he was

innocent and should be acquitted . Is this a likely

message to a Roman governor in the reign of Tiberius ?

Pilate himself " finds no fault ” in Jesus, and afterwards

sentences him to death . Is this a likely circumstance ?

He exculpates himself by washing his hands in public,

to symbolize his guiltlessness of the man's blood, and to

throw it upon the Jews. But such an act would be

utterly meaningless to a Roman ; and it was more than

Pilate's life was worth to show such contempt for the

imperial law .

The whole narrative of the trial shows a misreading

of Pilate's character . He was neither irresolute nor

clement. According to Philo and Josephus, he violently

hated the Jews, whoin he exasperated in order to repress

their revolts with pitiless cruelty . By the people of

Jerusalem he was held in horror. After a massacre of the

Samaritans, he committed such excesses that Vitellius,

the governor of Syria, sent him to Rome, where he was

condemned to exile. ? Such a man would never have con .

descended to humour the Jews in the manner described

in the Gospels, nor have shown so much anxiety for the

fate of an obscure Galilean .

There can be little doubt that the Gospel writers were

deliberately guilty of a gross perversion of the truth .

6

Lightfoot, Hore Hebraicæ et Talmudicæ , Works, vol. xi.,

p . 339 .

Josephus, Antiquities, bk. xviii., ch . iii., iv .; Wars, bk .
ii., ch . ix .

7
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Desiting to commend Christianity to the Gentiles, and to

throw infamy on the Jews, they depicted Pilate as a

tender , scrupulous ruler, and the Jewish priests and

people as brutal, bloodthirsty wretches . It is also evident

that Pilate's hesitation to put Jesus to death would favour

the idea of his innocence, while his character would be

brought into bolder relief by the violence and vindictive

ness of his persecutors.

Pilate's clemency is carried to the point of absurdity.

According to John, though not according to the other

three evangelists , Pilate went to and fro between Jesus

and his accusers. “ There is probably no nation in the

world ,” says the Rev. Dr. Giles , “ in which the public

administration of justice would be rendered so

dignified , as that the chief magistrate should quit the

judgment-seat in the trial of a public criminal, and, in

the question of life and death , go backwards and forwards

between theaccuser and the prisoner, that he might hear

what they had to plead . Itmay be said without hesitation

that no Roman governor ever condescended to an act

which he would deem so derogatory to his rank and

dignity.” 8

Dr. Giles is equally severe on the story of Pilate's offer

ing to release Jesus in accordance with an annual custom .

It was never a custom of the Jews to release a criminal at

the Passover, and the whole of Roman history may be

searched without finding any notice of such a custom

prevailing at any period of their existence.” ,

When did the Crucifixion occur ? Matthew , Mark , and

Luke distinctly assert that Jesus had already eaten of

. the Passover. The festivalhad therefore begun . But this

exposes the evangelists ' ignorance of Jewish customs.

Rabbi Wise says :--

In the first place, the Jews did no public business on

that day ; had no court sessions, no trials, and certainly

no executions on any Sabbath or feast day. And in the

second place , the first day of the Passover never was on

a Friday, and never can be, according to the established

principles of the Jewish calendar.10

Christian Records, pp. 312, 313.

• P. 316 . 10 Origin of Christianity, p . 30 .
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The fourth Gospel is later than the other three, and the

work of a more learned pen . The author of it silently

corrects his predecessors' mistake, and makes Joseph of

Arimathæa bury Jesus before the Passover begins.

The evangelists differ as to the hour of execution .

According to Matthew and Mark , Jesus gave up the

ghost about the ninth hour, or three o'clock in the after

noon ; and Mark states definitely that Jesus was crucified

about the third hour, or nine o'clock in the morning.

According to Luke, however, the trial did not begin till

the morning after the arrest ; and there must have been a

very sharp despatch of business to get Jesus nailed up by

nine o'clock . John is even more irreconcilable with the

other writers, for he distinctly says that Pilate's court

was sitting at mid -day, three hours after Jesus (accord

ing to Mark ) was on the cross.

The harmonizers offer two ways out of this difficulty .

First, they say that John uses the Roman computation ,

reckoning froin midnight instead of six in the morning .

But the learned Jennings objects that John elsewhere

uses the Jewish computation . In telling the story of the

woman of Samaria , he says it was " about the sixth

hour " when Jesus, being wearied with his journey, sat

on the well while his disciples went to buy meat." The

" sixth hour,” by the Jewish computation , would be mid .

day, which is a likely time for halting. Those who allege

that John uses the Jewish computation in one place , and

the Roman in another, must give a better reason than

the necessities of their own argument.12

The second device of the harmonizers is this . They

suggest that the Greek numeral hekté, sixth, was written

erroneously for trité, third, in John ; or that trité was

erroneously written for hekte in Mark . The reader may

take his choice. There is accommodation on either hand .

And the emendation is supported by the authority of

manuscripts that once existed - God alone knows when or

where. 13

According to John , Jesus carried his own cross from the

11
John iv ., 6-8 .

1. Dr. D. Jennings, Jewish Antiquities, bk . iii., ch . i.

18 Giles, pp . 325-6 ; Jennings, bk . iii., ch . i.
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prætorium to the place of execution . Matthew , Mark ,

and Luke, however , say that, owing to his prostrate con

dition, it had to be carried for him by Simon of Cyrene.

The Lord only knows who this Simon was. From the

narrative as.it stands, without any other light, he appears

to have turned up promiscuously , as handy people always

do in romances . One of the early Christian sects , the

Basilidians, made this utility -man play a still more

important part in the drama. They denied that Jesus was

crucified in person , and asserted that he only suffered by

proxy, poor Simon having been crucified in his stead .

The episode, in any light, is incredible . It was a time

of regular government ; every citizen had his legal rights

in a Roman province , and a passer-by could not be " com

pelled " to bear the cross of a convicted malefactor on bis

way to execution .

Pilate set an inscription on the cross in three languages ,

and the evangelists read it so clearly that they wrote it

in four different ways. Matthew says it was " This is

Jesus, the King of the Jews. " Mark says it was “ The

King of the Jews.” Luke says it was « This is the King

of the Jews. ” John says it was " Jesus of Nazareth,

the King of the Jews.” What a beautiful instance of

Gospel Harmony ! Anybody can see that Matthew ,

Mark , Luke, and John were inspired to write the truth ,

the whole truth , and nothing but the truth .

Every incident of the Crucifixion story is now designed

to glorify Jesus and throw discredit on the Jews. Before

Pilate had even condemned the prisoner, John alleges that

the Roman soldiers spat in his face, beat him on the

head, and crowned his brow with prickly thorns.16 Mark

says that these malicious indignities were inflicted after

condemnation . But it is hard to believe that they were

inflicted at all, for it was not usual to make sport of

criminals sentenced to death , nor would the soldiers have

chosen as the victim of their brutal pleasantries a man tor

whom the Governor had shown a marked partiality .

According to John the soldiers of Pilate dressed Jesus

in purple, like a mock emperor. According to Luke this

was done by Herod's men before the trial of Jesus by

“ Mark xv., 17-20 ; John xix ., 2 , 3.
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Pilate. Matthew adds to the purple robe and the crown

of thorns a reed put into the victim's hand as a sceptre .

All this is absolutely incredible. It seems a plagiarisın

from a story in Philo , who says that such mock honours

were conferred on a poor wretch named Carabbas.15

After these absurdities it is not surprising to read that

Jesus was mocked on the cross by “ the rulers ” of Israel.

Weare asked to believe that the judges of the Sanhedrim

went to the place of execution and indulged in wanton

jocosities at the expense of a crucified criminal. Such a

thing could not have happened in a country with the

slightest pretence to civilization.

Yet the alleged challenge of the “ chief priests ,"

although they could not have made it on the occasion, is

intrinsically rational. Come down from the cross , they

cried , and we will believe on thee.16 “ The proposal,"

says Peyrat, was a decisive test. If at that moment,

Jesus, detaching himself from the cross , had ascended in

the air , and shown himself in the splendour of his divine

majesty to his executioners, his enemies , and the crowd

collected from all parts of the country — what a thunder

stroke it would have been , what an irresistible demonstra

tion ! What Jew , what Roman , would not have fallen

upon his knees ? Doubt would have been impossible ;

the truth would have shone for ever on the earth ; without

strife, without bloodshed, the world would have become

Christian , " 17

It was customary to give persons condemned to

crucifixion an opiate drink to deaden their feelings. This

is referred to by: Matthew as consisting of vinegar and

gall, and by Mark as of wine and myrrh. Probably both

are erroneous. According to John, Jesus cried out on the

cross, “ I thirst,” and the soldiers gave him vinegar

perhaps the posca , or vinegar and water, served out to

the Roman army. This would be an act of humanity, yet

Luke has the foolish impudence to say it was done in

mockery.18

15 Philo , Works (Young's ed.), vol. iv ., pp. 68, 69.

16 Mark xv., 32 .

Peyrat, Histoire de Jésus, p . 304.

18 Luke xxiii., 36 .

17
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According to Matthew and Mark , though not according

to Luke and John , Jesus cried out on the cross , Eli, Eli,

lama sabacthani- My God , my God , why hast thou for

saken me? Thereupon , say the evangelists , the by

stauders remarked , “ This man calleth for Elias. ” Now

if the bystanders were Romans, they knew no more of

Elias than of Melchisedec . If they were Jews, they could

not havemade such a blunder. It is impossible, a learned

writer observes , to confuse the sound of Eli or Eloi with

that of Elijahu , and the error shows the legendary

character of the story. ''

My God , my God , why hast thou forsaken me ! With

this terrible cry ringing in their ears, the worshippers of

Jesus call him “ very God of very God .” . Surely it was

the exclamation of a deluded enthusiast. If it was God

calling on himself, and asking himself why he had for

saken himself, the tragedy sinks into a farce.

Even with regard to the dying cry of Jesus the four

evangelists flatly contradict each other. Mark informs

us that when Jesus cried with a loud voice and gave up

the ghost, a Roman centurion exclaimed , " Truly this man

was the son of God ” -a perfectly impossible exclamation

by a Pagan , who could not have understood the words

thus put into his mouth . According to Luke, the

centurion exclaimed , Certainly this was a righteous

man .” And this is possible, or in other words con

ceivable ; but if Luke tells the truth , where is the accuracy

or the honesty of Mark ?

The miracles of the earthquake and the eclipse at the

Crucifixion will be discussed in our chapter on the

Resurrection . Dr. Farrar minimises the darkness over

" all the earth ” into local gloom which hung densely

over the guilty city and its immediate neighbourhood ."

Dean Milman does as much for the multitude of resur

rected saints, by turning them into “ visionary appear

a

" ) 20

ances . ” 21

The earthquake, we are told , not only opened the

graves of the saints, and let them out for an airing, but

10

Supernatural Religion , vol. iii., p. 422.

30 Farrar, Life of Christ, vol. ii., p . 414 .

Milman, History of Christianity, bk. i., chap . vii.

31
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4

ir

likewise rent in twain the veil of the temple ; which, if

done without injuring the structure it was attached to ,

was a particularly neat performance. But this miracle

or accident was never known to the Jews, and must be

dismissed as a Christian invention ,

With respect to the two thieves crucified with Jesus,

the evangelists are in opposition, as usual. John barely

alludes to thein . Mark and Matthew make them both

mock Jesus, as if their own fate were not enough to

occupy their attention . Luke improves on this. He

paints a more striking scene. One thief mocks Jesus,

and is rebuked by his companion, who recognizes Jesus

as the Messiah , and is rewarded with a ticket for heaven .

When the bodies of the unfortunate trio were taken down

from the cross, the legs of the two thieves were broken ,

but the soldiers passed by Jesus, deeming him already

dead. This process , known as the Crurifragium , was a

distinct punishment from crucifixion. It consisted of

breaking, with hammers or clubs, the bones from the hips

to the feet.

Now , if Jesus was passed over because he was dead, why

did a soldier pierce his side with a spear ? The incident

has a dogmatic basis. Jesus was the Lamb of the World ,

the true Paschal Lamb, and not a bone of the sacrifice

was to be broken.22

The spear thrust is only mentioned by John, and, of

course, John is the only one that tells the story of doubt

ing Thomas, who, after the Resurrection , plunged his

hand in the hole in his Saviour's side . Which side it was

has been disputed . Soine allege the right, some the left,

and some both. According to the last, the spear passed

through Jesus from side to side, blood flowing from one

orifice, and water from the other.23 But, if Jesus were

dead, no blood would flow ; and , if he were living, no

water . Some writers have endeavoured to prove that the

flow of the blood and water was a natural phenomenon.

But the incident is clearly mythical.. Water and blood

were symbolic ( 1 John v., 6 ). Dr. Burton allows that the

early Fathers looked upon the issue from Christ's side

22 Exodus xii., 46.

23 Burton , Heresies of the Apostolic Age, pp . 472, 473. '
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1

as " entirely preternatural," and connected it with the

two sacraments of baptism and redemption.24

Imagine such a story as that of the Crucifixion under

examination in a court of law . How the opposing counsel

would badger the witnesses, expose their mutual contra

dictions on every important detail, and gloat over the

fact that some of them saw and heard the most startling

occurrences, of which the others were utterly ignorant !

How confidently he would ask the court to treat the

evidence of such witnesses as altogether unworthy of

credit !

In order to prop up the Gospel story of the Crucifixion ,

the early Church forged certain Acts of Pilate, in which

the Procurator of Judæa gives the Emperor Tiberius an

account of the wonderful death, and still more wonderful

resurrection, of Jesus Christ. Tertullian , writing in

Africa in the early part of the third century, had the

effrontery to cite this document as still preserved in the

imperial archives.25 He also declared that Tiberius pro

posed the deification of Christ to the Senate.26 This

monstrous falsehood was accepted by Eusebius, and passed

current for more than a thousand years, but is now

rejected by every scholar with disdain .

Just as the twenty -fifth of December, as the birthday of

Jesus, is a perfect fiction , having been borrowed by the

Church from ancient. Paganism , so the date of the

Crucifixion is purely arbitrary. If Jesus died at all he

died on a particular day, which should be a regular

fixture in the calendar. The anniversary of the death of

Shakespeare , for instance, does not shift about with every

new year's 'Almanack . It falls on the same day every

year — the twenty -third of April. The only variation is

in the day of the week ; which is the very thing that does

not vary in the case of Jesus. The anniversary of his

death always falls on a Friday. But it is sometimes in

one month ; and sometimes in another, and is never on the

same date two years running ; which conclusively proves,

that the death of “ the Saviour " is a mythological

Why else should its anniversary be, deter

Burton, pp . 468-473 ; Supernatural Religion , vol. iii., pp.

433-435 ; Strauss , New Life of Jesus, vol. ii ., pp. 391-393.

* Tertullian , Apology;' ch . xxi.

occurrence .

24

26 Ch . V
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mined by an astronomical calculation ? Why should it

be the first Friday after the first full moon after the

spring equinox ?

Another aspect of this matter should be noted . " Good

Friday ” is a singular name for this astronomically deter

mined date. It is supposed to havebeen a day of tragedy

on Mount Calvary after the agony and bloody sweat of the

Garden ofGethsemane. Hewho cried out “ O my father,

if it be possible, let this cup pass from me,” cried out still

more bitterly , as he felt the cold shadow of the wings of

death hovering over him , “ My God , my God, why hast

thou forsaken me ? " What a day to call Good Friday !

To him it was Bad Friday or Black Friday. Yet his

followers regard it as the happiest incident in the world's

history . He suffered that they might enjoy ; he descended

into hell in order that they might ascend into heaven ; and

they look upon his fatal day with gladness and rejoicing.

So terribly vain and egotistical are human beings, and so

generally is religion the consecration of selfishness ! And

of all the selfish religions in the world orthodox Chris

tianity is the most selfish . The ancients were ready to

die for their gods.

For how can man die better

Than facing fearful odds

For the ashes of his father's

And the temples of his gods ?

Horatius, in this spirit, guards the Tiber bridge against

a host of the enemies of Rome. But the orthodox Christian

knows a trick worth two of that. He makes his God

die for him . Yes, the creator and governor of this infinite

universe actually dies --and an ignominious death at that

-for the sake of a special lot of maggoty souls on this

little dutch -cheese of a planét. And the maggoty souls

who cherish that brilliant idea look down upon all who

reject it as wretches worthy of eternal damnation . The

ifiadmen would lock up the sane people, the scoundrels

imprison the honest men ! For what man of common .

sense and common honesty , not to say common decency ,

does not see that this sacrifice of a God for the sins of his

own creatures is worthy of the criminal department of

Bedlam ?
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The Resurrection

THE Resurrection of Jesus Christ is the foundation of

Christianity. “ If Christ be not risen ," St. Paul says,

“ then is our preaching vain .” i Yet the Resurrection

is a pure romance, a legend which grew up in the Apostolic

age, and was propagated amongst those who greedily

swallowed such marvels without the slightest investiga

tion . The famous Jerusalem ghost is as fabulous as the

Cock Lane ghost, or any other phantom born of ignorance

and credulity.

Whoever will read the story of the Crucifixion with an

unprejudiced mind will find himself in a perfect atmos

phere of superstition . Wonders are so plentiful that one

writer throws in an earthquake, or a wholesale resur

rection of dead men , on his own account, as though they

were everyday trifles.

While Jesus hung upon the cross, according to

Matthew , " there was darkness over all the land unto the

ninth hour." . This is improved upon by Luke, who says

the darkness extended “ over all the earth . " Such a

phenomenon must have excited universal surprise , but it

escaped the attention of the Jewish historian , Josephus,

whose writings are voluminous and minute. " It hap

pened,” says Gibbon, “ during the lifetime of Seneca and

the elder Pliny , who must have experienced the immediate

effects, or received the earliest intelligence of the prodigy .

Each of these philosophers , in a laborious work , has

recorded all the great phenomena of Nature , earthquakes,

meteors, comets, and eclipses, which his indefatigable

curiosity could collect. But the one and the other have

omitted to mention the greatest phenomenon to which

the mortal eye has been witness since the creation of the

globe.” + Pliny, indeed , like Virgil, Plutarch , and Dion

Cassius, relates the preternatural darkness that followed

2
I Corinthians xv., 14. Matthew xxyii., 45.

Luke xxiii., 44 . Gibbon , Decline and Fall, chap. xy.
3 A
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the murder of Cæsar; but all the poets and historians of

the age are silent as to the more marvellous darkness of

the Passion of Christ. What is still more singular, it is

not referred to by the apostle John, who, according to the

story, was present at the Crucifixion .

Another wonder recorded by Matthew , Mark , and Luke,

but ignored by John, is the earthquake which rent the

veil of the temple in twain . This timely and accommodat

ing earthquake was unknown both to the Jews and the

Pagans. To remedy this deficiency of evidence the

Fathers discovered a passage in Phlegon , which relates

that in the fourth year of the two hundred and second

Olympiad there was an unprecedented eclipse of the sun,

and an earthquake in Bithynia , that overthrew several

houses in Nice. But Bithynia is far from Judæa, and the

Crucifixion took place on the first, and not the fourth ,

year of this Olympiad . Nor, indeed , could the eclipse of

the Passion have been a natural phenomenon , for eclipses

occur at the time of the new moon, and Jesus was crucified

when the moon was at the full. Fathers like Jerome,

Gregory, and Hilary, therefore , represent the darkness

as supernatural; the last telling us that the sun was

palsied at the sight of the suffering Redeemer, just as

Virgil had said that the sun , at the death of Cæsar,

covered his disk with a bloody veil, and made the impious

age tremble with apprehension of an everlasting night.“

The most serious objection to the passage in Phlegon is

its character as a forgery. Gibbon says it is now wisely

abandoned ” ; and Dean Milman adds that “ its authority

is rejected by every writer who has the least pretensions

to historical criticism . " ,

A still more astonishing incident of the Crucifixion was

unknown to Mark , and Luke, and John. According to

Matthew , the “ graves were opened ; and many bodies of

the saints which slept arose , and came out of the graves

after his resurrection, and went into the holy city , and

appeared unto many.'

5

6
Peyrat, Histoire Elémentaire et Critique de Jésus, p . 306 .

Virgil, Georgics, bk . i., PP . 446-8 .

Milman, History of Christianity, bk . i., chap. vii., foot
note .

* xxyii., 52 , 53.

7
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Not only is this incredible in face of the silence of other

evangelists ; it is in opposition to St. Paul, who describes

the risen Christ as the first-fruits of them that slept."

In itself , also , the story is ridculous. Resuscitation after

death is a miracle , and the power which wrought it could

have raised the corpses without the assistance of an earth

quake. Wemay also inquire as to the identity of the

" saints." Who were they ? Who saw them ? Who

recognized them ? What were they doing between Friday

afternoon and Sunday morning ? How did they obtain

clothes to cover their nudity ? Did they return to their

graves after exhibiting themselves in Jerusalem , or are

they still the Wandering Jews ? 10 How are we to account

for the Jews being ignorant of such a miracle ? Would

not the whole population flock to see the men who had

risen from the dead ? Would there not have been universal

curiosity to learn from them the secrets of the grave ?

Similar prodigies were related of the death of Cæsar, as

Shakespeare notes in a passage of Hamlet:

In the most high and palmy state of Rome,

A little ere the mighty Julius fell,

The graves stood tenantless and the sheeted dead

Did squeak and gibber in the Roman streets .

The one prodigy is no doubt as authentic as the other.

Both belong to the common superstition of the age. Nor

is it surprising that Julius Cæsar, like Jesus Christ,

should likewise exceed the fate of ordinary men .

“ Cæsar also ," in the words of Mr. Froude,

believed to have risen again and ascended into heaven ,

and became a divine being.

was

► 11

9
1 Corinthians xv., 20 .

10 Eusebius infornis us that Quadratus presented an apology

to the Emperor Hadrian , in which he asserted that some of

them still survived ! This was in A.D. 120 , nearly eighty years

after their resurrection !

" J. A. Froude, Cæsar, chap. xxviii. (first edition ). In the

second edition the passage is altered as follows :

enthusiasm of the multitude refused to believe that he was

dead . He was supposed to have ascended into heaven , not in

adulatory metaphor, but in literal and prosaic fact.”

" The
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By this time the reader will perceive that the marvels

of the Crucifixion are such as to make us very critical as

' to the Resurrection . The age was infinitely credulous,

and the biographers of Jesus Christ were steeped in its

familiar superstition .

But before we enter upon a full examination of the

Resurrection story let us press this point more forcibly.

Dr. Westcott, Bishop of Durham in succession to Dr.

Lightfoot, ventured the extraordinary assertion , with

respect to Christ's disciples, that “ there was no popular

belief at the time which could have inspired them with a

faith in an imaginary Resurrection." 19 Now there are

several good answers to this assertion. In the first place,

there has always been an inclination to believe in a lost

leader's return ; witness the legends of Arthur, Arminius,

Barbarossa , and Napoleon. Suetonius records the belief

in the expected return of Nero to resume his throne. To

this day the followers of Joanna Southcote believe that she

will revisit the earth . Perhaps the most signal parallèl

to the Apostle's frame of mind is to be found in Omar,

who drew his scimitar when news;was brought of the

death ofMohammed , and swore he would kill the wretch

who dared to say that the prophet of Allah could die.

In the second place, the resurrection of the dead was

not unfamiliar to the Jews. They had a story in their

Scriptures of the restoration to life of a widow's son by

Elijah ,18 and another of a dead man who revived on

touching the bones of Elisha. " When Herod heard of the

fame of Jesus he said it was John the Baptist whom he

had beheaded.is When Jesus inquired of his disciples,

“ Whom do men say that I, the Son of Man, am ? " they

answered , " Some say that thou art John the Baptist,

some Elias ; and others Jeremias, or one of the

prophets . This proves the existence of a general

belief in the resurrection of eminent dead men in the very

time of Christ. Nor is this all. The evangelists relate

the raising from the dead of three persons by Jesus him

self ; the widow's son , the ruler's daughter, and Lazarus;

" ) 16

" Westcott, Gospel of the Resurrection .

18 1 Kings xyi., 17 , etc. 2 Kings xiii., 21.

18 Matthew xiv ., 2 ; Mark vi., 14.
16 Matthew xvi., 13, 14.

14
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and the first evangelist, as we have already seen, relates

a wholesale resurrection of dead “ saints " at the

Crucifixion.17

In the third place, if the idea of resurrection was familiar

to the Jews, it might be expected to exist in the greatest

strength in the minds of the disciples of Jesus, who were

drawn from Galilee ,which was themost superstitious part

of Palestine. Lightfoot represents the ordinary Jews.as

“ mąd with superstition ," and as " given to an easiness

of believing all manner of delusions beyond measure." 18

What, then , might be expected of the rude Galileans,

whose ignorance and credulity were proverbial ?

In the fourth place, it was the common belief among the

Jews that the Messiah would transcend the greatest of the

patriarchs and prophets ; and if Enoch was translated , and

Elijah went up in a fiery chariot, it was only natural that

the Messiah should also ascend to heaven . Other Jews,

indeed, than the disciples of Jesus were deluded by this

expectation. Sabbathai Sevi, for instance, in the seven

teenth century, proclaimed himself the Messiah, and

attracted a crowd of disciples in the Levant. Being seized

by the Sultan , and offered the choice of death or becoming

a Mussulman , he preferred conversion to execution , and

lived until 1676 , when he succumbed to the colic instead

of the bowstring “ It might have been expected , ” says

Milman , “ that his sect, if it survived his apostasy , at

least would have expired with his death ; but there is no

calculating the obstinacy of human credulity : his

followers gave out that he was transported to heaven like

Enoch and Elijah ; and , notwithstanding the constant and

active opposition of the Jewish priesthood, the sect spread

in all quarters.'
" ) 19

11 Grotius, writing of the Resurrection , cites Pagan

authorities in favour of its possibility. “ Neither," he says,

“ did wise men believe it to be impossible : for Plato relates it

of Er, the Armenian ; Heraclides Ponticus, of a certain woman ;

Herodotus, of Aristæus; and Plutarch, out of another : which ,

whether they were true or false , shows the opinion of learned

men concerning the possibility of the thing.” — De Veritate,

bk . ii. and vii.

Lightfoot, Horæ Hebraicae et Talmudice ; Works, vol.

vi., p . 81. Milman , History of the Jews, p . 584.

19
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Substitute the nameof Jesus Christ for that of Sabbathai

Sevi, and the disdainful words of Milman are precisely

such as
a philosophic historian might apply to the

Christians .

Strange as it may sound to orthodox ears, there is no

positive proof that Jesus died upon the cross . Some of

the early " heretics ” -- that is , Christians who had the

misfortune to be in the minority - disbelieved the story.

According to a Gospel said to have been written by

Barnabas, the companion of Paul, Jesus .was taken up into

the third heaven by four angels , and Judas Iscariot was

crucified in his stead.20 The Basilidians asserted that the

substitutionary victim was Simion the Cyrenean." The

Docetæ taught that Jesus was a phantom , and not ilesh

and blood ; an opinion adopted in the Koran, which says

that Jesus was privately taken up into heaven, and that

a certain resemblance of him was fixed to the cross ; and

consequently Jesus was not dead, but the eyes of the Jews

were deceived.23

It is not clear even from the Gospels that Jesus really

died upon the cross . Crucifixion was a lingering death ,

and Pilate marvelled at the report of his expiration in

the brief space of three hours.23 The legs of the two

thieves were broken , but those of Jesus were untouched.

John tells us, although the other evangelists do not, that

a soldier speared his side, and there came forth blood and

water. But this is an impossible circumstance. Water

could not flow if he were living, and blood would not

flow if he were dead. The early Fathers, as we have

already observed, looked upon the whole circumstance as

preternatural. The water and blood were regarded as

symbolic of purification and redemption ,24 and this may

account for its introduction in the fourth Gospel.

No post-mortem examinations were then made, and no

inquests were held upon the bodies of executed male

factors ; and as Jesus was hurried away from the cross,

and placed in a tomb by a friend , it is conceivable that he

2. E. P. Meredith , Prophet of Nazareth, p . 288.

*1 Dr. E. Burton , Heresies of the Apostolic Age, p ., 159 .

Grotius, Truth of the Christian Religion , bk . vi.

24 Burton , p . 469.
18 Mark xv ., 44 .
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survived the ordeal; indeed , there is a Jewish tradition to

that effect .

Now when we are discussing a case of resurrection, as

Professor Huxley points out, the most important link in

the chain of evidence is the proof that the man was really

dead. The evidence of ordinary observers on such a point

is absolutely worthless . Even medical evidence may have

little more value. The ordinary signs of death may be

fallacious, unless the temperature has sunk below a

certain point,"and the cadaveric stiffening of the mụscles

is well-established.25

No such observations were made in the case of Jesus ,

nor was there so much as a cursory examination by

independent persons. His death , therefore, is by no

means a certitude ; and when we are discussing a miracle,

every link of the chain must be thoroughly tested .

Let us now take the burial of Jesus. His body was

begged by a rich disciple, Joseph of Arimathæa, and laid

in a new tomb. A big stone was rolled against the

entrance, and Joseph of Arimathæa probably went home

to supper. In that tomb Jesus remained three days, the

whole of which time he miraculously put in between late

on Friday afternoon and early on Sunday morning .

Meanwhile the chief priests and Pharisees were acting in

a most unaccountable manner. They went to Pilate and

said :

Sir, we remember what that deceiver said , while he was

yet alive, After three days I will rise again . Command

therefore that the sepulchre be made sure until the third

day, lest his disciples come by night and steal him away,

and say unto the people , He is risen from the dead."

Surely this was an extraordinary request. Pilate had

given the body to Joseph of Arimathæa, who had placed

it in his own tomb . It is simply incredible that the

Governor should take any further trouble in the matter.

Who can believe that he allowed a company of Roman

soldiers to guard a private sepulchre without the owner's

desire or acquiescence ?

How did the priests and Pharisees come to know that

25
Huxley, Hume, p . 138. 26 Matthew xxvii., 63, 64 .
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Jesus prophesied his resurrection ? It was unknown to

his very disciples, according to the express statement of

John ; 27 and this is corroborated by the preparations for

embalming the body.28

But the story grows in incredibility . The sepulchre was

blocked with a stone, this was sealed, and the soldiers

watched it night and day ; although no one seems to have

ascertained whether the body was really inside. During

the second night there was another earthquake ; an angel

flew down from heaven , rolled back the stone, sat upon it,

and paralysed the keepers with fear. Amidst the hubbub

Jesus seems to have made off. But no one saw him do so .

Theangel told the woman “ he is risen , " and showed them

the place where he had lain . But that he was ever there ,

or that he ever left, is merely a supposition .

It is said that the terrified watch went and told the chief

priests and elders, who gave them “ large money, " and

asked them to say the disciples came by night and stole

the body whilst they slept, and promised to make it all

right with Pilate .

Is this a likely story ? If a miracle had occurred the

soldiers had simply to tell Pilate . But to accuse them

selves of sleeping at their posts was to invite the punish

ment of death . Nor could the Sanhedrim pacify Pilate,

for the Jewish authorities and the Governor lived in a

constant state of antagonism .

The conduct of the priests is absolutely unintelligible.

They had compassed the death of Jesus as a
deceiver ."

When they found that he was not a deceiver, but had

angels in his retinue, and was lord of life and death, they

would have trembled with fear, and repented in sackcloth

and ashes. And deceiving the people was useless in this

extremity, for it was no protection against him .

One little sentence throws a flood of light upon the

story. Matthew writes that the stealing of the body by

the disciples “ is commonly reported among the Jews

unto this day.” This proves the story to have been

written long afterwards, and allows scope for the growth

of any quantity of legend.

27
John xx . , 9 .

28 Mark syi., I ; Luke xxiv ., 1 ; John xix ., 39.
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Were there any truth in this story of the watch at the

sepulchre , it could not have been neglected by Mark ,

Luke, and John. Their silence shows they never heard of

it, or treated it with contempt. It rests entirely upon the

authority of the first Gospel, a work which comes to us,

not from the apostolic age, but from the second century ;

and being in itself absurd, and without a tittle of corro

boration from the other evangelists or from contemporary

sources, wemust dismiss it as an idle fable .

This was so obvious to the early Church that it forged

certain Acts of Pilate, in which it is said that Pilate for

warded a report of Christ's miracles, death , and resur

rection to Tiberius, and that the emperor solicited the

Senate to enrol the crucified Nazarene amongst the

gods.20 . This monstrous forgery is accepted , at least as

substantially authentic by Tischendorf ; but his English

translator, though writing under the auspices of the

Religious Tract Society , is obliged to remark that

Tischendorf “ stands almost alone. " 30

There is a similar forgery in the extant copies of

Josephus," which Gibbon says was inserted into the

text between the time of Origen and that of Eusebius." $

The authenticity of the passage has been effectually dis

posed of by Lardner ;35 Bishop Warburton called it

rank forgery , and a very stupid one too ” ; 3
34 and De

Quincey says it “ has long been given up as a forgery by

all men not lunatic ." 35

Many Christian apologists have asked this fatuous

question - If the body of Jesus was gone from the

sepulchre , how came it to be removed ? Further, it is

asked — Why did not the Sanhedrim prosecute the Apostles

if their story was false ? 36

These questions are based upon the assumption that the

Gospel story is true; which ends the controversy by beg

ging the question .

a

29

Lardner, Works, vol. vi., pp. 605-625 ; Gibbon , chap. xv.

" Tischendorf, When Were Our Gospels Written ? p..82 .

Josephus, Antiquities, bk . xviii., ch. iii.

" Chap . xyi., footnote . 38 Works, vol. vi., pp . 492-505.

“ Divine Legation of Moses, bks. ii. and vi.

The Essenes,” Works, vol. ix .

See Hartwell Horne's Introduction , vol. i., pp. 245-247;

56 Essay on
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The body of Jesus was in the possession of his friends.

It was laid in a friend's tomb, it was embalmed, or at

least to have been embalmed , by friends, and they were

the parties last seen in charge of it. If it disappeared,

therefore (of which there is not the slightest contemporary

proof), it was for them to give an account of it, and not

the priests and Pharisees, or the Roman authorities, or

the general body of the Jews. Nor was there any reason

for anxiety on the part of the enemies of Jesus. They had

got rid of a troublesome person ; they believed there was

an end of him ; they had other matters to think of, and

they might well be indifferent to the babble of his

terrorised disciples.

It must be remembered that Jesus was not such an

important person then as he is now . The Christians who

ask these questions as to what became of his dead body,

and why the Apostles were not immediately contradicted ,

both assume the truth of the Gospel story and

their own feelings to the Jewish rulers , by whom they

were not entertained .

Continuing our examination of the Gospel story of the

Resurrection, we find its contradictions both numerous

and startling. It is impossible to deal with all of them ,

but a selection will suffice .

Matthew brings two to the tomb, Mary

Magdalene and “ the other Mary." Mark brings these

two with a third named Salome. Luke omits Salome, and

mentions a third called Joanna, with “ other women

who are not identified. John brings Mary Magdalene

alone.

This is a curious specimen of Gospel harmony. The

only point of agreement is the presence of Mary Mag

dalene, a lady from whom Jesus had ejected seven devils .

She was apparently a victim of hysteria, and probably

subject to hallucinations.

Matthew says there was an earthquake, and an angel

rolled away the stone from the mouth of the sepulchre

and sat upon it. Mark alludes to no angel outside, but

says the women looked into the tomb and saw a young

man in white. Luke mentions no angel, but places two

men in the sepulchre. John says the women found the

sepulchre open , without mentioning man or angel, until

women

..
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Mary Magdalene came a second time, when she saw two

angels .

Matthew says that Jesus appeared first to the women .

Mark and John say that he first appeared to Mary Mag

dalene alone. Luke says that he first appeared to two

disciples as they were walking to Emmaus.

Matthew and Mark say that an angel told the disciples

to go into Galilee . John also takes them there, although

he omits the message. Luke keeps them in the Holy

City . In this he is supported by the author of the Acts ,

who says that Jesus expressly “ commanded them that

they should not depart from Jerusalem ."

The same harmony prevails as to the subsequent

appearances of Jesus. Matthew makes him appear but

once, immediately before his ascension. Mark makes him

appear three times : to the women , to the two disciples on

the road to Emmaus, and to the eleven . Luke makes him

appear twice : to the two pedestrians, and to the eleven in

a room . John makes him appear four times : to Mary

Magdalene alone, to the disciples in a room without

Thomas,'to the sameagain with Thomas, and to the same

once more at Tiberias.

John is the only one who tells the dramatic story of

Thomas, who refused to believe that the Master had risen ,

without putting his fingers in the print of the nails , and

his hand in the hole in the side. John , of course, is the

only one who mentions the spear-thrust in Christ's side

at the Crucifixion , because he wanted a hole for Thomas

to put his hand into , and the other evangelists had no

need for such a cavity .

There is a similar agreementas to whether the risen Jesus

was a man or a ghost. Now he comes through a closed

door, and anon he eats broiled fish and honeycomb ; now

he vanishes, after walking and talking with his disciples,

and anon he allows the sceptical Thomas to examine his

wounds, in proof that he was not a spirit, but solid flesh

and bone.

The orthodox method of reconciling these contradictions

is to reckon all the appearances of Jesus as separate ,
and

save the veracity of the evangelists at the expense of their

memory . But a candid writer , like Dean Alford , is con

strained to admit that the narrative will ever be perplexed
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" ST

and obscure until we read it in heaven , and that wemust

meanwhile “ be content to walk by faith , and not by

sight.'

It is justly pointed out by Matthew Arnold that the

atmosphere of the Gospels is more fully charged with the

miraculous after the Crucifixion .

And the more the miraculousness of the story deepens,

as after the death of Jesus, the more does the texture of

the incidents become loose and floating , the more does

the very air and aspect of things seem to tell us we are

in wonderland. Jesus after his resurrection not known

by Mary Magdalene, taken by her for the gardener ;

appearing in another form , and not known by the two

disciples going with him to Emmaus and at supper with

him there ; not known by his most intimate apostles on

the borders of the Sea of Galilee ;-and presently , out of

these vague beginnings, the recognitions getting asserted ,

then the ocular demonstrations, the final commissions,

the ascension ;-one hardly knows which of the two to

call the most evident here, the perfect simplicity and good

faith of the narrators, or the plainness with which they

themselves really say to us : Behold a legend growing

under your eyes !
38

Whoever will read Paul's epistles first, and the Gospels

and the Acts afterwards, will see how the Christian myth

grew from vagueness to precision under the shaping

imagination of the Church of the first century after the

Apostles. Paul's account of the Resurrection differs from

that of the Gospels, and he places his own subjective

vision of Jesus on precisely the same level as his objective

appearance to the apostles. Indeed , it is clear enough that

seeing in that age, and among such people, frequently

meant seeing with what Hamlet calls the “ mind's eye .”

Here we are naturally brought to the so-called testimony

of Paul. This proselyte to Christianity does not appear

to have known Jesus personally. He was bitterly hostile

to the followers of Jesus, and for many years their active

and remorseless persecutor . It is evident, therefore, that

he disbelieved the story of the Resurrection on the evidence

? Dean Alford, Greek Testament, vol. i., p . 905.

38 Arnold , Literature and Dognia , p . 151.
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man .

39

then existing . Nor was his conversion effected by a fresh

investigation . It was caused by a miracle or a sunstroke

on the road to Damascus . Even the three accounts of this

incident in theActs are in flat contradiction to each other .

In the ninth chapter we are told that there shone round

about him a light from heaven, and he fell upon the

ground and heard the voice of Jesus speaking to him .

His attendants also stood speechless, “ hearing a voice and

seeing no But different versions are given ,

ostensibly by Paul himself, in the twenty-second and

twenty-sixth chapters . In the first of them , he says that

his attendants saw the light, but “ heard not the voice .'

There are nine other points of disagreement, but this is

the most vital. When writing to the Corinthians many

years afterwards, Paul declared that he had seen Jesus,

which is an entirely fresh invention . It is perfectly clear

that he possessed an accommodating memory, unless the

author of the Acts had a very bad one ; for whereas the

chronicler, in relating Paul's conversion , makes Jesus

speak only a few words, the convert himself, in a speech

before King Agrippa, amplifies them into a little oration .“1

Paul lost his eyesight and his appetite for three days

after this incident, and the whole of the circumstances are

consistent with the theory of his having suffered a sun

stroke.

According to his own account in Galatians he was not

anxious to obtain evidence. He did not go up to Jeru

salem and question the apostles about their dead and

risen Master. He “ conferred not with fresh and blood .”

His subjective experience was sufficient without objective

proof. He went into Arabia for three years ; then he

returned to Damascus, and subsequently went to Jeru

salem , where he saw Peter and James.< 3 But their

evidence was unnecessary, for he speaks of his conversion

as wrought by a " revelation .” But a revelation to Paul

was no revelation to other persons. He had God's word

for it, but they had only Paul's ; and , as Thomas Paine

says, what is revelation in the first instance is only hear

say at second-hand.

39
1 Cor. ix ., 1 ; XV., 8 .

• Acts xxvi., 14-18.

40 Acts ix ., 3 .

52 Galatians i., 15-19.
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Paul condescends to particulars as to the Resurrection

in the first epistle to the Corinthians.43 His story is very

different from that of either of the Evangelists, and in

cludes an extraordinary circumstance which they had

apparently never heard of, and which in itself is ridicu

lously incredible . He declares that Jesus was seen of

above five hundred brethren at once ; of whom the greater

part remain unto this present, but someare fallen asleep."

Now , we read in the Acts (i., 15 ) that the total number of

the faithful after the Ascension was only a hundred and

twenty ; and even if every one of these saw Jesus, which

is contradictory to the Gospels, the remaining three

hundred and eighty " brethren " must have been created

in Paul's imagination .

Paul was writing to the Corinthians, who lived at a

distance from the scene of the Resurrection . Had he

written thus to the Hebrews they would have denounced

him as a liar or a madman. One stroke of the pen was

as easy as another , and five hundred was a good round

sum . But he took precious care not to produce one of the

five hundred , or to give the names or addresses of any of

them ; and his unsupported word , in respect of what

occurred when he was not himself present, would be

laughed at in any Court of Justice in any part of the world .

We conclude that Paul's testimony to the Resurrection

is absolutely worthless . He had no personal knowledge

of Jesus, and could not recognize him if he saw him . He

disbelieved the Resurrection on the evidence of the

disciples of Jesus, and prosecuted them as impostors and

blasphemers. All he could possibly tell us about the

Resurrection is what he heard from other persons, for his

own private “ revelation ” from heaven was perfectly

useless to anyone but himself.

It is a significant fact that all the appearances of Jesus

after his Resurrection were made to the faithful. Not a

single impartial person was allowed to witness a fact of

which it was of the utmost importance for the world to

have positive assurance . Yet it was easy for Jesus to

establish the fact beyond all possibility of contradiction .

Why did he only show himself to a handful of men and

43
XV . , 3-8 .
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women whose testimony was sure to be treated with

suspicion ? Why did he not stand before Pontius Pilate

and the Sanhedrim , and show them that he had risen

from the tomb, and thus proved himself the lord of life

and death ? He might have made the evidence of his

Resurrection not only conclusive but overwhelming .

Instead of this, he left it in such obscurity that no rational

man can believe it except by “ an act of faith ."

We are sometimes told that the sufferings of the early

Christians are an attestation of the truth of their testimony .

This is the whole argument of the first eight chapters of

Paley's Evidences of Christianity. Nevertheless, it is a

downright absurdity. Suffering for a conviction proves

its strength, but not its validity ; it proves the honesty of

the man, but not the truth of his principles. Every

religion and every philosophy has had its martyrs ; and if

the readiness or capacity to bear pain is a test of truth ,

the practice of torture should be revived in our criminal

jurisprudence.

As a matter of fact, however, the sufferings of the

early Christians have been grossly exaggerated. They

were sheltered by the Roman tribunals against fanatical

persecution . Not until the time of Nero is it pretended

that they suffered any molestation from the civil author

ities ; and the butcheries of Nero, confined to the city of

Rome, were only a brief spasm in the life of the empire.

That the Christians were persecuted in the second century

cannot be denied , but they were not witnesses of the

Resurrection , and neither their sufferings nor their con

stancy affords any evidence of an event that is alleged to

have occurred before they were born .

We are not called upon to affirm or to deny the alleged

murder of Stephen at Jerusalem ; but we agree with

Gibbon that an accurate inquiry will induce us to doubt

whether any of those persons who had been witnesses to

the miracles of Christ were permitted , beyond the limits

of Palestine, to seal with their blood the truth of their

testimony.” 14 Every scholar is aware that the martyrdom

of Paul is theonly one for which there is even a shadow of

evidence. St. Peter's martyrdom at Rome is so bare

“ Gibbon , chap. xvi.
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faced a tradition that a crowd of Protestant writers deny

that he ever visited the Eternal City, " and the martyr.

dom of the other apostles is admitted by sober historians .

to be equally legendary .

It is sometimes asserted that the Christian Sabbath is a

proof of the Resurrection . But it was simply the Sun's

day (Sunday), which was taken by the Christians, partly

because of its wide celebration , partly because of its

mythicaland ritual significance, partly as a protest against

Judaism , and partly because they naturally met together

for religious worship on the legal day of cessation from

regular toil. That they should assign the Resurrection to

that day was perfectly natural. But in the time of Justin

Martyr, a century after the Crucifixion , there survived as

one reason for meeting on the first day of the week, the

theory that Jehovah on that day began the work of

creation . What the Christian apologist has to do is to

furnish the links between the Christian Sabbath of the

second century, and an event that is said to have occurred

nearly seventy years before that century commenced . But

this has never been done, and we confidently predict that

it never will be.

Let us now turn to the Ascension, or the flight of the

Jerusalem ghost. This was devised to round off the story

of the Resurrection ; it was also a part of the mythical

conception of a Saviour. The first Christians who taught

the Resurrection were clearly under a necessity of dis

posing of their Master , in order to avoid embarrassing

questions. They therefore reported that he had “ gone

” and taken a seat at the right hand of God . But

their accounts of his ascension , as we find them in the

Gospels and the Acts, are as harmonious and credible as

their accounts of his resurrection .

Matthew and John , unlike Mark and Luke, are at least

supposed to have been disciples of Jesus. They were

therefore present at his Ascension , if it ever took place.

Yet neither of them relates it, and the story comes to us

from the two writers who were not present.

How are we to explain the silence of Matthew and John ?

up

45 Lardner, vol. vi., p . 253, etc.; Mosheim (Murdoch Ed.),

vol. i., pp . 70-72; Milnian , Bk . ii., chap. iii., etc., etc.
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Did they think the Ascension too trilling to be men .

tioned ? Did they mistrust their own eyesight ? 'Did

they never hear of it ? Or, having heard of it, did they

reject it as falsehood or hallucination ?

The second and third evangelists, who relate the

Ascension , do not agree with each other. Luke informs

us that Jesus ascended from Bethany, a short distance

from Jerusalem , on the very day of the Resurrection , or at

the latest the nexť morning ; while Mark, without any

precision as to time, distinctly affirms that Jesus ascended

from Galilee, which was at least sixty miles from Jeru

salem . Now the Ascension could not have occurred at two

different places, and, in the absence of corroborative testi

mony on one side or the other, Mark and Luke đestroy

each other as witnesses.

The author of Acts agrees with Luke as to the place ,

but differs both from Mark and Luke as to the time. He

declares that Jesus spent forty days (off and on ) with his

disciples before levitating . This constitutes another

difficulty .

According to the Acts, Jesus ascended in the presence

of his disciples . No impartial person was allowed to

witness this astonishing event .. After making a brief

speech , he was “ taken up , and a cloud reecived him out

of their sight." He was in a cloud , and they were in a

cloud , and the millions who believe it are also in a cloud .

* This was a fitting occasion for a display that would

have convinced the world , and silenced for ever the cavils

of scepticism . The event might have been announced ;

deputations might have come from all parts of the globe,

or at least of the Roman Empire ; the Ascension might

have been witnessed by a multitude of men of different

belief, taste, temper, and speech ; they might have re

turned to their several countries and reported to their

fellow citizens, and their independent accounts would

have established the Ascension upon an irrefragable basis

of testimony. But this was not done, and the Ascension of

Jesus Christ sinks into the place of legend and mythology.

For the most part Christians believe as they are taught,

without a moment's reflection , and read their bibles as

lazily as they smoke their pipes. Their creed is determined

by the geographical accident of their birth. What was
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originated by imagination, developed by craft, and sup

ported by imposture, is continued by authority and

acquiescence.

Wedo not ask anyone to take our word for more than

we can prove it to be worth . Let the Christian examine

for himself, and we have no fear as to the result. A

belief in the New Testament story of the supernatural

Christ does not seem possible to any man who candidly

sifts and honestly weighs the evidence . Nearly all its

opponents have been men who have lost in fortune or

reputation by their advocacy ; while nearly all its defenders

have been the hirelings of sects and churches.

If Christians would pursue their investigations into the

foundations of their creed , they would soon satisfy them

selves that the life, death , resurrection , and ascension of

Jesus Christ are largely , if not entirely , mythical. The

Crucifixion , if it ever occurred , like the Resurrection and

the Ascension ,must have taken place on a particular day.

Yet Good Friday, as we pointed out in the previous

chapter, never falls on the same week in two consecutive

years. It is determined by astronomical signs ; in short,

it is only an ancient Pagan festivalunder another name.

When the Christians are celebrating the resurrection of

Jesus, they unconsciously imitate the ancient “ heathen ,"

who commemorated at a period corresponding to our

Easter the resurrection of the Sun , and his triumph over

the powers of darkness. It was at this time, and not in

the cold sterility of our first month , that they fixed the

beginning of the year. When the moderns are preparing

to celebrate the ascension of Christ, they are welcoming

the ascension of the Sun. The great luminary is

(apparently ) rising higher and higher in the heavens ,

shedding his warmer beams on the earth , and gladdening

the hearts ofmen . And there is more connection between

the Son and the Sun than is dreamt of in some people's

philosophy.

According to the Apostles' Creed , Jesus descended into

hell between his death and resurrection , just as the sun

descends into the underworld , which is the real meaning

of Hades. Misunderstanding this circumstance, the

Church fabricated the monstrous fable that Jesus

preached unto the spirits in prison ," as we read in the
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the cross ,

first epistle of Peter .46 One of the apocryphal gospels

gives a lively account of how he harried the realm of Old

Harry, emptying the place wholesale , and robbing the

poor Devil of all his illustrious subjects from Adam to

John the Baptist.

It was forgotten that Jesus said to the penitent thief on

“ This day shalt thou be with me in Paradise."

One would suppose that Jesus should have said , “ This day

thou shalt be with me in hell,” unless he forgot his

destiny, and keptthe poor thief waiting outside the pearly

gates of heaven until his chaperon arrived , either on the

Sunday or Monday following , or after an interval of forty

days - according to which New Testament narrative is

accepted .

Leaving the mythological for themore practical aspect

of the case, let us press a question which has been put

already . The resurrection of Jesus is the basis of Chris.

tianity . If he did not rise Paul thought all his preaching

in vain , and told his co -religionists that if in this life

only they had hope in Christ , they were of all men the

most miserable. It is also evident from theNew Testament

that belief is necessary to salvation . Why did not Jesus

Christ, then , establish the fact of his resurrection beyond

all dispute, so that belief might be easy and simple, and

heaven be filled with human beings at the expense of

hell ? Why did he not appear to his enemies as well as

his friends ? Why did he not act so that the whole world

might have been convinced ?

The only explanation of the secrecy of Christ's appear

ances is the fact that they are imaginary . Every state

ment about him was made by his own followers . To

allege thathewas seen by outside persons would havebeen

to challenge criticism and incur refutation . Consequently

this course was avoided . For even the grossest super

stition has an instinct of self-preservation which bids it

shun the light.

Miracles are derided at home and believed at a distance,

and those of the New Testament have not escaped the

universal law . The resurrection of Jesus Christ is accepted

in foreign countries , but rejected in the land of his birth

* jii ., 19.
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and the scene of his achievements . The Jews who lived

in Palestine were not convinced of his supernatural

character. They denied it ; their descendants deny it to

this day ; and the denial has cost them ages of misery and

rivers of blood. It is related that the great Czar Nicholas,

one Easter morning, when walking the round of his

palace, came to a sentinel who happened to be a Jew .

The lord of all the Russias gave themorning's salutation ,

“ Christ is Risen ." The Jewish sentinel grounded his

musket, and said , “ Christ is not risen .” There they stood

-the Christian Czar and the Jewish sentinel- gazing at

each other , and typifying the conflict of centuries.

“ Christ is risen, ” say millions of aliens to the land of

his birth . “ Christ is not risen ," say the descendants of

his countrymen . They have asserted it amidst un

paralleled persecution ; amidst torture, outrage, and

spoliation ; amidst the ruin of their homes, the massacre

of their families, and the violation of their wives and

daughters ; and amidst fires of countless stakes , where

they were burnt to ashes for the greater glory of Christ.

Denied the rights of citizenship , confined to special parts

of a few cities, and restricted to despised occupations, the.

Jews lifted their heads with pride as they saw the super

stition of their oppressors; and something of granite

endurance rose within them as they remembered that they

lived before the Nazarenes and might outlive the last of

them .

Are they or their persecutors in the right ? Does the

truth in this matter rest with the bigot or his victim ? Is

the resurrection of Jesus Christ a fact, or a legend that

comes to us from the far-off ages of ignorance and

credulity ? Let the reader decide the question for himself.
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